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LANDSCAPE/ plaza
DOMESTIC/ single dwelling
DOMESTIC/ multiple dwelling
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INDUSTRY/PROCESSING/EXTRACTION/ power plant
INDUSTRY/PROCESSING/EXTRACTION/ waterworks
RECREATION AND CULTURE/ theater
7. Description

Architectural Classification
(Enter categories from instructions.)
EARLY REPUBLIC/ Federal
MID-19TH CENTURY/ Greek Revival
LATE VICTORIAN/ High Victorian Gothic
LATE VICTORIAN/ Richardsonian Romanesque
LATE VICTORIAN/ Italianate
LATE VICTORIAN/ Queen Anne
LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/ Colonial Revival
LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/ Classical Revival
LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/ Late Gothic Revival
LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY REVIVALS/ Italian Renaissance
LATE 19TH AND 20TH CENTURY MODERN MOVEMENTS/ Bungalow / Craftsman
MODERN MOVEMENT/ International Style

Materials: (enter categories from instructions.)
Principal exterior materials of the property: BRICK; STONE/ Granite, Sandstone, Marble, Slate; WOOD/ Weatherboard, Shingle; METAL/ Copper, Steel; CONCRETE; TERRA COTTA

Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current physical appearance and condition of the property. Describe contributing and noncontributing resources if applicable. Begin with a summary paragraph that briefly describes the general characteristics of the property, such as its location, type, style, method of construction, setting, size, and significant features. Indicate whether the property has historic integrity.)

Summary Paragraph
The University Green Historic District (Additional Documentation) National Register nomination is the product of a re-survey of the University Green Historic District completed in 2019-2020. The University Green Historic District was originally listed in the National Register of Historic Places on April 14, 1975. Between 1998 and 2015, students of the University of Vermont Historic Preservation Program, under the direction of professors Robert McCullough and Thomas Visser, researched and wrote updated architectural descriptions and historical narratives for each of the resources in the historic district which culminated in a 2015 draft National Register nomination. This National Register nomination synthesizes information from the 1973 individual National Register listing for Grasse Mount (#21), the historic district’s 1975 National Register listing, the 2015 draft nomination and the Vermont Historic Sites and
Structures survey of buildings within the historic district completed in 2019-2020. By compiling all the aforementioned documentation, this nomination serves to replace the original 1975 nomination.

Unlike the 1975 National Register nomination, this nomination inventories and describes all buildings, structures, sites and objects located within the boundary of the historic district. The historic district boundary has not changed since the 1975 nomination with two exceptions: a small expansion on its eastern side that incorporates a modern wing of Old Mill (#7) to avoid the boundary bisecting the building; and a small expansion on the southern side to encompass two outbuildings associated with contributing properties.

The University Green Historic District is located approximately three residential blocks east and up the hill from downtown Burlington, Vermont at the University of Vermont (herein referred to as “UVM” or “University”). The centerpiece of the historic district is the University Green (#1), which since about 1800 has served as the symbolic heart of the UVM campus. Surrounding the University Green are four public streets: University Place on the east, Main Street on the south, South Prospect Street on the west, and Colchester Avenue on the north. Within the historic district, University buildings face the green from these streets on all four sides and are a mix of purpose-built academic buildings, a hospital complex, former University housing for professors, and former residences that have since been purchased by the University for use as offices and instructional facilities. The east side of the green along University Place, known as “University Row,” contains a collection of some of the most architecturally prominent buildings within Burlington and the State of Vermont, several of which were designed by nationally known architects and firms including McKim Mead and White, Henry Hobson Richardson, and Wilson Brothers & Company.

From the quadrant surrounding University Green (#1), the University Green Historic District extends to the west about one block, encompassing part of a hillside residential neighborhood. This densely populated neighborhood contains a mix of private residences and former residences that were purchased by the University in the mid-twentieth century for use as instructional and administrative facilities, as well as three fraternity houses. Grasse Mount (#21) is the most notable of these buildings, located down the hill on Main Street and currently the home of the University of Vermont Foundation. Built in 1804 as a residence and considered by scholars to be the finest Federal style building in the State of Vermont, Grasse Mount is individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places (listed in 1973). The southeast portion of the historic district along Main Street extends further east than the eastern boundary along University Place to encompass the Main Street Pump House and Reservoirs (#12, #12a and #12b), which were built in 1867 as critical components of the newly modernized Burlington waterworks.

The buildings, objects, sites, and landscape features within the University Green Historic District retain a high level of historic integrity of location, design, setting, materials, workmanship, feeling, and association. 46 of the 47 buildings within the University Green Historic District are over 50 years old and retain sufficient integrity to be considered contributing resources to the historic district. The University Green has remained in its same location since about 1800, and its current configuration of pathways was already in place by 1954. Modern development within the
district is limited to a small gate house at the Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital (#38a) and modern additions on the rear of several buildings, additions that are not prominent or highly visible from within the historic district.

The loss of arcaded canopies of elms that lined the walkways and defined the perimeter edges of the University Green and sheltered the surrounding areas of the district along University Place, Main Street, Pearl Street and College Street represents the loss of an important landscape feature due to natural causes. Since the 1970s many new trees have been planted in the Green and elsewhere in the district. These have altered the historic arboreal appearance and placement pattern through their smaller scale and different varieties and shapes of species, as well as through planting configurations of irregular clusters of trees infilling open spaces, rather than following the earlier pattern of planting trees in rows along edges. Recently, however, the City of Burlington and UVM have adopted tree planting plans that more closely reflect the historic tree placement schemes. Efforts also have been taken to introduce some disease-resistant American elms to the area. Although the landscape management practices of the 1970s and 1980s altered the arboreal character of the University Green, these changes form a legible part of the landscape history of this historic district, and thus the overall character of the University Green and the surrounding area of this historic district have survived with a high level of integrity.

**Narrative Description**

The University Green Historic District encompasses approximately 61 acres, a majority of which is located on UVM’s central campus although the district also includes several privately-owned residential buildings on Main Street and Pearl Street. The historic district is identified by its most prominent feature, University Green (#1), which encompasses over nine acres in the east-central portion of the historic district and is bordered by some of the University’s most architecturally and historically prominent buildings.

The University Green is a landscaped park which was created as early as 1800, less than a decade after the University was officially chartered in 1791. In 1800, the town of Burlington was quite small; there were only about 800 residents who primarily lived near the wharfs in the vicinity of Maple and King Streets at the Burlington waterfront. Any development between the top of the hill and the waterfront consisted of farms, although a cluster of homes developed at the present-day intersection of Prospect Street and Pearl Street. From the 1810s to about 1830, there were several buildings, including a store, on the north side of what would become the University Green, and one home on the south end of the Green. Development occurred here because the location was the approximate halfway point between the Burlington waterfront and the mills at the falls in Winooski. This intersection would eventually mark the northwest corner of University Green and was where Stephen Pearl ran a farm and tavern at present-day 12 Colchester Avenue (#42).

---

The hilltop location in the vicinity of this existing development was advantageous for the creation of a “College Common” and a college building. The hilltop offers a commanding view of Burlington and Lake Champlain: its location as a landscaped park and the large College building at the top of the hill represented the importance of the University – the fifth to be established in New England – and signified the growing position of Burlington as a hub for trade and commerce in the region. The original College Common (as it was first called) was approximately the same size as it is today, bounded by the same four roadways, although from the 1810s through the early-1830s there was another roadway crossing east to west across the green south of Colchester Avenue (see Figure 2). These roads originally had different names except for Pearl Street which obtained this name early because it was the road that led to Stephen Pearl’s tavern (#12). University Place was known as High Street; Main Street was known as Fayette Street and, later, the Winooski Turnpike; and South Prospect Street was known as Williston Road and, later, Green Street. There were several structures on the edges the College Common itself, and in 1802 the first College building was constructed in the same location as where Old Mill (#7) sits today.

The growth of UVM was slow and steady and most buildings in the vicinity of the College Common and Old Mill were not constructed until the 1860s, with the exception of the Medical College building, today known as Pomeroy Hall (#13), which was built in 1828 at the south side of the College Common and renovated and expanded in 1858. The 1860s marked a time of rapid growth for the City of Burlington and the development of UVM during this time mirrored Burlington’s growth. By the 1860s, the University had acquired most of the land on the east side of the College Common for the construction of new University buildings including the President’s House, which was demolished in the 1920s for the construction of Ira Allen Chapel (#3), and Joseph Torrey Hall (#4), built in 1862 as the University library and moved east off the green in 1895 to accommodate the construction of Williams Science Hall (#6). Additional architecturally prominent buildings were added to the east side of University Place in the late-nineteenth century and this line of buildings was eventually dubbed as “College Row.”

The other sides of University Green – Main Street, South Prospect Street, and Colchester Avenue – would become occupied by University buildings as well. Some of these were private homes acquired by UVM in the mid-twentieth century such as Allen House (#16) and Bittersweet House (#17) on Main Street; Wheeler House (#23), Peirce-Spaulding House (#26), Benedict House (#39) and Nicholson House (#40) on South Prospect Street; and the Stephen Pearl House (#42), and the Henry Lord House (#43) on Colchester Avenue. Other buildings surrounding the green were purpose-built as educational, administrative, and residential buildings for UVM, such as the Converse Cottages (#15 and #16) on Main Street, Dewey Hall (#41) on Colchester Avenue, and Waterman Memorial Building (#27) on South Prospect Street.

Today, University Place on the east side of University Green contains a collection of monumentally scaled buildings dating from 1825 to 1925 and collectively known as University Row. The tallest and youngest of these buildings is the 1925 Colonial Revival-style Ira Allen Chapel (#3) at the north end with its 165-foot-high bell tower that serves as a local landmark. Ira Allen Chapel is one of two buildings in the historic district designed by renowned architecture firm McKim Mead & White. Nestled in the north ell of Ira Allen Chapel is the John Dewey
Memorial, the 1952 gravesite of the influential philosopher and educational reformer John Dewey who was born in Burlington, VT and attended UVM, graduating in 1872. All buildings on University Row are constructed of brick except the Henry Hobson Richardson-designed Billings Library (#5), which has walls and towers of Longmeadow sandstone and represents a pure iteration of the Richardsonian Romanesque style of architecture, the only building in Vermont designed by Richardson himself. With ornate red terracotta trim and distinctive Gothic and Romanesque features, the 1896 Williams Science Hall (#6) faces the approximate center of University Green. Next, Old Mill (#7) serves as another important local landmark due to its prominent location that aligns with College Street across the University Green. Due to this alignment, views of the distinctive Victorian Gothic tower of Old Mill can be seen from downtown Burlington and Lake Champlain. Constructed in 1825 and renovated in 1887, Old Mill is the oldest University building and replaced the first college building constructed in 1802 and destroyed by fire in 1824. The fifth major building along University Row is the 1901 Royall Tyler Theatre (#9), which is set back from University Place to provide a small plaza south of Old Mill and has a 1911 rear addition housing the University’s Central Utility Plant. The 1907 Morrill Hall (#11) with its distinguishing buff-colored bricks and red tile roof marks the southern end of University Row at the corner of University Place and Main Street.

Main Street, which defines the southern edge of the University Green, is a major transportation artery designated as U.S. Route 2 that connects Burlington’s central business district with Interstate 89. Drivers and pedestrians passing west on Main Street along the south end of University Green are greeted by a scenic view of Lake Champlain to the west and the Adirondack Mountains of New York State beyond. The historic district continues a block-and-a-half along the south side of Main Street facing the University Green. At the eastern end of Main Street is the Main Street Pump House (#12) and the associated Burlington City Reservoirs (#12a and #12b), first constructed in 1867 as an important component of Burlington’s water works. Continuing west are Pomeroy Hall (#13), the former Medical College constructed in 1828, and eight residential-scaled buildings. Three of these residences currently are privately owned and the remaining four former residences (#s 14, 15, 16, 17) house University departments and organizations. Most of these buildings were constructed of brick and date from the early-nineteenth through the early-twentieth centuries. These buildings include two the three cottages (#15 and #16), designed in 1891 as homes for University professors (the third cottage is located within the historic district on Colchester Avenue, #2). Three of the historic district’s eight privately-owned buildings (#s 18, 19, 20) are located between South Prospect Street and Summit Street. The 1804 Grasse Mount (#21) mansion was individually listed in the National Register of Historic Places in 1973 and occupies a large, landscaped lot at the southwestern corner of the University Green Historic District. Grasse Mount is considered by some scholars to be the finest example of Federal architecture in the State of Vermont.  

The historic district also encompasses two full blocks north of Main Street between South Williams Street on the west and South Prospect Street on the east. The buildings in these blocks, mostly constructed of brick, range in scale from large houses to smaller garages and carriage barns. A distinctly residential neighborhood within the historic district along South Williams Street, College Street, and Pearl Street contains buildings that were originally constructed as

---

single-family homes and have since been acquired by UVM. Two of the houses on College Street (#25 and #29) were purpose-built as fraternities and one house on South Williams Street is still privately owned (#33). Prominent examples of residences acquired by the University include: Wheeler House (#23) at the northwest corner of Main Street and South Prospect Street marking the southwest corner of University Green, a fine example of the Greek Revival style; the 1900 Booth House (#30), one of several houses in the district on the east side of South Williams Street that were mostly designed in the Colonial Revival style (#s 24, 32, 34) with the exception of two mid-nineteenth century Greek Revival buildings (#s 22 and 31); the 1908 Lattie F. Coor House (#28) and its former carriage barn (#28a) on the north side of College Street; and the Peirce-Spaulding House (#26) and former carriage barn (#26a), southwest of the intersection of College Street and South Prospect Street. Englesby House (#24), the home of the University president, sits at the southeast corner of College Street and South Williams Street.

Facing east from the west side of University Green on South Prospect Street are two of the largest buildings in the district: the 1941 UVM Waterman Memorial Building (#27), designed by McKim Mead and White, and the sprawling Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital complex (#38) that consists of multiple additions built within a period of 40 years from 1922 through 1962. Two smaller, wood-frame, early-nineteenth century houses now owned by the University are nestled in between these two large institutional buildings and likewise face east towards University Green: the 1804 Benedict House (#39) and the 1804 Nicholson House (#40) which was renovated in the Queen Anne style in the late-nineteenth century.

From the northwest corner of the district, Pearl Street extends east to become Colchester Avenue east of South Prospect Street at the north end of the University Green. The 1938, Colonial Revival-style Elihu B. Taft School (#34), a former grade school, is located at the southeast corner of South Williams Street and Pearl Street. Two large brick houses, the 1813 Moore-Woodbury House (#36) and the 1913 Lambda Iota Fraternity House (#37), are on the north side of Pearl Street west of North Prospect Street opposite the complex of additions to the Bishop DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital (#38). Facing the narrow north end of the University Green on the north side of Colchester Avenue at the corner of North Prospect Street is the monumentally scaled, 1904 Dewey Hall (#41). Two large historic wooden houses (#42 and #43) along the north side of Colchester Avenue complete the visual edge of the north boundary of the historic district. The Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42), dated at c.1790, is thought to be the oldest building in the historic district and the oldest extant wood-frame building in Burlington. Nestled behind Ira Allen Chapel at the northeast corner of the historic district are two architecturally distinctive buildings: Mansfield House (#2), one of the three cottages built in 1891 and the 1862, Italianate-style Joseph Torrey Hall (#4), which was moved from its original location on University Row in 1895 to make way for the construction of Williams Science Hall (#6).

The historic district contains four archaeological sites that are contributing resources under Criterion D: the Wheeler House Site (#23b), the Burbank Homestead and Blacksmith Shop Archaeological Site (#44), the Barnes-Buckham Archaeological Site (#45), and the Hurlburt-Moore Farmstead Archaeological Site (#46). These four sites are found in or in close proximity to the University Green, although their specific locations are classified. The Wheeler House archaeological site includes deposits associated with the residential history of the historic
property, including Reverend Wheeler, a notable figure in the history of UVM. The archaeological remains of the Hurlburt-Moore Farmstead include a house and a barn likely built in the 1810s and removed in the 1830s. The Barnes-Buckham Archaeological Site encompasses a former developed property that contained two dwelling houses and outbuildings which may have been constructed as early as 1802 but were removed in the mid to late-1860s. The Burbank Homestead and Blacksmith Shop Archaeological Site is the location of another developed property which was occupied from 1822 to 1891 by members of a single family, the Burbanks.

Modern development within the University Green Historic District is limited to rear additions on several of the University-owned contributing buildings, including a large, 1984 complex built on the rear of Billings Library (#5) and Ira Allen Chapel (#3) and the 1995 Lafayette Hall addition on the rear of Old Mill (#7). Smaller-scale modern additions have been built on the rear of Pomeroy Hall (#13), the Lattie F. Coor House (#28), and the Central Utility Plant connected to the Royall Tyler Theatre (#9). One small, free-standing structure, the gate house for the DeGoesbriand Hospital Complex (#38a), was constructed in the 1980s and is the historic district’s only non-contributing building due to its age. Additionally, two objects within the historic district, the UVM Catamount sculpture (#10) to the south of Royall Tyler Theatre and the “Belladonna” sculpture in University Green (#1e), were installed in 1998 and 2005, respectively, and are also non-contributing due to their age.

The following section inventories the buildings, structures, and sites within the University Green Historic District. The names in parentheses and quotation marks in the resource titles correspond to the names of the resources in the 1975 nomination form.

1. University Green, c.1800, Contributing site

The University Green is a long, slightly irregular rectangular park oriented generally north to south at the center of the main campus of UVM. The green is bounded by four public streets with University buildings facing the green from these streets on all four sides. The green is situated near the top of the hill approximately one mile from Lake Champlain, at an elevation of approximately 350 feet above sea level. The green slopes slightly upwards to the east, providing a dramatic topographic pedestal for the monumental buildings along University Place. The green measures approximately 1,500 feet long from north to south by 275 feet wide across its center, tapering slightly narrower to the north and extending slightly wider to the south. Encompassing more than nine acres, University Green is a significant green space on the UVM campus.

The University Green is covered by mown lawn and is crisscrossed by an irregular network of concrete walking paths that are designed to enable pedestrians to travel between various buildings on the UVM’s central campus. While the layout of these pedestrian paths has changed over time, based on photographic evidence, there have been paths on the green since at least the 1860s. Based upon historic aerial photograph evidence, the current configuration of pathways was partially in place by 1939 and almost fully developed to its current appearance by 1954. The paths are lined by ornamental lampposts and the green itself is surrounded by a mix of concrete and stone street curbs. The center of the green contains a fountain from which a pattern of six paths radiate. The University Green is also designed for meandering; park benches are scattered
throughout the green underneath shade trees and public art and commemorative statues occupy various locations throughout the green, both along and removed from pathways. A large flagpole sits in the northeastern portion of the green across the street from Ira Allen Chapel (#3).

Historically, University Green has been covered by a variety of plantings and, beginning in the early twentieth century, students led tree planting efforts in the green. Photos from the 1860s through the early-1970s depict proliferation of deciduous trees, including elm trees lining the green on the east and west sides, and several coniferous trees scattered throughout. While the American elm trees that proliferated the green have been removed, beginning in 2004, efforts were made to reintroduce a new, disease-resistant cultivar of the American elm tree to the University Green. Currently, the planting plan is less linear, and trees are scattered throughout the green, with a grove of coniferous trees located in the north-central portion of the green. The commemorative tree planting plan of 1974, which is largely intact today, includes mostly tree species that are native to Vermont including varieties of maple, apple, pine, fir, spruce, birch, oak, ash and horse chestnut.3

1a. Marquis de Lafayette Statue, 1883, Contributing object

Standing at the north end of the University Green facing Colchester Avenue is a monument to the Marquis de Lafayette of France, the famous American Revolutionary War commander. It was sculpted in 1883 by the noted American sculptor John Quincy Adams Ward of New York City. The life-size bronze figure stands on a high granite pedestal designed by the well-known New York City architect Richard Morris Hunt. The cast bronze statue was a gift of Burlington philanthropist John Purple Howard who also funded the fountain in the green (#1b) and who donated funds for the extensive 1882 reconstruction of Old Mill (#7).

The statue was unveiled on June 26, 1883, at the same grand event during which Lafayette ceremoniously laid the cornerstone for the new College building, Old Mill (#7). Photographs show that the Lafayette statue was originally sited on the University Green aligning with the head of College Street directly in front of Old Mill (#7), facing west. In 1921, to make way for a statue of the University’s founder, Ira Allen (#1c), the Marquis de Lafayette statue was moved to its current location at the north end of the University Green, facing north towards Colchester Avenue. In 2013, the statue was conserved and the missing cane that originally was held in the right hand of the figure was replicated and replaced to match the original appearance from photographic evidence.

1b. Howard Fountain, 1874, Contributing object

Set on a hexagonal base, the main foliated shaft of this large cast iron fountain is enriched by four stylized aquatic animals with tails up that spout water into a brick-walled concrete basin. Above is a large, shallow, cast iron bowl surrounded by squared petals, from which water cascades. Rising from a truncated hexagonal base in the center of the bowl is a vertical shaft ornamented by three stylized dolphins, the tails of which support a smaller tripartite upper

---

3University Green 1974 Planting Plan, University of Vermont Campus Planning Files, Drawer 10, Drawing 103.
bowl shaped as stylized seashells. From the center of this upper bowl stands a naked boy entwined with a large fish.

Donated to UVM by benefactor John Purple Howard, this painted cast iron ornamental fountain was originally installed in 1874 on the University Green in a stone-rimmed basin located nearly due east of the head of College Street, near where the Ira Allen Statue (#1c) now stands. In 1883, to make way for the Marquis de Lafayette statue, the fountain was moved about 175 feet north, where it stood surrounded by a shallow stone-rimmed basin. In 1974, the fountain was moved again slightly north to align with the Waterman Building and the stone basin was replaced with a brick-faced concrete basin. Eventually, the fountain was removed and placed in storage until 1987 when it was returned to the green and mounted in the center of the 1974 basin. In 2012, the Howard Fountain was restored to its original appearance based on photographic evidence. This restoration involved replacing the circa 1930s metal cylinder with an ornate cast iron upper shaft and adding replicas of missing components, including the lower aquatic animals, the upper shaft, upper bowl, and top figurine.

1c. Ira Allen Statue, 1921, Contributing object

Sculpted by Sherry Fry in 1921 to commemorate Ira Allen, the founder of UVM, this bronze statue stands on a multi-tiered granite pedestal in a prominent location near the center of the University Green facing west towards College Street. The statue was a gift of James Wilbur, a businessman from Manchester, Vermont, who donated funds for the construction of Ira Allen Chapel (#3) and who wrote a biography about Ira Allen that was published in 1928.

1d. University of Vermont Marker Class of 1923, 1965, Contributing object

The University of Vermont marker is a twelve-foot high rusticated granite monument engraved with the UVM seal. Centrally located at the southern end of University Green, the two-sided monument faces both Main Street and north towards the green. It is flanked by two granite benches which angle towards the green. It was first erected at the corner of East Avenue and Main Street in 1965, approximately one-half mile southeast of University Green, but relocated to its present position four years later in 1969. The marker was a gift from the UVM Class of 1923 in commemoration of E. Curtis Mower, a member of the class from Burlington.

1e. “Belladonna” Sculpture, 2004, Non-Contributing object due to age

The “Belladonna” sculpture is located beneath a grove of trees in the north central portion of University Green. It is a curved, abstract, bronze statue on a simple, cylindrical bronze pedestal. A bronze plaque standing on a granite post next to the statue notes that it was completed in 1974 by Richard Erdman, UVM Class of 1975. Erdman is a sculptor well-known for his large, abstract Carrara marble and bronze sculptures.

1f. “Unlocked” Sculpture, 2016, Non-Contributing object due to age
“Unlocked” is situated to the east of the Ira Allen Statue, about twenty feet north of a pathway connecting Royall Tyler Theatre to Waterman Building. It is a large Groton granite, egg-shaped stone tooled and cut into three interlocking pieces to resemble a puzzle. Designed by Christopher Curtis, class of 1974, “Unlocked” is a tribute to the artist’s Vermont roots and his study of the geologic history of Vermont.

2. Mansfield House, 1891, 23 Colchester Ave, Contributing building

Mansfield House is one of three houses erected on the UVM campus in 1891, designed by Philadelphia architecture and engineering firm Wilson Brothers & Company, who also designed Williams Science Hall in 1896 (#6). The other two houses, known as the “Converse Cottages,” are located on Main Street facing the University Green (#s 14 and 15). These cottages were originally built to house prominent University professors and their families.

Mansfield House is a two-and-a-half story, Queen Anne style house with an irregular cross-gable plan on a Redstone foundation with buff sandstone quarry-faced random ashlar walls and contrasting local Redstone quartzite windowsills and lintels, half-timbered gables in varying patterns, and a red slate roof. The main block has a steeply pitched, hipped roof. Two gable-roofed ells project to the east and west from the main. A single-story porch sheltering each of the two front entrances is nestled within each ell; the west porch has ornate wooden carvings in its shallow gable. The rear (south) half of the building is a larger mass with a hipped roof from which projects a third gabled ell with an enclosed porch sheltering a rear entrance. Fenestration is complex; most windows are double hung with multi-paned sash. A tripartite segmentally arched window marks the center of the front ell, a broad tripartite arched window is on the second story of the west gabled bay, and a small arch-topped window on the second story faces north above the west porch. Gable roof dormers with shingle clad walls project on the west, north and south elevations.

3. Ira Allen Chapel, 1925; 1984, 26 University Place, Contributing building

Ira Allen Chapel stands at the prominent northeast corner of the University Green on University Place. Ira Allen Chapel was built in 1925, one of five Colonial Revival-style buildings on the UVM campus designed by architecture firm McKim, Mead & White. It is capable of seating up to 1,100 people inside its meetinghouse interior form.

Designed in the Georgian Revival style with local red brick laid in the English common bond, it has marble, granite and painted wooden accents and a grey-green slate roof. A granite water table wraps around the entire building above the basement story which has several two-light, rectangular windows throughout. The main block takes the form of a gable-front, cross-transsept church with a tall tower on the northwest corner. Fenestration is regular throughout and features granite sills and splayed brick lintels with center keystones unless otherwise stated. Most of the windows are large, 28/28 wooden sash topped by fanlights. Windows on the ends of each transept take the form of a Palladian window with a 28/28 window topped by a fanlight flanked by two rectangular, 16/16 windows.
Across the front (west) façade is a monumental, two-story projecting portico with six Ionic columns supporting a large, dentilated pediment marked with a central traced elliptical window and flanking white swags. The main colonnaded entrance below has three double leaf green wooden doors. The central door has a traced rectangular light above and a Colonial Revival-style door hood surround. Each of the flanking doors has a block of white marble above and upper lights with tracery. The second story has three evenly spaced traced windows. The center window is round and the outer two are elliptical. Wooden pilasters separate the six bays created by the rounded windows and doorways. Six granite steps run the length of the portico and rise to the level of the entrance. A bold Colonial Revival-style cornice continues around the whole second story from the dentilated pediment, except on the tower.

The bell tower rises from the northwest corner of the building; its wall plane is flat with the west façade but projects from the north elevation. The tower’s first story has one large twelve-over-twelve sash window with a fanlight on each of the exposed sides. These windows are recessed into a larger brick bay of the same shape containing a granite sill and keystone. A rectangular, recessed brick panel is below each window. Spaced evenly up the tower surface are three small, vertically aligned, 6/6 windows with splayed brick lintels. This configuration is the same on three of the tower’s elevations (north, east and west), only at different levels on each elevation. Between the top windows and the cornice line of the tower on all four elevations there is a large white clock face, each with an elaborately carved garland and ribbon decoration below. The bell tower is extended skyward with an open belfry with four square Corinthian columns supporting the outer corners. The center of each side of the belfry has a tripartite opening created by Ionic columns. A simple Colonial Revival style cornice line separates the belfry from the octagonal, glass lantern area above. A balustrade with four urn finials resting on the square corner posts is mounted on top of the belfry’s projecting cornice. The lantern has eight windows with half circle lights resting on a cornice. The lantern is capped by a cornice with seven urn finials. Extending upwards from the lantern is a round cupola with eight narrow lights separated by rounded Corinthian columns and topped by a gold-leafed dome with a pointed finial.

The intersection of the four gables of the cruciform plan is marked with a large octagonal dome clad in brick with a wide, slightly overhanging cornice. Each side not connected to a gable peak has an elliptical traced window. The dome has a simple white cornice and is topped by a smaller version of the bell tower cupola with gold leaf dome surrounded by a turned white balustrade.

The building attached to Ira Allen Chapel, facing Colchester Avenue, is known as the Campus Center Theatre and is used as a theatre for the complex known as the Billings-Ira Allen Campus Center. Built in 1984 as part of a larger modern complex behind Ira Allen Chapel and Billings Library (#4), it is a post-modern, one story, north-facing building with red brick and white wood trim. It has a forward-facing gable roof and the front façade is framed with square columns and an in-antis entrance topped with a large pediment. The front facade is completely symmetrical and utilizes classical characteristics in a modern way.

3a. John Dewey Memorial, 1952, Contributing site
The John Dewey Memorial is nestled in the northwest ell of Ira Allen Chapel, surrounded by a landscaped garden. Erected following John Dewey’s death in 1952, it is a headstone marking the burial location of John and his second wife Roberta’s cremated remains, the only grave on the UVM campus. The headstone rests on a small granite pedestal and is a polished granite monument an arched top containing a flame motif. Underneath the flame reads “John Dewey Philosopher Educator Class of ‘79.” Below these words is inscribed a passage from his compilation of essays released in 1934 titled A Common Faith. Resting in front of the headstone is a granite stone inscribed with the birth and death dates of John Dewey (October 20, 1859 – June 1, 1952) and Roberta Dewey (1904 – 1970).

Dewey was born in Burlington, VT in 1859 and attended UVM, graduating Phi Beta Kappa in 1879. Dewey went on to become one of the most prominent American philosophers, psychologists and educational reformers of the early-twentieth century whose pragmatic, democratic and empirical writings have had a profound influence on education and social reform nationwide.

4. Joseph Torrey Hall (“Old Art Building”), 1862, 27 Colchester Ave, Contributing building

Joseph Torrey Hall is a red brick academic building consisting of a 2.5-story main block flanked by two side ells, set on a raised, quarry-faced ashlar local redstone foundation and capped with both mansard and hipped roofs. The building exhibits elements of Second Empire and Italianate styles. Originally constructed as a 2-story building by Chase and Smith, the 3x4 bay main block gained a third story under a mansard roof in 1874. The roof is decorated with patterned, multi-colored slate shingles, and is underscored by a deep second-story cornice featuring large modillions and brackets. Windows on the lower stories consist of 6/6 wood sash and retain Italianate hood moldings; a cast iron hoodmold is also used above the fanlight at the main entrance on the south façade. An arched dormer window on the south façade and oculus windows on the south façade and rear (north) elevation provide light to the third story.

The main block was moved and rotated to its present location in 1895, and two side ells added in quick succession around the turn of the 20th century. The 3x3 bay, 1.5-story east wing is attached to the main block and has a matching patterned slate mansard roof. The windows, hoods, and sills match those on the first story of the main block. The one-story, hipped roof west wing is attached to the main block via a narrow hyphen with three narrow arched windows. Diamond pattern brickwork decorates the north and south elevations. On the west side elevation is a large, multi-pane window.

5. Billings Library / Billings Student Center (“Billings”), 1883, 1889; 1984, 48 University Place, Contributing building

Designed by famed architect H. H. Richardson in his namesake Richardsonian Romanesque style, Billings Library is an imposing, 2.5-story building of rusticated Longmeadow sandstone set in regular ashlar with a slate roof. Like other buildings on University Place, it is set on a slight rise that recedes toward the rear of the building to the east, partially exposing a lower
story. The building has an asymmetrical cruciform plan with a cross-gabled roof, built in two stages during the late nineteenth century. A late 20th century addition was constructed on the rear of the building and at a lower grade.

The entrance pavilion projects from the west facade, formed by one of the shorter cross-wings. Two corner towers flank the pavilion, and the entrance is set in a deeply recessed portico with a broad, Syrian arch. Carvings decorating the pavilion and flanking towers include faces, embossed plaques, capitals, and floral motifs set off by polychrome stonework. The northern tower projects above the roofline due to a full-story belfry. Extending south from the entrance wing is a large, polygonal apse with a multi-sided, conical roof, illuminated by a high band of windows separated by sets of pilasters under shared capitals. Similar clerestory windows light the north, hipped roof wing, which ends in two corner towers. Though this wing was part of the original design, it was extended in 1889 during a renovation by Shepley, Rutan, and Coolidge, Richardson’s successor firm after his death. Also added in 1889 was the Marsh Room, an ell extending east from the rear elevation in the form of a sandstone block with a hipped roof. Its windows echo the clerestory examples from the earlier wings, and the same multi-light window was employed under the gable end in the Marsh Room and the extended north wing.

The interior of the building featured Richardsonian furnishings and finishes as well, some of which are still retained. In 1961, a new main library was opened elsewhere on campus, and the Billings Library was renovated into the Billings Student Center by local firm Barr, Linde, and Hubbard in 1962. Richardson’s successor firm (then Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson, and Abbott) also designed what was eventually constructed as a large addition to the Student Center in 1984. It is set to the north and east of the rest of the building, taking advantage of a lower grade to limit visual interference with the historic nineteenth century construction. The addition has three differentiated sections, each with a separate hipped roof. It is faced with dark red-brown brick veneer and granite trim to complement but not imitate the earlier construction. Open patios connect the Student Center and Cook Commons dining area to the neighboring Ira Allen Chapel, and the building is presently known as the Billings-Ira Allen Campus Center.

6. Williams Science Hall, 1896, 72 University Place, Contributing building

Williams Science Hall is a Gothic Revival building in form and massing and Romanesque in design, constructed in 1896. The 3.5-story, 15x4 bay building rises 90 feet from a rusticated granite foundation with a partially exposed basement level. It is constructed of brick, steel and concrete and is clad in an elongated stretcher bond veneer. The steeply pitched, cross gable roofs with gabled parapets and steel frames are clad in slate. Each roof slope is broken by two rows of dormers and the ridge line of the roof is crowned by a slate and copper cupola at the midpoint of each of the three wings. The building has a cruciform plan with the west façade’s center bays forming a full-height entrance pavilion that only slightly projects from the building. A relatively square, 5x4 bay, 3.5-story wing on the rear (east) elevation completes the cruciform plan. A tall, brick smokestack with a granite base rises from the northeast corner of the wing. The building is notable for its Romanesque terracotta and granite ornamentation, including ornate features such as terracotta columns and tracery, and gargoyles and finials decorating the parapets. On either side of the entrance arch is a terracotta tablet, one with the motto of UVM and the other with the
Vermont State motto. The fenestration changes at each level but comprises variations of 1/1 sash highlighted by some degree of decorative terracotta surrounds. Renovations in the mid-20th century mostly updated interior systems, classrooms, and scientific instruments. The exterior of the building was restored upon its 100th anniversary.

7. Old Mill/ Old Mill Annex/ Lafayette Hall, 1825, 1882; 1998; 1995, 94 University Place, Contributing building

Located on the site of the University’s original college building, Old Mill comprises three sections (North, South, and Middle Colleges) that were constructed individually in the 1820s and connected in 1846. Its High Victorian Gothic style dates to an 1882 update which reconstructed the façade and side elevations, raised the ceiling heights, and added a fourth story lit by dormers. A 1918 fire damaged the fourth floor and the dormers were removed; the dormers were rebuilt during a 1995 rehabilitation of Old Mill, which largely restored the exterior of the building to its 1882 appearance while fully renovating the interior.

Old Mill is a T-shaped, 3.5-story, 25 x 3 bay, high Victorian Gothic style red brick building with a dormered slate roof pierced by a series of slender, paired and single chimneys. The bricks on the front and side elevations are laid in a stretcher bond with red-tinted mortar. The foundation is of local redstone quartzite capped along the water table with grey Isle La Motte limestone. The front, west-facing façade features a three-bay-wide, parapeted gable-front pavilion that rises above the steeply pitched roofline and is topped by a tower with a belfry and Gothic spire. Three-bay-wide pavilions with front-facing, parapeted gables are at each end of the front façade. The center pavilion includes a bust of John Purple Howard, who helped finance the 1882 renovation, and three stained glass windows. The two front entrances flank the center pavilion, highlighted by fanlights set in limestone Florentine pointed arches and each surrounded by a gabled projection. Nearly all the windows of the main block have six-over-six, double-hung aluminum Devac replacement sashes installed in the 1970s. The windows are crowned by segmental arches and accented with grey limestone keystones, springers, and sills. Old Mill is capped by a prominent High Victorian Gothic-style tower, which replaced an earlier dome atop Middle College. The central, four-sided tower is supported on a slate shingled base which rises seamlessly from the slate roof with buttressed corners.

The narrow north and south end elevations of Old Mill are only three large bays wide and are accented with gabled entrance pavilions that extend up well above the eaves-line. On the east elevation of Old Mill is the plain rear facade of the main block of the building, dating mainly from the original 1820s construction, and the centered, three-and-a-half story rear wing. Windows on the rear elevation of the main block are simple rectangular, 6/6 sash, with splayed brick lintels. The shallow rear wing extending east from the central pavilion originally dates from the 1880s expansion; the sides have tall, 2-story, multi-paned sash windows and a segmental-arched window in the half story above.

Old Mill Annex (completed in 1998) is a post-modern, four bay long extension to the rear of the 1880s east wing of Old Mill. It is a three-story, brick-faced block with limestone-clad and slightly convex entrance pavilions on either side. The entrance pavilion extends one bay into the
second floor. Remaining fenestration on the Annex’s sides are regular, although a band of windows sheltered by a shed roof is located on either side of the gabled, half-story projection in the center of the Annex. The original 1957 iteration of Lafayette Hall was designed as an International Style building, but in 1995 most of the materials of Lafayette Hall were removed and the addition was largely rebuilt. The 1957 glass exterior was replaced with brick to help relate it architecturally to Old Mill and the Old Mill Annex was constructed a floor higher than Lafayette. Both the Annex and the rebuilt Lafayette Hall are shorter than Old Mill so they do not overshadow it. The new Lafayette Hall is 13x1 bays and three stories in height with a flat roof, oriented symmetrically and perpendicularly to the Old Mill Annex and thus creating a courtyard on either side of the Annex.

8. UVM Boulder, 1908, Contributing object

The University of Vermont Boulder is a solid granite stone of nearly spherical shape measuring two feet four inches in diameter. It is placed on a granite pedestal located in the lawn west of Old Mill (#7). The granite pedestal on which the boulder stands has a smooth top that is inscribed with the words “Erected by the Boulder Society, 1908.” The sides of the square granite pedestal are rough quarry-faced. On the west side of the boulder facing University Place, the words “THE UVM BOULDER” are inscribed in a bold font.

Set in the turf immediately to the west of the pedestal is a bronze plaque that reads:

“Discovered in 1847, this naturally formed boulder was brought to UVM and came to epitomize the mission of the University… to transform the unversed into the well-rounded.

The UVM Boulder Society, established in 1905, is the oldest senior men’s honor society in the country and strives to uphold the mission of the University.

This plaque is a gift from the UVM Boulder Class of 1992.”

The boulder was found during the construction of the Vermont Central Railroad in 1848 when workmen unearthed a huge pothole measuring 17 feet deep in which were two granite boulders, one of which was this nearly perfect sphere. It was gifted to the University as a “curiosity.”

9. Royall Tyler Theatre/ Central Utility Plant (“Old Gym”), 1901; 1911, 166 University Place/ 187 Carrigan Drive, Contributing building

The Royall Tyler Theatre and Central Utility Plant building was constructed as a gymnasium and concert hall. The Royall Tyler Theatre, the front (west) block of the building, was built in 1901 and features a rear addition housing the Central Utility Plant constructed in 1911, from which emanates a rear entrance addition built in 2017 and a utility compound surrounded by a brick wall. The 1901 building was designed by architecture firm Andrews, Jacques & Rantoul and the 1911 addition was designed by A.L. Lawrence. Burlington Associates designed the building’s 1973 conversion into a theatre.
The main, rectangular block of the building housing the Royall Tyler Theatre is designed in the Romanesque Revival style, comprising 5x7 bays clad with brick veneer and resting on a redstone foundation with a side-gable, standing-seam metal roof. Two small, gabled monitors are located on the peak of the roof. The building consists of a central, two-story, side-gable block with widely overhanging, bracketed eaves, flanked on either side by a single story, shed-roofed wing that runs the length of the side elevations. Fenestration is neatly ordered throughout, consisting of multi-paned arched windows on the primary façade, arched sash windows in single or paired configurations on the first floor, and multi-paned, paired sash windows on the second floor. The primary (west) façade contains the primary entrance which is deeply recessed within a Syrian arch formed by decorative brickwork and emanating from a decorative terracotta impost block.

The Central Utility Plant occupies an addition that extends from the rear (east) elevation of Royall Tyler Theatre, slightly lower than the main block due to the grade of the site. This brick building possesses a side-gable roof, sheathed in standing-seam metal with a solar panel array flat-mounted to the southern side of the roof. A small, gabled monitor with three sets of louvered vents on each side is centrally located on the roof peak. Brick pilasters divide the side elevations of this block into eight bays and rest on a projecting concrete base. Each bay possesses a large, arched opening that nearly fills the space of the bay and is capped by header bond brick lintels. Most of these openings have louvered metal vents with older hopper-type, rolled-steel windows on the bottom portions resting on concrete sills. The building is accessed at the east elevation through a new entrance addition constructed in 2017. This addition, designed to be compatible with the historic building, is sided in brick with a standing seam metal roof capped by a large, gabled monitor containing louvered vents.

10. UVM Catamount, 1998, Non-contributing object due to age

This sculpture by Dennis Sparling depicts a catamount, the mascot of UVM. Located south of Royall Tyler Theatre (#10), the life-size sculpture is made from a welded copper alloy with stainless steel whiskers set on a limestone boulder base. It was a gift of the UVM Class of 1998.

11. Morrill Hall, 1906, 146 University Place, Contributing building

Morrill Hall was designed by New York City architect C.W. Buckham, son of UVM president Matthew Buckham who served as University President from 1871-1910. It is a 3-story, wood-frame, 7x4 bay building constructed 1906-1907 in the Italian Renaissance style. The building rests on a random, rusticated ashlar Redstone foundation with tinted mortar and has an American bond, buff brick veneer. The first floor is architecturally treated as a podium and is articulated by six projecting bands of five bricks each which continue around the entire building. A molded, buff terracotta water table defines the top of the podium, above which are two stories of brick articulated at the corners in the form of four-foot wide pilasters and, above the third-floor windows, in the form of a narrow cornice. The building is capped by a flared and bracketed, hipped roof of red Spanish terracotta tile. Most windows consist of aluminum storm sash and have paired, one-over-one, double-hung wooden sash and buff terracotta sills. Second story windows on the front façade and both side elevations have arched tops, fanlights and recessed
brick panels below, as well as arched lintels of header bond brick. The primary, west-facing façade contains a three-story central, gabled, projecting entrance portico with three bays on either side. The pavilion features buff terracotta trim with dentils and modillion blocks and the Vermont state seal set in the middle of the tympanum. The rear (east) elevation also has a tripartite arrangement to the façade, although each partition is much wider than those of the side elevations. Morrill Hall has never been substantially altered.

12. Main Street Pump House (“Main Street Pumping Station”), 1867; 1888, 525 Main Street, Contributing building

Constructed at the same time as the North Reservoir (#12a), the Main Street Pump House was added to the building plan by Daniel C. Linsley, then serving as the water works engineer for the City of Burlington, when construction of the reservoir proved to be under budget. A Burlington City report from the late-1860s attributes the building to Spear & Thayer. The pump house is a small, one-story, brick, Italianate-style structure resting on a redstone foundation. In plan, the building’s main block is a rectangle with a square tower projecting from the east wall and an ell extending from the south wall. The building’s main block is capped by a slate, hipped roof with flared eaves and occasional courses of scalloped slate. The east side of the hipped roof is cut away where a small hyphen supporting the large, brick, interior chimney joins the building’s main block to the tower. The Main Street (north) façade of the principle rectangular block is dominated by an arched entrance bay with a wooden door, slightly to the east of center. The windows and doors of this primary elevation are adorned with elaborate, interconnected lintels comprised of a protruding, header bond brick course and rounded terracotta tiles in contrasting colors. The tower rises two stories and was constructed in two phases: the first story was built in 1867 while the second story and rear wing were added in 1883. The tower is capped by a sharply pointed roof with flared eaves, scalloped red slate and a copper finial supporting a metal weathervane. Installation of a new filter system in the 1950s necessitated construction of an L-shaped, shed-roof addition on the rear elevation; A smaller ell was built for storage in 1960.

Although the pumps and motors inside the pump house have been replaced on several occasions throughout the past 150 years of its operation, the building continues to house water works equipment that handles water from the city’s intake well and pumphouse on the Lake Champlain waterfront to supply the Burlington City Reservoirs, located immediately to the east (#12a, North Reservoir) and south (#12b, South Reservoir) of the Pump House.

12a. North Reservoir, 1867, Contributing structure

This open earthwork reservoir measures approximately 190’ x 190’ with a total capacity of 2,236,000 gallons. The bottom was originally covered with cobble paving and sand, although these materials were replaced in 1890 with concrete. By the 1970s, in order to improve the safety of the city water supply, the North Reservoir and South Reservoir (#12b) were enclosed with poured concrete walls and capped by roofs, and public access to the facility was restricted. In 1990, the historic, turf-covered earthen bank of the reservoir was significantly altered with the construction of a new retaining wall made of pressure-treated wood.
12b. South Reservoir, 1888, Contributing structure

The South Reservoir was built in 1888 to the south of the original reservoir. In order to maximize its space within the city-owned lot, it is six-sided with three long sides and three short sides on the south, northeast and northwest corners of the structure. The 4,000,000-gallon reservoir employed more modern construction techniques than the original reservoir, including: a concrete bottom; sloping sides lined with brick mortar on the lower two-thirds; and the top lined with blocks of Barre granite in a gravel bed, to resist the action of ice. In the 1970s, both the South Reservoir and the North Reservoir (#12a) were fully enclosed by concrete walls.

13. Pomeroy Hall, 1828, 1858, 489 Main Street, Contributing building

Pomeroy Hall was constructed in 1828 as a two-story, Federal-style, eaves-front, brick building, designed by local architect and surveyor John Johnson as the new facility for the Medical College. Subsequent expansions and renovations were completed between 1858 and 1997. The building comprises three portions: the 3-story north block, which is the oldest portion of the building and underwent a major renovation in 1858 to transform it into an Italianate-style building; the central wing which was built in 1858; and the modernist south wing which was built in 1997 on the location of a former, two-story, wood-frame wing which was removed.

The north block is a relatively square, 3x2-bay Italianate-style building with a shallow hipped roof sheathed in standing seam metal and symmetrical fenestration. The peak of the hipped roof is covered by a modern skylight. The masonry building has a painted brick façade and rests on a stone foundation, oriented with the narrow primary (north) façade facing Main Street. Above the decorative brick, wooden eaves overhang the facades, protecting and adding visual weight to the structure. Centrally located on the north façade is a three-story projecting tower. A square, wooden cube with quoins on each corner rests on the tower’s roof, and serves as the base for an octagonal belvedere with a bellcast roof. The building’s front entrance, located on the north façade in the tower, is marked by a 3-story, recessed arch and a wood sign reading “1829” between two paired 6/4 windows. The rest of the block exhibits primarily 6/6 windows, several of which retain splayed brick lintels dating to the original Federal style design. In 1858 the building was enlarged and redesigned in the Italianate style.

A series of additions and renovations continued into the 20th century; some of the most drastic alterations included the creation of a fourth story and removal of the original cupola in 1925 due to deterioration. The building was restored to its late 1850s appearance in 1997.

The central wing was added to the north block during the 1858 renovation. It is a three-story, three-bay wide block capped by a shallow gable roof sheathed in standing seam metal with two interior, brick chimneys on its west slope. This block is fenestrated with 6/6, double-hung sash windows with splayed brick lintels that are aligned horizontally with those on the north block. The wooden eaves rest just above the top lintels terminating in cornice returns on the rear elevation. A 3-story hyphen of glass and metal connects the central wing to the 1997 rear wing, a
3-story brick block on a poured concrete foundation that replaced an earlier wood-framed wing. The north elevation adjacent to the east hyphen entrance contains three stories of glass block and a full-height projection of metal panels, while the corresponding west side of the north façade has an almost entire wall of glass block adjacent to the entrance. The rear wing is capped by a flat roof lacking eaves which contains a barrel-vaulted penthouse sheathed in standing seam metal.

14. 481 Main Street, 1891, Contributing building

The house at 481 Main Street and its neighbor to the west, 475-479 Main Street (#15), were constructed in 1891 for the purpose of housing UVM faculty and were designed by Philadelphia architecture and engineering firm Wilson Brothers & Company. This Queen Anne-style house is designed as a 2.5-story house with an irregular plan resting on a Redstone foundation. The main north block has a steeply pitched, hipped roof clad in red slate. A three-story, octagonal tower topped by a bellcast octagonal roof rises above the height of the building on the northwest corner, dominating the front façade. A gable-roofed ell projects to the south on the rear of the building, while on the north (front) of the house, the projecting ell has a hipped roof. Another hipped-roof ell projects slightly on the east side of the house. Hipped-roof dormers pierce the roofline on all sides. Two brick chimneys are present as well. The house has buff sandstone quarry-faced random ashlar walls with contrasting red quartzite windowsills and lintels on the first floor and false half-timbering with painted stucco infill on the second floor and gables. The primary entrance is sheltered by a simple wooden porch which sits within the elbow of the main block and the north projecting ell. To the right of the porch occupying the northwest corner of the building is the octagonal tower, which has three sides on the first and second stories, each containing a 1/1 sash window. The bellcast roof of the tower is set on a denticulated wooden cornice and is clad with painted, pressed metal tiles. Typical of the Queen Anne style, each ell varies in plan and fenestration throughout the building and is irregular and complex. Two outbuildings, a garage and barn, were removed or moved in the mid-20th century.

15. 475-479 Main Street, 1891, Contributing building

This 1891 Queen Anne-style house is stylistically paired with 481 Main Street (#14), which was also designed by Wilson Brothers & Company. It is a 2.5-story building with an irregular cross-gable plan. The house has buff sandstone, quarry-faced, random ashlar walls with some original light pink/gray mortar joints still visible, highly ornamented decorative false half-timbering with stucco infill on the second story and gables, and a red slate roof. The basement story and foundation are of red quartzite with red-tinted mortar. A single, tall, rectangular, corbelled brick chimney extends from the roof between the two east gables of the main block. Most windows have double-hung, 1/1 sash, some topped by decorative stained-glass transoms. The main north block has a projecting gable on the west side of the front (north) façade and a cross-gabled, two-story, 1x1 bay corner block located at the northeast elbow of the plan. The main entrance is recessed within this corner block, the first floor of which has a main front porch comprised by two Syrian arches that create large openings on the north and east sides. As with many of the window lintels, the porch arches consist of contrasting red quartzite and buff limestone. Various ells and bay windows project from the house on the west and east side elevations, and a series of
wings added in the early to mid-20th century compose the rear (south) elevation. A detached garage was removed by 1950.

16. Allen House, c.1830, 1880s, 461 Main Street, Contributing building

The original house on this location was reportedly built for shipbuilder Henry Boardman circa 1830 in the Greek Revival style. Starting in 1853, the house was occupied by several UVM faculty members and in 1880 it was purchased by alumnus John Johnson Allen, who renovated the house with Queen Anne-style features. His daughter Elizabeth sold the property to UVM in 1936.

Known as the Allen House, the wood-frame house is 2.5 stories and possesses a somewhat irregular, L-shaped plan consisting of a hip-roofed 5x3 bay main block containing the original c. 1830 building, and a gable-roofed rear ell that nearly doubles the size of the house. The house rests on an irregular, coursed ashlar foundation. It is currently clad in painted aluminum siding and has aluminum triple-track storm windows. The roof is clad in asphalt shingles. The north-facing primary façade is largely symmetrical with a centered entry in the middle of the five bays. A small, one-story entry porch with classical Doric columns and a dentil cornice surround the Queen Anne style entrance, which consists of a paneled wooden door with a multi-light window. Cornice line modillions run along the top of the façade and continue around the entire house. Most of the elevations feature bay windows and dormers. The 2.5-story rear (south) ell is three bays wide on its east elevation; the north bay on the first floor, however, is recessed within an overhang (likely a former porch) which is supported by curved brackets. A long, shed-roof dormer with two sets of double windows runs along the eastern roofline of the ell. A detached, 2-story barn was removed sometime after 1950.

17. Bittersweet House, 1804, c.1880s, 151 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

Bittersweet House (known as “Bittersweet”) was constructed in the first decade of the 19th century to serve as a residence and store for Burlington merchant Ichabod Tuttle. The building housed a variety of professionals and UVM-affiliated students, professors, and Greek life organizations until 1928, and was transferred to the University in 1961. The former residence is composed of a 2.5-story Federal-style brick block built in 1804 and a 1.5-story Queen Anne-style, wood-frame wing added in the late 19th century. The entire building rests on a stone foundation and is capped by a multi-gable slate roof. The main, eaves-front, 3x2 bay brick block of Bittersweet faces east, with regular fenestration and cornice returns on the gable ends. Brickwork on this main block is Flemish bond, with the east and north elevations exhibiting a decorative diaper Flemish bond pattern (currently painted). Centered on the east elevation is the primary entrance, which is sheltered by a small, one-story, gabled entry porch with simple Tuscan columns supporting a full pediment that may date to the early 20th century. The façade also features a projecting bay window capped by an entablature and hipped roof, also likely a later addition. Most of the fenestration on the main block consists of regularly spaced, double-hung 2/2 sash with wood sills and header brick lintels. In the late 19th century, a Queen Anne-style, wood-frame addition was attached to the south and west sides of the main block, adding irregularity to the symmetry of the original Federal style plan. The addition is 1.5 stories and has
an irregular plan and fenestration, although the window sash generally matches that of the main block (2/2 wood). Significant architectural details include decorative wood shingles in the two south gable peaks, a central band of fish scale slate shingles on each slope of the roofs, and decorative brackets. A single-story, shed-roof porch runs the length of the addition’s east elevation sheltering an accessible ramp leading to the secondary entrance.

17a. Bittersweet Garage, c.1935, 151 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

A single-story garage is located to the south of the house, accessed via a driveway extending west from South Prospect Street. Constructed in the 1930s, it has a shallow, gable-front roof with asphalt shingles, it rests on a concrete foundation, and it is clad in novelty siding. The front of the garage consists of three garage bays separated by thin wooden posts. Each bay opens with paired, hinged wooden doors with vertical wooden panels. The tops of the doors have fixed windows with eight rectangular panes of glass.

18. 447 Main Street, c.1860, Contributing building

The house at 447 Main Street was constructed c. 1860, possibly for Mary Constance and/or Lucia Wheeler, the widow and daughter of Rev. John Wheeler, who served as UVM president. It was the first location of what would become known as the Home for Destitute Children, which was incorporated in 1865 with Lucia Wheeler as a founding member and is the origin of the present-day support services organization known as the Howard Center. At the turn of the 20th century, the house became a single-family residence once again, occupied during much of the mid- to late 20th century by UVM faculty member Thomas Sproston and his wife Elizabeth “Betty” Sproston, a Burlington Free Press reporter. It presently remains a residence.

The building is a rectangular-shaped, gable-front, 1.5-story brick house resting on a stone foundation with a low-pitched gable roof containing cornice returns. The original, 3x2 bay north block of the building has regular fenestration consisting of slightly recessed double-hung, 6/6 sash windows on the ground floor and in the front-facing gable where there are two windows. All of the windows feature painted wooden sills and lintels. The primary entrance is in the east bay of the north elevation and consists of a paneled wood door with a painted wooden lintel, accessed via a set of stone steps. The large rear gabled addition, which almost doubles the size of the house, is not clearly visible from the street. According to City of Burlington permit records for this property, this two-story addition was built in 1999. It is wood frame with clapboard siding and was partially built over the foundation of a greenhouse that was formerly located at the rear of the house.

18a. Garage/ Carriage Barn, c.1915, Contributing building

Located in the rear yard of 447 Main Street is a wood-frame, 1.5-story, gable-front, former carriage house with raking eaves, which appears to have replaced an earlier outbuilding nearby. The clapboard building has two sliding wooden garage doors which extend across the first story of the north elevation facing the driveway and a paired, 8/12,
double-hung sash window in the gable above. In 2005, the upper story of this building was converted into an accessory apartment.

19. 433 Main Street, c. 1907, Contributing building

The house at 433 Main Street was designed by local architect Frank Lyman Austin and built as a duplex sometime between 1906 and 1909 by Harry S. Howard. The building is a wood-frame, 2.5-story, Craftsman-style duplex resting on a stone foundation clad with brick. This same brick veneer covers the entire first floor of the building, while the second floor and half story above are clad in wood shingles. The second story walls flare out at their bases and create a slight overhang over the first story which exposes a series of decorative joists. The multi-gabled roof is clad in slate and features rafter tails and curved wooden brackets in the corners of the gables. On the front north-facing façade of the house, two gable-front wings protrude from the main block with a recessed porch centered between them. This single-story, single-bay entry porch has a steeply pitched gable roof with exposed rafter tails and decorative stickwork in the gable peak. Wide, multi-paned sidelights flank the wooden entrance door. Fenestration throughout the house consists primarily of 12/1 double-hung windows featuring splayed brick lintels. The west side elevation has an entry porch recessed in the northwest corner created by the cross gables of wing protruding from the north elevation and the westerly gabled ell. The rear elevations of the building are not visible from the public right-of-way. In the 1970s, the house was renovated by owner and noted architect Marcel Beaudin to incorporate his office and studio; in the 1990s Beaudin converted the building back to a duplex.

19a. Garage, 433 Main Street, c. 1907, Contributing building

A small, one-bay, gable-front wooden garage is located in the rear yard at the southeast corner of the lot. This garage has a large contemporary overhead garage door on its north gable end that faces the driveway.

20. 421 Main Street, c. 1910, Contributing building

This house was built c. 1910 as a single-family home and investment property for local lawyer Harry S. Howard. It is a 2.5-story, eaves-front, 3x2 bay, Colonial Revival-style house resting on an irregular-coursed ashlar stone foundation. The wood-frame building is clad in stretcher bond brick veneer and has a slate roof, boxed cornices, cornice returns and large, exterior brick chimneys on each of the gable ends embedded with decorative brick arches and corbelling. The primary (north) façade is three bays wide and organized around the central entrance, which is sheltered by a porch with a low-pitched gable roof and cornice returns; the underside of the porch has a barrel-vaulted ceiling and the porch is supported by Tuscan columns and Tuscan pilasters. The entrance itself contains a multi-paned wooden door and is framed by an elliptical fanlight and single-pane sidelights. Windows have wood sills and splayed brick lintels. Two wood basement windows are aligned with the outer window bays. The east side elevation has a second entrance porch sheltered by a low-pitch gable roof supported by squared columns, and a shallow pediment crowns the doorway. Porches also feature on the west side and rear south elevations. A rear extension connects to a one-story, cross-gable addition. A former garage, the
structure was converted into a studio space and living space in the 1990s. The addition is clad in brick veneer and capped by an asphalt-clad gable roof, with a modern metal door and a set of three, multi-light French doors on its west elevation facing the driveway.

21. Grasse Mount (“Grassmount”), 1804, c.1850, 411 Main Street, Contributing building
Individually listed in the National Register in 1973

Located on a rise above the Summer and Main Streets intersection, Grasse Mount was erected in 1804 by Thaddeus Tuttle, and later served as the residence of Cornelius P. Van Ness, Governor of Vermont from 1823 to 1826. This 2-story, oblong Federal style mansion of brick load-bearing construction has a hip roof, roof balustrade, cupola, and paired interior chimney stacks. An elaborate, 5-bay façade features Ionic pilasters and swag panels. The center door has a fan light and flanking side lights filled with colored glass and is sheltered by a one-story Doric portico with four fluted columns and two pilasters. A similar, but slightly smaller, Doric side-entry porch is located on the center bay of the east elevation. A wood balustrade surmounted with urns extends around the edge of the low hip roof and the center of the roof is crowned by a one-story oblong-shaped columned cupola.

22. 146 South Williams Street (“Counseling and Testing Service”), 1850, Contributing building

Constructed in 1850, 146 South Williams Street is a Greek Revival style, gable-front house that was sold to UVM in 1959. Also known as the Jacobs House, the house consists of the original two-story, three-bay wide, rectangular block (“main block”); a two-story rear extension (“central block”); and an additional one-story rear extension (“rear block”). The main and central blocks are of brick bearing wall construction, while the rear block is of wood frame construction. The brick walls are painted. The main block of the house sits atop a coursed ashlar Redstone foundation. A full entablature surrounds north, west and south elevations of the main block, forming a closed pediment at the west gable. Brick corner pilasters that rise the height of the façade are topped by Tuscan capitals. The primary entrance on the front (west) façade is offset and is surrounded by sidelights framed by square pilasters, paneling, and a classic entablature. It is accessed via a set of granite steps. On the first floor of the north elevation, there is a one-story, shed-roof addition which was probably once a porch which extends across the central block. A stone patio is located within the ell formed by the main block and the north addition.

Extending from the rear (east) elevation of the main block is the slightly smaller central block. The eaves of its gabled roof rise to a point just below the entablature of the main block. The central block is three bays deep with three windows symmetrically spaced on the first and second stories of the south elevation. The north elevation contains three small, hopper windows on the second floor above the one-story addition. The rear block, which extends east from the central block, is of wood frame construction. It is 1.5 stories in height and clad with clapboard and resting on a poured concrete foundation. The peak of the off-center gable roof ends just inside the closed pediment of the first extension. On the south elevation facing Main Street, the roofline extends out to cover a secondary entrance and a single window. Three simple Tuscan columns support the roof and fascia below it.
23. Wheeler House, 1842, 133 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

In 1840, Reverend John B. Wheeler, president of UVM, commissioned architect Ammi B. Young to design this new residence for his family. It served as a Wheeler family residence and later a UVM dormitory into the mid-20th century, when a group of UVM faculty and associates raised the funds to purchase the house for the University in 1944. The house served as the UVM Infirmary for 30 years beginning in 1944.

Wheeler House is a 2-story, wood frame, brick veneered, Greek Revival style dwelling with a square 3x3 bay main block and rectangular 5x3 gable roofed rear wing. A one-story veranda spans the length of the main block’s west elevation. Covered entrance porticos shelter the south and east entrances. The building sits on a rubble stone foundation parged to look like granite. Two chimneys pierce the slate hipped roof on the west and east sides of the square balustrade with turned balusters. Fenestration is regular. All windows are recessed, double-hung, with six-over-six sash and granite sills and hidden iron lintels. Most of these windows are original to the building. On the front (south) facade, a single-story, one-bay-wide Greek Revival style entrance portico frames the center entrance. The portico consists of four fluted Corinthian columns with Tower of the Wind capitals and two pilasters, topped by an entablature. The east elevation of the main block is almost identical to the front south elevation; however, it has a smaller entrance portico with fluted Corinthian columns with Tower of the Wind capitals. Spanning the length of the house, a Gothic Revival style veranda dominates the west elevation of the main block. This deep, single-story veranda sits atop a series of four brick piers and possesses a simple wooden railing and chamfered wooden posts with Gothic bracket detailing.

A five-bay long shallow piazza with simple posts and railings, adorned with diagonal wooden lattice, extends along the west elevation of the rear ell. At the north end of the piazza is the original enclosed outhouse clad with flush boards. The space beneath the rear west piazza is open and an open wood stairway runs down from the elevated deck to the ground level. This stairway was installed in 2012, replacing the deteriorated original stairs. This work was part of a major renovation to the building, which upgraded the ADA-compliant features and restored the house’s 19th century appearance.

23a. Wheeler Carriage Barn, c.1875, 133 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

The Wheeler Carriage Barn was constructed in the 1870s as a carriage barn for the Wheeler family. Typical in design of a village carriage barn of that era, it is a 1.5-story, wood frame, L-shape plan with a slated gable roof with raking eaves and cornerboards resting on a rubble redstone foundation with clapboard sheathing. The main block of the building protrudes on the east elevation with a gable front and contains paired multi-paneled doors. Several of the windows have pointed window hood moldings; those on the second story have flat lintels. The north elevation contains three small hopper windows that once lit animal stalls and, above them, two larger boarded over windows that lit the loft. The south elevation features a hayloft door under a centered gable peak that is typical of the Gothic Revival style.
23b. Wheeler House Archaeological Site (VT-CH-165), Contributing site

The Wheeler House has an associated archaeological site, VT-CH-165. Artifacts identified incidentally on the property as a result of maintenance activities and during systematic archaeological investigations are consistent with the residential occupation of the Wheeler House during the mid-late nineteenth century. These materials, and reports of more localized trash deposits, suggest that potentially significant archaeological deposits likely remain intact on the property that could help inform our understanding of the Wheeler family’s use of the property. As such, the archaeological component at Wheeler House is a contributing site within the district.

23c. “Lebenslinie/Lifeline” sculpture, 2002, Non-contributing object due to age

“Lebenslinie/Lifeline” is situated to the east of Wheeler House, in the grassy area between the parking lot and South Prospect Street. German artist Klaus Herbich created the sculpture, which is carved from two blocks of Verde Antique serpentine set in a bed of gray gravel and surrounded by a wooden frame. The entire piece measures 44” x 28” x 4”.

24. Englesby House, 1914, 112 South Williams Street, Contributing building

This single-family residence first appears in the 1915 city directory as the residence of Dr. William H. and Maude Englesby. Maude willed the house to UVM upon her death in 1956. It became the residence for the University presidents, and although the building was only used for special functions around the turn of the 21st century, since a 2012 restoration project the house has once again served as the official residence for the UVM president.

This 2.5 story, wood frame, gable roof, brick veneered, symmetrical 5x3 bay Colonial Revival house has parapet ends and interior paired chimneys on the north and south elevations. A rear 2-story, 3x2 bay, ell forms a T-plan with the main block. The house sits on a brick foundation and the roof is clad in slate. Brick water tables divide the basement and first story and first story and second story. A detailed cornice with modillions and dentils returns on the north and south elevations. There is a 1-story, full width, hipped roof covered porch on the north, east, and south elevations; the south porch has been enclosed with floor to ceiling glass. The front (west) façade features a half-round center entrance with small entry portico supported by slender columns and pilasters. A tall frieze band around the portico is topped with modillions similar to those on the main cornice. The portico has been enclosed with glass windows and panels. Most of the windows throughout the house are 6/6 wood frame windows with splayed brick lintels and stone sills, adorned with operable shutters. The center bay of the second story on the west elevation features a Palladian window above the portico topped by a louvered fanlight. Two sets of doors and a window occupy the first floor of the north elevation, opening onto a flat-roofed, single-story porch supported by a brick foundation and slender Corinthian columns. A simple iron railing runs the length and width of the porch.

The hip-roofed rear ell is three bays deep by two bays wide. It sits on a brick foundation and its roof is clad in slate. Its cornice features line modillions and dentils and sits just below the cornice.
of the main block. A brick beltcourse divides the basement and first, and first and second stories. A flat-roofed, one-story porch with simple Doric columns—similar to the house’s other porches—extends from the rear elevation.

To the south of Englesby House is a sprawling formal garden that is original to the construction of the house.

24a. Garage, 1914, Contributing building

A 1914, one-story, flat roof, wood frame, brick veneer garage sits at the end of the driveway off College Street. A double overhead door on the north elevation is framed by pilasters with a simple entablature.

25. 439 College Street, 1923, Contributing building

439 College Street was constructed in 1923 as a house for the UVM Alpha Chapter of the fraternity Phi Delta Theta and designed by architect William McLeish Dunbar, an alumnus of the fraternity at Cornell University. After the chapter disbanded in 2011, the building was used by the Alpha Delta Pi sorority before being sold to UVM in 2014. An extensive renovation, completed in 2019, reconfigured the first floor, accommodated an elevator in the former domed entry hall, and removed the library and guest room for construction of a kitchen.

The building is a 2-story, wood-frame, rectangular building resting on a stone foundation with a central, gable-front block and a hipped-roof wing on each side. Local materials were utilized extensively; the entire building is clad in white marble from Proctor, Vermont set in a random ashlar pattern, and the same white marble is used for various trim features throughout. The building’s roof is clad in green Vermont slate, and the foundation is random ashlar Redstone from the Burlington area. The building incorporates Neoclassical elements, particularly visible on the primary (north) façade. The façade has a fully articulated, central pediment slightly projecting from the building plane with a circular gable window. A dentilated cornice graces the pediment and continues below the eaves on the other three elevations. A wide frieze band tops the façade of each hipped-roof wing and extends a short distance into the central block to mark the tops of marble, corner pilasters. Each of the first story windows features an elaborate, carved marble surround with fluted pilasters and a Greek key motif carved into the lintel. On the east wing, a recessed entrance is capped by a molded panel, transom light and a narrow pediment resting on squared Corinthian pilasters. Above the pediment is a splayed marble lintel and a carved tablet inscribed with “1848,” the date that Phi Delta Theta was founded. On the west wing, the entrance has a second carved tablet inscribed with “1879,” the date that the Vermont chapter of Phi Delta Theta was established. At the end of each wing is an arched concrete niche. The east side elevation consists of an arched bay on the first floor with a splayed lintel. The bay is filled in with concrete and inset with a 24-light, wooden casement window with a marble sill. The west side elevation is dominated by two wooden, floor-to-ceiling, 16/16 sash windows that are original to the building.
26. Peirce-Spaulding House (“Alumni House”), 1895, 109 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

Designed by Burlington architect Zachary Taylor Austin, this house was owned and occupied by prominent businessmen Albert G. Peirce and Frank D. Spaulding and members of their families until 1958, when the building was sold to UVM. It was the last piece of private property fronting the University Green to be acquired by the University.

Constructed in 1895 in the Queen Anne and Colonial Revival styles, this 2.5-story brick veneer house sits on a random ashlar Redstone foundation and has a slate roof and three corbeled chimneys. Typical of Queen Anne style, the house exhibits projecting bays, dormers, and a wraparound porch that disrupt the symmetry and regular plan of the main block. The main portion of the house is a hipped roof block with irregular fenestration. Character-defining features, representative of this period of transition into the Colonial Revival style, include Palladian windows and cornice line swags and dentils. The 1/1 sash windows have splayed brick lintels and marble sills. The main (east) façade features a two-story rounded projecting bay on the left and a two-story rounded turret on the northeast corner. The main entrance is centered on the first story between the projecting bays. A large, one-story flat roof, wraparound porch extends halfway across the north elevation, supported by Tuscan columns atop a simple wooden railing. The rear (west) elevation has an engaged, 2-story, 2x2 bay, hipped roof rear wing. A porch on this wing has a Palladian window with leaded stained-glass overhead. A closed pediment, gable roofed dormer that matches that on the front façade, projects from the attic story, as does a tall corbelled chimney. A wooden balustrade with corner posts topped by finials rests on the square, flat top of the hipped roof.

26a. Carriage Barn, 1895, Contributing building

This 1895 1.5-story, gambrel roof carriage barn sits on an irregular-coursed quarry faced Redstone foundation and has a marble water table, brick veneer walls and an asphalt shingle clad roof. A large cross-gambrel roof dormer rises from the east eaves. A cupola rises from the roof ridgeline. The gambrel gables are clad in shingles with molded cornices. The walls flare out slightly above the first story on the north and south elevations. On the east elevation, the original doors for the carriage barn have been infilled by board and batten siding with a small window and steel pedestrian door. In the second story, a former hayloft door has been converted to a window. Each of the building’s elevations feature different window sash of 6/1, 9/1, 8/1 and multiple-paned configurations. On the south elevation is a one-story, gable roof, wood-frame ell. The footprint of this ell generally matches that shown as a wood sheathed structure on the 1906 Sanborn map. The south ell has a shallow pitched roof covered with rolled asphalt roofing. The east elevation of the ell has T-111 plywood siding on the wall and the south gable end of the ell is sheathed with wood clapboards.

27. Waterman Building (“Waterman”), 1941, 85 South Prospect Street, Contributing building
The 1941 Waterman Building was designed by the renowned New York City architectural firm McKim, Mead and White. The building has undergone extensive interior renovations in some spaces since its completion; however, its exterior appearance has changed little since its construction in 1941.

The building is a very large, 2.5-story, Colonial Revival structure with a hipped slate roof resting on a steel-reinforced concrete foundation faced in granite and marble and clad in Flemish bond brick veneer. It has a rough “H” plan consisting of a principle rectangular, central pavilion flanked by narrow hyphens articulated on the east (primary) elevation, each of which connects perpendicularly to a long and narrow wing. Each wing has a rectangular pavilion roughly center of its long side and gabled pavilions on the east and west sides. On the rear (west) portions of the building, there are 3.5 exposed stories due to the grade of the site which slopes down to the west. On the west elevation, the hyphens are not articulated such that there is just one façade plain which is interrupted by a large and monumental, 3-story, curved, projecting bay emanating from a taller, hipped-roof ell. On either side of this ell is a one-story addition between the ell and the nearest wing.

The building’s design and ornamental features, articulated in painted wood, granite and Vermont marble, are typical of a high-style, Colonial Revival building. The primary entrance on the east façade, set within the central pavilion, is a monumental, two-story, 3-bay wide portico with six marble, Ionic columns standing on a raised granite base accessed by a set of granite steps. The columns support a full pediment with an elaborate relief sculpture depicting the UVM seal with scrollwork and an inscription in the frieze that reads: “CHARLES WINFIELD WATERMAN AND ANNA R. WATERMAN MEMORIAL.” The assembly is capped by a richly decorated balustrade.

The flanking hyphens feature marble sills with splayed brick lintels, and dormers with modest tracery. Each hyphen intersects with the eaves side of a hipped roof, projecting wing, which extends three bays forward. The two east entrances of each projecting wing are symmetrical, standing 2.5-stories high and three bays wide, situated within a slight projection of the façade plane framed by marble quoins, each of which has a full pediment with a centered, oval window with swags below. The wings extend five bays on either side of the central, two-story, five-bay, monumental pavilions, each of which has four, monumental, Ionic marble pilasters. The north elevation of the south wing is almost identical, although it is interrupted by a projecting, one-bay wide, 3.5-story stair tower with a hipped roof built in 2001. The rear of the building is marked by its large, three-story, semi-circular pavilion centered between the two wings and topped by an open deck with a Greek Key-patterned balustrade. Seven two-story windows on the second and third floors, set within flanking brick pilasters, are each separated between the two floors by a marble panel.

28. Lattie F. Coor House, 1908, 2006, 438 College Street, Contributing building

Designed by Burlington architect A.I. Lawrence as a single-family home, this building was acquired by the Burlington Roman Catholic Diocese in 1950 and eventually purchased by UVM in 1997. A rehabilitation of the house completed in 2006 restored the exterior, renovated the
interior for office use, upgraded the building’s energy efficiency, and created an addition on the north side.

The Lattie F. Coor House (formerly the Edward J. Booth House) is a large, high-style, Colonial Revival style brick mansion constructed in 1908. In plan, the house has a 3x3-bay, 2.5-story, hip-roofed main block with a 2x2-bay east ell and a 2-story, 3x3-bay, hip-roofed north addition constructed in 2006. The wood-frame house has stretcher bond brick veneer with tinted mortar. The house rests on a rusticated ashlar Redstone foundation topped by a granite belt course. Above the basement windows projects a molded, buff terracotta water table which wraps around the entire house. The buff glazed terracotta trim is used for ornamental features throughout the house including the windowsills and keystones above the windows. The slate-covered hipped roof has wide overhanging eaves with plain, rectangular mutules atop a simple, molded frieze board. A painted wooden balustrade surrounds a flat section at the top of the hipped roof of the main block, and a series of dormers and chimneys penetrate the roof. The primary (south) façade has a central entrance flanked by large window openings with elliptical heads, containing a Palladian window with glazed spandrels. The entrance porch is supported by a set of three Tuscan columns standing on raised pedestals and a single Tuscan column on each side flanking the entrance; other Classical details include a cornice with moldings and mutules, a low balustrade, and wood pilasters. A transom, sidelights, and terracotta molding surround the doorway. The west side and rear (north) elevations feature porches styled similarly as the front entrance porch.

The east ell is recessed one bay behind the plane of the main block’s east facade. A long porte-cochere runs along the south elevation of the ell as a side porch and extends far enough beyond the east end to allow a driveway to pass beneath. This porte-cochere was constructed in 2006 as a replica of the original. The ell’s porch has a wooden floor supported by brick piers and Classical details of the porte-cochere are similar to those of the primary entrance. The 2006 addition extends north from the western half of the north elevation. Designed to be compatible in scale, but distinct in style, this two-story addition starts with a hyphen set on a red brick foundation and a precast concrete water table and expands into a 3x3-bay, red brick block with a matching cast concrete water table and a painted cornice beneath its hipped roof. The entrance is sheltered by a porch that wraps around the northeast corner; this porch is contemporary but designed with reference to the original porches.

28a. Carriage Barn, 1908, 440 College Street, Contributing building

Deeply set back in the rear yard of 438 College Street is 440 College Street, a former carriage barn and garage for the main house that was renovated into offices in 2004. The building was designed and built at the same time as the main house in 1908. The building is 1.5 stories and has a T-shaped plan. On the front (south) elevation, the three-bay, gambrel-front central section projects slightly and is flanked on either side by cross gabled ells. The rear (north) elevation has the same gambrel-front middle section, although it is flush with the façade. Reflecting the Colonial Revival style, the wood-framed building is covered with a red brick veneer and is trimmed with deep wooden roof cornices with returns and widely spaced brackets beneath the horizontal soffits. The roof
and its dormers are covered in slate with copper at the valleys and eaves. The foundation is of local Redstone. Windows throughout have painted wood sills and splayed brick lintels.

29. Sigma Phi House, 1903, 420 College Street, Contributing building

Designed by architect Marcus T. Reynolds of Albany, NY, this was the first purpose-built fraternity house at UVM and still serves as the chapter house. Sigma Phi House is a 1903 Neoclassical, 2-story, 5x2 bay, gambrel roof house on a raised marble foundation, clad in brick Flemish bond with marble quoins and sills. A full-height gable- pedimented portico is centered on the south façade, and interior end chimneys are on the east and west sides. The pedimented gable spans three bays, and projects slightly from the front façade. A dentillated cornice with egg and dart molding and modillions runs the width of the facades and returns on the east and west elevations. The south façade contains the main entrance under the dominant gable pedimented portico. The pediment is supported by four columns with Corinthian capitals beneath a wide, plain frieze with metal letters spelling “Sigma Phi.” The entry surround includes fluted pilasters and dentillated cornice and a marble arch outlines a fanlight. The symmetrical south façade includes paired four-pane glass doors beneath a three light glass transom on the outer bays, both with flat, gauged-arch marble lintels and marble sills. These doors open to small cast iron balconies. On the rear (north) elevation, additions mark each corner, including an open porch supported by square Doric columns and a one-story brick addition. Windows throughout the building tend to be double-hung 6/1 sash, with oval windows in the attic story, and dormers contain 6/1 sash or glazed doors that access a metal fire escape.

30. Booth House, 1900, 1926, 86 South Williams Street, Contributing building

This single-family house was designed by an unknown architect and named for its longest-term occupant, businessman John E. Booth. UVM purchased the house from the Booth estate in 1970, followed with an extensive interior renovation to create offices. The Booth House is a c. 1900, 2.5-story, 5x2 bay, pedimented gable roof, eaves front Colonial Revival style, wood-framed, clapboard house with a porte-cochere to the left (north) and a one-story addition adding three bays to the right (south). The house sits on a Redstone foundation and has a slate clad roof with a southern exterior, corbelled brick end chimney and a central corbelled interior chimney on the roof ridgeline. The main entrance is on the west façade through a central doorway under a circa 1920 porch, which expands the full length of the front façade, including the porte-cochere and addition to the right (south). The one-story porch roof is supported by slender Tuscan columns, in groups of one, two and three, with balustrades of turned balusters between each grouping. The porch extends to include a porte-cochere. Windows primarily consist of double-hung, 6/6 sash. A central, pedimented gable dormer is adorned with modillions and contains a lunette. The rear (east) elevation contains a projecting 2.5-story, 3x2 bay, perpendicular addition, which creates a T-plan with the main block of the house, and the cornice with modillions continues from the main block of the house, with returns on the east elevation. The enclosed porch seen on the front façade wraps south around to the rear (east). A one-story, full width porch supported by Tuscan columns extends across the rear addition and has been enclosed above on the second story. The cornice also extends across the gable end in the north side elevation of the main block, forming a
full pediment with a Palladian window. A one-story bay addition (c. 1926) projects from this elevation as well.

30a. Garage, c.1926, Contributing building

The c.1926 garage is set back on the north side of the house, at the end of the driveway. The garage is a 1-story, hipped slate roof, wood frame, 1x2 bay structure, clad in wide reveal wood siding and sitting on a concrete foundation. The metal overhead garage door is a replacement metal door. The south, east, and north elevations have 6/6 wood windows with matching wood storm windows. A brick chimney rises from the slope of the east elevation.

31. 70 South Williams Street, 1861, Contributing building

Although it is unknown exactly who the first resident of this house was, it is shown on an 1862 atlas map and spent much of its early history in the long-term ownership of two families - hardware dealer Albert Strong and his family, and Colonel Edward Henry Powell and his descendants. In 1940, UVM purchased the house and has used it for academic departments up to the present day.

The c.1861 Greek Revival house is a 2-story, wood frame, brick veneered structure with 3x2 bays, set on a raised redstone foundation with a shallow hipped roof clad in asphalt shingles. A 1.5-story rear ell extends from the east elevation, ending in a one-story wood addition, and a prominent c.1900, 2-story, 1x1 bay brick-clad side ell extends from the south elevation. A one-story, hipped roof front porch extends across the main block façade; the north side beyond the porch roof creates a porte-cochere. A simple overhanging cornice wraps the entire building. The walls are of dark red brick laid in a common bond with wood trim.

On the symmetrical west façade, the central entrance is framed by pilasters, sidelights, and a four-paned transom. Otherwise, decorative features on the façade are minimal, consisting primarily of splayed brick lintels over 6/6 wood sash windows. A hipped roof caps the porch, which is supported by four wooden posts across the main façade and two pilasters. Paired posts support each end of the porte-cochere. A bay window and picture window light the north side elevation of the main block. Attached to the south side elevation is the c.1900 ell, which utilizes the cornice and roof of the main block and a similar brick veneer. The brick 3-bay rear ell on the west elevation appears to be original while its 3-bay wood frame gabled extension is a later addition.

32. 34 South Williams Street, 1926, Contributing building

Constructed in 1926, this house was occupied by several owners and tenants until the late 20th century, when it became home to the UVM Dean of Students. The University purchased the building outright in 1988 and it currently houses The Women’s Center. The Colonial Revival style house has 2.5 stories, 3x3 bays, with a hipped pyramidal, slate clad roof, brick veneered walls, and it rests on a raised concrete foundation. A 1.5-story wing with a steep shed roof
extends from the south elevation; this wing is flush with the front (west) façade. A full-width hipped roof overhang shelters the first story of the façade and is supported by large brackets on either end. A central, 1-story projecting vestibule bay with a gable roof broken pedimented entrance breaks the hipped roof overhang. A semicircular fanlight is above the front door.

Windows are all 6/6 wood windows with metal storms and wood sills, set individually and in multiples. On the north and south side elevations shed roof dormers with slate clad walls and paired windows breaks the roof slope. The rear (east) elevation has a one-story, shed roof, enclosed porch with seven bays. The north side of the porch is infilled with T-111 siding, while the south side has two 2/2 windows.

32a. Garage, 1926, Contributing building

A one-story, hipped pyramidal roofed, 1x3 bay garage is located behind the house to the southeast, facing north. Like the house, the wood-frame building is clad in brick. The garage opening is two bays wide on the north elevation, though it has only one overhead door.

33. 28 South Williams Street, 1924, Contributing building

This building was completed in 1925 and almost immediately served as a boarding house into the 1960s. Since that time, the multi-use building has housed medical offices and residential units. The house is a square plan, 2.5-story, eaves front gable roof building on a raised concrete foundation with brick veneered wood frame walls, constructed in the Colonial Revival style. All of the windows are double-hung, 6/1 sash with brick header sills and flat splayed arch lintels. The west façade is symmetrical and features a central entrance portico with Tuscan columns and a plain entablature. Above, a full-width continuous shed dormer with aluminum siding stretches across the roof. Behind the main block of the house is a 2-story, shed-roofed addition clad in vinyl siding. The rear elevation of the building has been largely modified to accommodate the building’s current use as a medical office, with a wheelchair ramp and external wood egress porches.

34. Taft School, 1938, 14 South Williams Street, Contributing building

The Taft School was built in 1938, funded by a bequest of Elihu B. Taft and a Public Works Administration (PWA) grant. It was designed by local architect and builder Frank Lyman Austin who designed a number of municipal and institutional buildings throughout the state. After the elementary school closed in 1980 it served multiple community uses and in 2014 UVM negotiated a long-term lease of the building from the Burlington School District. A campaign of renovations followed to bring the building up to code, enhance its accessibility, and perform exterior deferred maintenance. The upgrades were designed by Scott & Partners Architecture and the building was renamed as the Michele and Martin Cohen Hall for the Integrative Arts after its benefactors.

The school is a large, 2.5-story, 17x1 bay, gable-roofed, rectangular plan, Colonial Revival style brick building featuring large parapet gable ends with large double brick chimneys. Two
additional sets of double chimneys are symmetrically spaced on the slate-clad roof. The brick-veneered building sits on a raised concrete foundation. The plan consists of a simple rectangular block with two, one-story blocks centered on the rear elevation. Fenestration is regular and most windows consist of large, double-hung, 12/12 sash with granite sills. Significant details consistent with the architectural style include corner brick quoins on the main block and central projecting bay, cornice line modillions, a wide fascia board running below the cornice line on all elevations, and a monumental entrance portico on the front façade.

The central nine bays of the west façade form a slightly-projecting pavilion, marked by corner quoins. Centered within this pavilion is the full-height, 3-bay pedimented portico, supported by Corinthian, Tower of the Winds columns which are capped by a wide entablature with “ELIHUB TAFT” lettering. The pediment is framed by a modillioned cornice and decorated with a wood starburst pattern in the tympanum. Paired doors are surrounded by a wide molding which extends around a tall transom; the entrance is further accented on the second story by a wrought iron Juliet balcony. Windows are single and paired with splayed brick lintels and concrete keystones. Inset concrete, brick, or painted panels appear in each bay between the first and second stories. The north side elevation features a two-story secondary entrance with Classical detailing flanked by large decorative brickwork panels. The south elevation generally lacks decorative detail, but both elevations feature an oculus window in the parapet gable. A pavilion is centered on the rear east elevation but is dominated by two, one-story, rectangular block, brick-veneered, flat-roofed extensions that step down from the height of the main block.

35. 415 Pearl Street, c. 1815, Contributing building

This early-19th century house has been rented to boarders since the 1920s, several of which have been UVM students and interns. Sanborn maps show a variety of alterations made throughout the 20th century, but major alterations occurred more than 50 years ago and retain significance in their own right. These include the removal and subsequent reconstruction of a rear porch, the removal of a rear ell, and the brief appearance of a one-story detached outbuilding.

The house is a 1.5-story, gable roof, slate clad, eaves front, 5x2 bay, wood frame residence sitting on a raised concrete-covered foundation with a central chimney. The main block is a rectangular plan with two rear additions. The entrance is centrally located in a projecting, gable roof, bay on the north façade. An arched, louvered vent is with an arched wood surround is set in the gable peak of the projecting bay. The eaves overhang slightly and there are cornerboards on the main block. Windows are 2/2 replacement sash in simple wood frames. The southwest addition is 1-story wood frame shed roof structure clad in clapboard and T-111 siding, which the southeast addition is a 1.5-story gable roof wood frame block.

35a. Garage, c.1920s, Contributing building

A one-story hipped roof, wood-frame, 2x1 bay garage is set behind the house. The building is clad in novelty siding and the roof is clad in asphalt shingles and has exposed rafter beneath the eaves. On the north façade are a sliding wood door and an overhead wood garage door.
36. Moore-Woodbury House, 1813, c.1870, 416 Pearl Street, Contributing building

The house was constructed in 1813 by George Moore, a local merchant and principal in the Burlington Woolen Company. It was deeded to his son, and later in the 19th century was owned by Urban A. Woodbury, future Mayor of Burlington, and Lieutenant Governor and Governor of Vermont. Over his several decades in the house, Woodbury was reported to have updated it. Since 1936, the building has been in the Handy family, who converted the house into rental units and still lease it to apartment tenants. Although the property has several additional rental houses, these buildings have Handy Court addresses and are located outside the boundary of the district.

The 2.5 story, wood frame, brick veneer, hipped roof rectangular plan, 5x3 bay house sits on a granite foundation with a large rear ell and two-story west side veranda. It generally reflects Italianate and late 19th century features, likely reflecting modernization by the Woodbury family. The central projecting entrance bay on the south façade is topped by an arched broken pediment; the recessed double leaf entrance is sheltered by a large scrolled bracketed hood which serves as a balconette for the second story door. An oculus window appears in the attic story which is capped by a projecting pediment supported by scrolled brackets. Throughout the building’s main block first and second stories, windows are primarily 1/1 wood with aluminum storms or 1/1 vinyl replacement sash. All windows have flat stone lintels and sills. A 2-story porch spans the length of the west side elevation of the main block, supported by plain and turned posts, some with ornate Queen Anne-style details. On the south rear elevation, an ell echoes the main block as a 2.5-story, 4x2 bay, wood frame, brick veneer structure with a stone foundation and hipped roof. The house has had several alterations, including the construction of additions, a front veranda, and a porch. A raised flat platform in the center of the roof likely marks the former location of a cupola. Hood molds and other details around the door seem to be later applications, and the roof overhang exhibits apparent changes to the roof contour. Despite these alterations, the building retains an early-19th century feel with late-19th century details.

37. Lambda Iota House (“Lambda Iota Fraternity House”), 1913, 440 Pearl Street, Contributing building

This Colonial Revival style building, designed by Boston firm Newhall & Blevins, was purpose-built for the Lambda Iota fraternity and still houses the fraternity’s successor organization, the Kappa Rho chapter of the Pi Kappa Phi. The building is a 2.5-story, gable roof, 7x2 bay house with paired parapet-end double chimneys and a full width, 2-story colonnaded portico under the principal roof line. Eight Doric columns support the porch roof. A simple cornice and frieze wrap around the entire building. The building is built into a slight hill and sits on a raised Redstone foundation, visible on the sides and rear. Centered on the south façade is the main entrance where a 5-light transom, fluted Ionic pilasters, an entablature with dentils, and cornice frame the doorway. Three segmental arch pedimented dormers are spaced evenly on the south slope of the roof. The parapet chimneys dominate the east and west side elevations and break the pedimented gable ends. On the first story, the side elevations have a 1-story hipped roof portico with a roof supported by paired Doric columns and pilasters. Above, central windows are framed by sidelights, Doric pilasters and fanlights, fronted by a Juliet balcony. On either side of the chimney are quarter round windows and the wall beneath the eaves in the pediment are filled
with stone. The north (rear) elevation generally matches the front elevation other than the central bay, which is a projecting 2-story 5-sided bay.

A series of renovations have been made to the building but have not altered its characteristic features. The building was rehabilitated following a 1928 fire that destroyed the northern portion of the house. In 1954, repairs were undertaken of the chimneys and windows, the interior was replastered, and fixtures and wiring were updated. In 2011, the floor plan of the third floor was adapted with new bedrooms and bathrooms, safety systems were updated, ADA entrances were added to the rear elevation, and two of the front columns were replaced with fiberglass versions.

38. Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital – Old Hall (“Baird Institute Center for Disorders of Communication – Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital”), 1922, 1 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

Wings: St. Joseph’s Pavilion (1942); Clinical Addition (1962); Rehabilitation Center (1958); Arnold Pavilion (1960); Boiler House (1959)

The Bishop DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital – formally known today as 1 South Prospect Street – is part of the UVM Medical Center. The building occupies the entire city block along Pearl Street between South Prospect Street and South Williams Street with its six interconnected building units, constructed at different periods. The hospital and its wings are generally laid out with an “H” footprint, with the original Old Hall forming the east vertical stem overlooking South Prospect Street; St. Joseph’s Pavilion forming the bar; and the west stem formed by the Rehabilitation Center and Arnold Pavilion. The Clinical Addition is tucked into the northern L created by the Old Hall and St. Joseph’s Pavilion, and the Boiler Building is appended to the rear of the Arnold Pavilion. Since the hospital opened, it has always accommodated UVM students, but the partnership wasn’t made official until the 1940s. In 1977, UVM purchased the DeGoesbriand Unit, and today UVM owns the entire hospital.

Designed in the Institutional Gothic Revival style and completed in 1925, the original building formally known as Old Hall is the easternmost block of the hospital complex. Old Hall is a 4-story, 19x4 bay building resting on a concrete foundation with a buff brick veneer and a flat roof with parapet. The building’s plan consists of a rectangular block with a central entrance pavilion on the east façade flanked by two, two-bay wide, square pavilions on each end of the façade marked by quoins, decorative concrete finials and wide concrete belt courses on the ground floor. Ornamentation on the building facades include decorative cast concrete detailing in the sills; a belt course below the ground floor; strips that resemble quoins on each corner of the building and pavilions; and pointed finials at the top of the building projecting from the parapet. Fenestration is regular with 1/1, double-hung sash windows with brick lintels. At the top of the central entrance pavilion, the brick parapet contains the Vermont State coat-of-arms with a large stone cross. Above the north pavilion in the parapet is the DeGoesbriand family coat-of-arms, and above the south pavilion in the parapet is the coat-of-arms of Bishop Joseph John Rice. On each of the north and south side elevations there is a full-height bay window with a paired window at center flanked by single windows.
On the rear west elevation of Old Hall is a hyphen connecting to St. Joseph’s Pavilion, completed in 1948. This large, 7-story wing is a long rectangular block constructed of concrete blocks clad in buff brick. A 6-story, 3-bay wide projection is located on the north and south elevations, and the main entrance to St. Joseph’s Pavilion is through a modern, glass pavilion centrally located on the south elevation. The wing has regular fenestration that is occasionally interrupted based on the floor plan, and the building generally lacks decorative elements except for a 2-story former chapel on the north elevation which features cast stone belt courses, quoins, finial, and coat-of-arms echoing the design of Old Hall.

The Rehabilitation Center is a 5-story, International Style, glass curtain wall wing designed in 1958 by local architect Julian Goodrich. The curtain walls consist of a grid of green glass spandrel panels and clear glass windows set within a painted steel framework. The top story possesses an additional band of glass spandrel panels above the windows. Windows are divided into three, horizontally oriented, rectangular panes. The bottom panes slide open to provide ventilation. The north elevation consists of a flat, light colored brick wall with a stair tower, masked by a concave curved wall sheathed in the same brick.

The 1960 Arnold Pavilion is connected via an 8-story brick tower to the south end of the Rehabilitation Center and the west end of St. Joseph’s Pavilion; each are served by separate stair towers that form part of this connecting tower. Originally constructed as 3 stories, the later addition of 3 more stories makes the Arnold Pavilion the largest wing of the hospital. It is clad in light-colored brick and fenestration is regular with evenly spaced, tripartite windows across the east elevation and nine sets of four side-by-side windows across the west elevation. The ground floor of the east elevation contains the primary entrance with a broadly overhanging, flat roof supported by wide brick half-walls; originally a canopy protected the driveway.

Extending from the rear west elevation of the Arnold Pavilion is the Boiler Building, a one-story, flat-roofed utilitarian structure built in 1959. It is clad in buff brick like the other wings. Entrances and windows are located on the south elevation; those that are original have tripartite hopper windows and original fenestration has header bond brick lintels. A metal stack rises from the western end and a one-story, utilitarian addition with corrugated metal sides attaches to the south elevation.

The Clinical Addition is a 2-story flat-roofed, buff-brick addition constructed in 1962 in the corner formed by Old Hall and St. Joseph’s Pavilion, protruding just beyond the north side elevation of the former.

38a. Guard House, c.1980s, 1 South Prospect Street, Non-Contributing building due to age

This small building is located at the end of a driveway leading west off South Prospect Street into the hospital parking lot and serves as a parking attendant’s booth. It is a rectangular brick building with a standing seam metal, hipped roof and set atop a concrete base.
39. Benedict House (“Sociology Building”), 1804, 31 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

This Federal style residence was home to several locally influential men and their families, most notably George Wyllys Benedict, a Medical College faculty member and University trustee whose family stayed in the house for over a century before it was acquired by UVM in 1934. The building has been used by the University as student housing, administrative offices, and department headquarters complete with classrooms and offices.

The house is a 2.5-story, gable roof, eaves front, wood frame, rectangular plan, 5x2 bay structure on a raised redstone foundation with an exterior end chimney and clad in vinyl siding. The original 5x2 bay main block has multiple additions surrounding the original block on three sides, forming a somewhat irregular plan. Windows throughout the building are generally 6/6 replacement sash. The east façade exhibits the strict symmetry of the Federal style, with a central entrance portico capped by a pedimented gable. A 2-story, 1x1 addition mostly obscures the south side elevation of the main block sits on a concrete foundation. The second story of the addition is an enclosed porch with vinyl casement windows and Doric columns at the southwest and southeast corners supporting the plain entablature and flat roof. A 2-story, 3x1 bay, hipped roof wing with 1-story hipped roof front porch is attached to the north elevation of the main block.

Multiple additions extend from the rear west elevation of the main block, which has a partially exposed basement level. A 2-story shed roof addition spans the length of the main block, with a 2-sided bay window in the corner. A 2-story addition was constructed to the west of the full width addition; combined these two additions form an L-shape, and yet another 1-story flat roof addition was constructed within the corner formed by the L.

40. Nicholson House (“Math Building”), 1804, c.1895, 41-43 South Prospect Street, Contributing building

After serving as a single-family home for much of the 19th century, this Federal era residence was purchased as an income property by Albert Richardson in 1893, who converted the building into a duplex and updated the design with Queen Anne style details. UVM acquired the building in 1913 and has used it for faculty housing, department offices, student housing, and administrative offices. In 2016, a rehabilitation of the building restored its exterior, exposing historic cladding, repairing and replacing chimneys and windows, repairing the slate roof, insulating the walls, and adding ADA accessibility.

This duplex is a gable roof, eaves front Federal style building that has been updated with Queen Anne projecting bays, porches, and details. A large rear 2.5 story, wood frame, slate roof, gable front addition intersects at the ridge line of the main block. The entire building sits on a Redstone foundation and has a slate covered roof. Windows are primarily 1/1 double hung sash. An ornate, 1-story, Queen Anne-style entrance porch sheltering the two front doors spans the east façade between two projecting full-height bays, with spindles overhead supported by pierced brackets. A similar, smaller porch tops the first-story porch, ending in a gable pediment. The
entrance bays are flanked by 2-story, projecting 3-sided bays with wavy clapboard siding. At the top, the pedimented gables are supported by decorative brackets and contain carved plaques with egg, swag, and garland patterns.

The north and south side elevations share similar features including return cornices, scalloped shingles in the attic story, and cornerboards. On the south elevation, the clapboards were heavily deteriorated and replaced by cement board siding. The large rear ell addition is nearly as wide as the main block is long, covering nearly the entire rear west elevation of the main block and extending west. The west end of the addition includes a 1-story, shed roof enclosed porch with turned posts. Most noticeably, a balcony projects from the gable peak with a scalloped gable, curved balusters, and a sweeping porch support beneath.

41. John Dewey Hall, 1904, 2 Colchester Avenue, Contributing building

John Dewey Hall was constructed in 1904 as the new Medical College building on the site of UVM’s previous Medical College building that burned in 1903. It was designed by Burlington native Walter Ross Baumes Willcox, one of the only professionally trained architects in Burlington at the time, who utilized fireproof construction techniques. The medical administrative offices moved into the Waterman Building in 1941; although that freed up some space in the Medical College, a new facility was required by the 1960s. Upon construction of the Medical Science Center, the Psychology Department moved into the building and after extensive interior renovations, the building was rededicated as John Dewey Hall in 1969.

Dewey Hall is a large, 3-story, rectangular, 15x7 bay, brick block constructed in the Neo-Classical style. Decorative elements on the building are executed in glazed terracotta, much of which is concealed by a thin cementitious coating that was applied at a later date. The building sits on a high raised brick foundation with granite water table and features American bond brick walls and a flat roof concealed by the attic story. The symmetrical south façade is dominated by a projecting, full-height portico occupying the center three bays; the rest of the façade is organized vertically into paired bays separated by full-height Doric brick pilasters with glazed terracotta bases and capitals. The portico is supported by two monumental, fluted, Ionic columns of terracotta glazed to look like granite, set on terracotta block bases and supporting a full entablature. Recessed into the building face above the cornice is a terra cotta plaque that identifies the building as the UVM College of Medicine. All windows on the building are 9/2 sash, resting on terracotta sills and nearly all capped by splayed brick lintels. Two glazed terracotta belt courses, above the basement level and the architrave, are present on each elevation, as are the full-height brick pilasters seen on the south façade. The cornice, which also appears on each elevation, is plain but is accented with terracotta dentils; as of 2020 the cornice is covered in fabric wrap until deterioration can be addressed. Atop the roof sits a quasi-parapet that stretches the full length of the roof. On the rear west elevation, a central entrance at the basement level has a brick segmental arch with glazed terracotta trim inlaid in the wall above the doors.

42. Col. Stephen Pearl House (“2 Colchester Avenue”), 1789, 12 Colchester Avenue (address changed in 1999), Contributing building
Reportedly the oldest frame house in Burlington, the home served as a single-family residence until the 1890s, when it was used as a boarding house. By 1920, the State of Vermont was using the building as offices for various medical agencies. A number of state agencies and services cycled through the building, and by 1956 the building was used as the UVM Medical Building Annex. After subsequently housing a variety of UVM medical services, in 2006 the building became home to administrative University offices.

Built in 1789, this building is typical of Vermont rural homes from the late-18th and early-19th centuries. The various alterations reveal an evolutionary history, with a major renovation occurring c.1890 to transform the house into the Colonial Revival style. The 2-story main block of the house has a large, 6x2-bay, rectangular plan with a rubble-stone foundation and clapboard siding with simple wood corner boards. The low-pitched hipped roof has a long ridgeline and is clad in asphalt shingles. The south façade is asymmetrical, with the entrance placed west of center and a raised covered porch extending east across most of the first story, likely dating to the turn of the 20th century. The porch has wood Tuscan-style columns supporting a half-hipped roof. A shed roof dormer containing a tripartite window with 2/2 wood sash extends down from the roof’s ridgeline on the south side of the roof. The east and west side elevations have two bays on each floor with 2/2 wood sash windows matching those on the primary façade and gabled dormers with replacement windows. A flat-roofed, two-story ell extends from the north rear elevation, with a slight parapet continuing the cornice of the main block. Although the ell displays the same 2/2 window sash as the rest of the buildings, the bays are generally not aligned and glazed entrances with an ADA accessibility ramp have been added.

43. Henry Lord House, 1904, 16 Colchester Avenue, Contributing building

This building was constructed by Nichols and Parker in 1904 as The Heights, a boarding house owned by Henry M. Lord, a janitor at Billings Library. The house remained as such until 1911 when the Graduate Nurses’ Association purchased the property, and the Graduate Nurses’ Home stayed until the late 1970s. UVM academic departments and programs began to use the house in the 1980s, and in 2019 UVM moved its Campus Planning Services into the building.

The Henry Lord House is a large, 2.5 story, wood frame, Queen Anne style house constructed ca. 1904. The plan is somewhat irregular with a gable-roofed main block, a prominent turret on the main façade, cross gables that project on both sides, numerous Queen Anne style porches, and two rear additions. Porches with turned wooden posts and decorative brackets are present on the first and second stories of the front façade and the first, second, and third stories on the east elevation. The original portion of the house and one of the rear additions sit on an irregular courséd ashlar redstone foundation. The northwest addition sits on a cast concrete block foundation. Two brick chimneys rise from the slopes of the gable roof. All windows are double-hung, 1/1 wood sash, with metal storms.

The south façade is dominated by a 3-story, 3-sided turret with a conical roof at the west end. On the first story, a wraparound porch extends from the turret to the east elevation of the house, supported by turned posts and scrolled brackets. The main entrance is centered on the façade,
and a second-story porch runs the length of the façade above. The west side elevation has a large 3-story projecting bay that echoes the façade turret. On the east elevation the first-story wraparound front porch continues from the south facade until it reaches a 3-story, gable-roofed, cross-gable wing. The first story of the cross-gable projects beyond the main block, supporting covered porches on the second and third stories. Hipped- and flat-roofed dormers light the third story on the side elevations. The north rear elevation of the house possesses cornice returns and two additions - a 2-story, hipped-roofed addition on an irregular ashlar foundation and a 1-story, flat-roofed addition on a concrete block foundation.

44. Burbank Homestead and Blacksmith Shop Archaeological Site, c.1822, Contributing site

Archival evidence for this site on Main Street, VT-CH-678, indicates that it was occupied from 1822 to 1891 by members of a single family. Joseph Burbank, a blacksmith, purchased the half-acre lot in March of 1822 and immediately got local architect and surveyor John Johnson to draw up plans for a new frame house. This house was located on the eastern side of its lot and was a 1.5-story structure about 24 x 22 ft in plan to which a one-story approximately 35 x 20 rear ell was added, possibly ca. 1843-1853. In addition to the house, Joseph Burbank had his blacksmith shop and a barn on this property. The blacksmith shop, which was located on the western side of the lot, was probably operational up to ca. 1860, but appears to have been abandoned or removed at about this time. In 1891, Joseph Burbank’s children sold the property to the City of Burlington, which wanted to enlarge its water reservoir facility. Archaeological excavations conducted by the Archaeology Consulting Team between 1995 and 1996 revealed well-preserved intact fieldstone foundations related to both the house and blacksmith shop below a substantial capping fill and recovered over 18,800 artifacts. The artifacts were consistent with the period of occupation indicated by the documentary records. Of particular interest, however, was the recovery of forge-related artifacts including spent fuels, ore, pig iron, iron rods and bars and ‘slag skulls’ in the area of the blacksmith shop. Based on the archaeological investigations conducted at the site in the 1990s, this site is a significant, contributing property within the district.

45. Barnes-Buckham Archaeological Site, c.1802, Contributing site

This archaeological site, VT-CH-684 is on Main Street. The first of two early residential structures built on this site was constructed by Aziel Barnes, a carpenter, in ca.1802. Later in 1802 Aziel Barnes sold the property “with dwelling house, barn, and other outhouses thereon” to Sylvester Russell, who owned it until ca. 1808-1815. It appears that when the property was later owned by Amos Blodgett from 1824 to 1847, a second house was built on it. The footprints of the two houses were shown on the 1830 map of Burlington drawn by Ammi B. Young, and on an 1843 sketch map of the University Green drawn by Edwin Johnson. The historic maps further suggest that when the property was owned by the Rev. James Buckham from 1862 to 1886 one of the old houses was removed (possibly 1862-1869). In 1889, UVM alumnus, John H. Converse, purchased the property in order to completely redevelop it. An as-yet unconfirmed account indicates that a Greek Revival style dwelling with a fully pedimented front gable was moved from this property to 110 North Prospect Street around this time. In 1890, John Converse conveyed the property to UVM along with two new houses, the two existing structures (#14 &
#15), which he had built as a gift to provide housing for University faculty. In 1995, the Archaeology Consulting Team, Inc. conducted a preliminary archaeological investigation of the site as part of the regulatory review of the Burlington Main Street Upgrade Project pursuant to Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act. The subsurface testing included a total seven test pits and resulted in the recovery of approximately 200 artifacts. The excavations encountered a series of historically disturbed soil layers, with the lowest one yielding at least some early to mid-19th century artifacts. Given the early initial settlement date of this property and the presence of soil horizons datable to the 1800s this site is considered a potentially significant property within the district.

46. Hurlburt-Moore Farmstead Archaeological Site, c.1810, Contributing site

A documented archaeological site, VT-CH-676, is located on the University Green. Historic documents indicate that this site was owned by Luther Moore from 1810 to ca. 1830 and included at least a small house, a wood-house, a barn, and a well. The buildings were most likely removed and the foundation/cellars filled in and/or capped in the early to mid-1830s as the UVM Green took on its present boundaries and appearance. Archaeological excavations and monitoring undertaken in this area by the Archaeology Consulting Team between 1995 and 1998 revealed the location of two foundations made of fist sized cobbles and a 10 ft deep stone lined well. The location of the two foundations appear to correspond to buildings shown on Ammi B. Young’s 1830 map of Burlington. This map shows a rectangular area surrounding the two structures separate from the adjacent “College Common.” According to the archaeological site report, a total of 425 artifacts were recovered from this site. While the majority of the artifacts were structural in nature, such as brick fragments, nails, pieces of mortar, and window glass sherds, roughly a quarter of the assemblage consisted of animal bones and ceramics. The ceramic assemblage was dominated by pearlware and redware and is generally consistent with a residential occupation in the early 1800s. Other artifacts recovered included glass vessel fragments, pieces of kaolin tobacco pipes, a French gunflint, and a lead printing press character. Based on the archaeological investigations conducted at this site in the 1990s, it is a significant, contributing property within the district.
8. Statement of Significance

Applicable National Register Criteria
(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property for National Register listing.)

- [x] A. Property is associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our history.
- [ ] B. Property is associated with the lives of persons significant in our past.
- [x] C. Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components lack individual distinction.
- [x] D. Property has yielded, or is likely to yield, information important in prehistory or history.

Criteria Considerations
(Mark “x” in all the boxes that apply.)

- [ ] A. Owned by a religious institution or used for religious purposes
- [ ] B. Removed from its original location
- [ ] C. A birthplace or grave
- [ ] D. A cemetery
- [ ] E. A reconstructed building, object, or structure
- [ ] F. A commemorative property
- [ ] G. Less than 50 years old or achieving significance within the past 50 years
Areas of Significance
(Enter categories from instructions.)
Architecture
Archaeology
Community Planning & Development
Education
Landscape Architecture
Social History

Period of Significance
1789 – 1970

Significant Dates
1789
1791
1804
1825
1828
1865
1867
1883
1922
1925
1941
1970

Significant Person
(Complete only if Criterion B is marked above.)

Cultural Affiliation
Euro-American

Architect/Builder
Andrews, Jacques & Rantoul
Austin, Zachary Taylor
Buckham, C.W.
Dunbar, William McLeish
Goodrich, Julian
Johnson, John
Lawrence, A.L.  
Linsley, Daniel C.  
Maginnis & Walsh  
McKim, Mead & White  
Moore, George  
Newhall & Blevins  
Newton, Louis Sheldon  
Perigo, John  
Randall, Jacques Rousseau  
Richardson, Albert  
Richardson, Henry Hobson  
Shepley, Bulfinch, Richardson & Abbott  
Smith Alvarez Sienkiewycz  
Spear & Thayer  
Spear Brothers  
White, Henry Keith  
Wilder, William Robb  
Willcox, Walter R.B.  
Wilson Brothers & Company  
Young, Ammi Burnham

**Statement of Significance Summary Paragraph** (Provide a summary paragraph that includes level of significance, applicable criteria, justification for the period of significance, and any applicable criteria considerations.)

The University Green Historic District is significant at the state level under Criterion A (Event), Criterion C (Design/Construction) and Criterion D (Information Potential). Related to these criteria, the historic district is associated with six Areas of Significance which are summarized below and then detailed in the historical narrative. This nomination serves to replace the 1975 nomination with more detailed explanations and documentation of the Criteria and Areas of Significance under which the University Green Historic District is eligible for listing. It also includes two minor boundary adjustments: one on the south edge of the district to include two outbuildings (HD #18a and #19a), and one on the east edge of the district to include two additions on the rear of Old Mill (HD #7) that were not present in 1975: Lafayette Hall (1995) and the Old Mill Annex (1998). This adjustment recognizes current interpretations that do not allow a boundary to pass through a portion of a building.

The University Green Historic District contains a diverse yet visually cohesive array of building types, sites, structures and objects. The historic district encompasses UVM’s central campus and University Green, around which are situated some of the most architecturally distinctive buildings not only in Burlington but in the State of Vermont. These buildings and structures represent UVM’s critical role in the development of the City of Burlington in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, as well as the University’s impact on the development of higher learning in the State of Vermont. Buildings and structures within the historic district that were not originally
built by UVM have either directly influenced Burlington’s growth, or are strong architectural examples of the types of buildings constructed throughout Burlington as the City expanded in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. All of these historic buildings are locally significant and some even have statewide significance. The Period of Significance for the University Green Historic District is 1789-1970. 1789 is the date that oldest building in the historic district was constructed, the Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42). 1970 is the date that the last private residence in the historic district was acquired by UVM within the historic era (50 years ago).

**Narrative Statement of Significance** (Provide at least one paragraph for each area of significance.)

**Criterion A: Event**

Under Criterion A, the historic district’s most prevailing Area of Significance is **Education**. This Area of Significance connects UVM to the important role that higher education played in the development of communities and in the academic training of individuals who would make important intellectual and practical contributions to society. The 1777 Vermont Constitution called for one grammar school or academy to be established in each county and one University to be established in the new state as the “crown of the state’s future educational system of town common schools and county grammar schools.”

By the time Vermont achieved statehood in 1791, the same year that UVM was chartered, Vermont had a well-developed system of common schools under local control that were established in town districts, as well as state-mandated county grammar schools. Sometimes referred to as Academies or Seminaries, these grammar schools were typically the highest form of a student’s education, although some became colleges as higher education in the state grew out of UVM’s establishment in 1791. For example, the Rutland County Grammar School (chartered in 1787) eventually became Castleton College in 1867 (today known as Castleton University). Middlebury Academy shared a building with the nascent Middlebury College in the first quarter of the nineteenth century.

Burlington was selected as the municipality for the establishment of UVM by a 1789 act of the legislature, and the University was developed at a prominent location on the highpoint in Burlington overlooking the nascent town and Lake Champlain. Significantly, the 1791 UVM charter was the first in the nation to say that there would be no preference given to religious sect or denomination. It was the fifth college chartered in New England after Harvard University (1636), Yale University (1701), Brown University (1764), and Dartmouth College (1769), all of which had a religious mission to train clergy and religious leaders in their respective commonwealths or states. The result of UVM’s non-denominational status prompted the founding of Middlebury College in 1800 by Calvinists who believed that higher education should provide religious instruction and train ministers. UVM’s education, on the contrary, was decidedly secular; early on, it focused on natural sciences based on mathematics and communication based on Classics.

---

UVM’s progressive tendencies include its early non-denominational status, its acceptance of female students in 1871, and, in 1877, being the first university in the nation to admit a black student into the prestigious Phi Beta Kappa Society. UVM has had a profound effect on education in Vermont. For example, UVM has developed specialized colleges that have had an impact on agriculture and healthcare in the state of Vermont. The UVM Agricultural Department, Agriculture Experiment Station, and Extension Service - established after the Morrill Act of 1862 prompted UVM to encompass the newly established State Agricultural College - had statewide influence in the realm of agriculture. Students enrolled in these programs were trained in modern agricultural practices and faculty and students engaged in statewide research and experimental studies through the Experiment Station. The Extension program operated throughout the state and offered specialized training to current and prospective farmers in all topics of agriculture. Two buildings within the historic district, Pomeroy Hall (#13) and Morrill Hall (#11), housed these three programs. The UVM Medical College, one of the most important and prestigious departments within UVM, has been the leading institution of its kind in Vermont since it was founded over 200 years ago in 1804. The original Medical College building was the second separate building constructed at UVM in 1829. Two buildings in the historic district, Pomeroy Hall (#13) and, later, John Dewey Hall (#41), were built to house the Medical College.

Community Planning and Development is a rich context within the historic district with several connections to the history and development of Burlington and UVM. The University Green (#1) was developed in around 1800 as a central common within one of Burlington’s oldest neighborhoods at the top of the hill. Oriented in a north-south manner, its siting was influenced by the topography of the area as it occupies a relatively level terrace on an east-west sloping hill. The green functioned in a similar way to the typical New England town green or common, which always occupied a central location in a town and accommodated a variety of public functions which included militia training, outdoor religious activities, community gatherings, and livestock collection. There are varying accounts as to when and by whom the land for the green was set aside as a park which suggest that its creation was a joint effort between private landowners and those involved with the establishment of UVM. In 1799, Daniel Sanders, the first president of UVM, began clearing land around his newly constructed house in 1799, formerly located where Ira Allen Chapel (#3) is today. Stephen Pearl, who lived on the north end of the green in the Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42), owned the north portion of the green and advocated that it “be left open to the public as an addition to the college green.” Ira Allen, beginning in 1801, encouraged the UVM Trustees to preserve the open space for use as the college green.

The University Green is associated with the broader development of New England college campus planning during late-eighteenth and early-nineteenth century which typically involved a central “college common” or “college green.” Harvard, Yale, Dartmouth, Brown, and Middlebury campuses grew with academic and dormitory buildings situated adjacent to the central green. While some colleges such as Brown University developed a quadrangle plan, whereby a green space was surrounded by buildings on all sides, other colleges created a more linear plan. For example, Yale established “Old Brick Row” in 1792, considered to be the first formal campus plan in the United States with buildings lined along one side of a green (not in a
quadrangle fashion). Old Brick Row influenced the linear design of many college campus plans and may have inspired the layout of UVM’s linear “University Row” and Middlebury College’s “Old Stone Row.” University Row was intentionally created to situate the college buildings at the top of the hill above the green, symbolizing the importance of higher learning. This linear plan was also necessitated by the University Green’s (#1) north-south orientation and the topographic nature of the area.

Community Planning and Development is also associated with the rehabilitation of University Green (#1) in the 1830s and 1870s. In the 1830s, the State of Vermont advocated for the preservation of the green as a public park and ordered that all privately owned structures be removed from the park. This move was successful, although by the 1870s, the condition of the park had deteriorated. President Matthew Buckham, understanding that the University did not own the park, persuaded the City to establish a Parks Commission to improve the three City-owned or managed parks: City Park, Battery Park and College Park. This represents the first parks planning effort by the City of Burlington, incidentally occurring during an era when picturesque park planning was being promoted throughout the country, inspired by the work of landscape architects such as Andrew Jackson Downing and Frederick Law Olmstead.

Finally, Community Planning and Development is associated with the Main Street Pump House (#12) and Reservoirs’ (#s 12a and 12b) critical contribution to the growth of Burlington and UVM after the existing waterworks system was deemed insufficient to meet the needs of the growing City and UVM campus. Built in 1867 and expanded with a second reservoir in 1888, these resources enabled the UVM campus to expand in the late-nineteenth century without placing too much burden on the City’s waterworks. The pump house and reservoirs were placed at the top of the hill in Burlington in order to exploit the natural topography to deliver water to the campus and surrounding neighborhoods of Burlington. In addition to allowing for the expansion of UVM, the pump house and reservoirs allowed for the subdivision of larger properties into building lots in the nearby hill section of Burlington, a neighborhood which saw rapid development in the late-nineteenth century.

Social History is an Area of Significance within the historic district relating to the admittance of women at UVM in the early-1870s. This theme is significant because, when the UVM Trustees voted overwhelmingly in favor of admitting women in August 1871, they were the first East Coast University governing body to do so. In 1872, the first two women enrolled, Lida Mason and Ellen Hamilton. They were admitted into the Phi Beta Kappa Society, making UVM the first American university to offer this prestigious opportunity to women. Until the mid-nineteenth century, women in the United States were relegated to education in Female Seminaries or Female Academies. These academies prepared women for careers in teaching and missionary work and continued to educate women through the nineteenth century. The second half of the nineteenth century, however, saw the growth of separate women’s colleges which offered expanded, higher educational opportunities for women. Early women’s colleges in the northeast included Vassar College (chartered 1861), Wellesley College (chartered 1870), Smith College (chartered 1871), Bryn Mawr College (chartered 1885), Mount Holyoke College (chartered 1888), Barnard College (chartered 1889), and Radcliffe College at Harvard (chartered 1894). While this trend to educate women was accepted and touted in the late-nineteenth century as a
way to create more “equality” between the sexes, the reality was that this segregation was intended to preserve the all-male status of elite universities. UVM first accepted women students during this era of increased female participation in higher education. However, it was probably less of a feminist act and more of a way to save the University because during and immediately after the Civil War, the viability of the UVM was in question due to declining male enrollment.

Enrollment of women steadily grew throughout the nineteenth century so that by 1892, there were enough women needing University housing that Grasse Mount (#23) was purchased by UVM and converted into a women’s dormitory. Until 1921 when the former Redstone estate was purchased by UVM and developed as the “women’s campus,” women were educated alongside men, although they were still treated as second-class students in comparison to male students. By 1909, UVM followed the national trend of separating women into their own educational tracks with the establishment of the Home Economics program in Morrill Hall (#12). This program and several others (including Teaching and Nurse Training) provided women with realms in which they could assert themselves academically without the pressures of learning alongside their male counterparts, although this drew women away from engaging in other academic studies offered by UVM at the time such as engineering, science, and Classical studies (philosophy, literature, etc.).

Social History is also associated with the establishment of The Home for Destitute Children, founded in the historic district in the small cottage at 447 Main Street (#18). While the Home had to move from this location within a year because it grew so quickly, the fact that the organization was founded in the historic district is significant because it has since grown into the Howard Center which is the state’s largest agency providing mental health services in Vermont. The founding of the Home is an example of the trend of wealthy and educated women in the late-nineteenth century founding charitable organizations to combat poverty.

Criterion C: Design/Construction
Under Criterion C, the historic district is significant within the areas of Architecture and Landscape Architecture. Buildings in the historic district embody distinctive characteristics of a wide range of architectural styles from various eras. The district contains early-nineteenth century federal houses, some of which were renovated in the late-nineteenth century with Queen Anne details (a common trend during that period), as well as Greek Revival, Italianate, Richardsonian Romanesque, High Victorian Gothic, Queen Anne, Craftsman and Colonial Revival examples. Most of the buildings in the historic district are higher style cases, with several vernacular buildings mixed in. Several buildings were designed by master architects with national renown including Billings Library (#5) by Henry Hobson Richardson, Waterman Building (#27) and Ira Allen Chapel (#2) by McKim, Mead & White, and Wheeler House (#23) by Ammi B. Young.

Several factors account for the prevalence of high-style architecture on the UVM campus. As Burlington’s population grew beginning in the 1860s through the mid-twentieth century, so too did UVM. In order to continue to attract students and faculty, UVM filled the growing campus with impressive buildings that would portray the University as modern and successful. This is
particularly true of the era during Matthew Buckham’s presidency (1871 – 1910), during which
time seven significant buildings were constructed, correlating with Burlington’s economic
prosperity and growth in the late-nineteenth century. The late-nineteenth century also saw the
emergence of UVM donors who funded the construction of many campus buildings. Billings
Library (#5), Williams Science Hall (#6), Ira Allen Chapel (#2), and Waterman Building (#27)
are examples of buildings that were funded by UVM graduates who commemorated their success
and their legacy with large, architect-designed buildings.

Within the area of Landscape Architecture, the historic district is significant for the presence of
University Green which has presented as a planned landscape since it was established around
1800. The University Green (also called the College Green or College Common) was a central
location for one of Burlington’s earliest settlements at the top of the hill, and it is related to the
broader tradition of the New England Town Common or Town Green. Historically, it functioned
in a similar way to these greens or commons, which typically occupied a central location in a
town and accommodated a variety of public functions which included militia training, outdoor
religious activities, community gatherings, and livestock collection. The University Green also
relates to the broader development of college campuses in the United States during late-
eighteenth and early-nineteenth century. Harvard, William and Mary, the University of Virginia,
Yale, Princeton, and Middlebury developed plans for their campuses during this era that placed
buildings either surrounding or on one side of a college green. While some colleges such as the
University of Virginia developed a quadrangle plan, whereby a green space was surrounded by
academic buildings on all sides, other colleges created a more linear plan. For example, Yale
established “Old Brick Row” in 1792, considered the first attempt at a campus plan in the United
States. With buildings lined along one side of a green, Old Brick Row influenced the design of
many college campuses in relation to the college green. This plan may have inspired the layout
of UVM’s “University Row.”

By the 1830s, the Green transitioned from open space dotted with buildings on the north and
south ends to a more designed landscape as the buildings were removed, the ground graded, trees
planted, and fencing and gateways erected along the perimeter. In the 1870s, further
improvements were made to the green including the addition of pathways, a fountain and a
sculpture after UVM president Matthew Buckham had successfully encouraged the City of
Burlington to establish a Parks Commission that would oversee the maintenance and
improvements to the City’s three public parks. The establishment of the Parks Commission and
the refurbishment of the green occurred during a time when picturesque parks and cemeteries
were being developed throughout the country, inspired by the work of landscape designers such
as Andrew Jackson Downing and Frederick Law Olmstead. Landscape plans were drawn in the
1920s for additional maintenance and tree planting and, over the course of the twentieth century,
the University Green was redesigned and refurbished several times.

**Criterion D: Information Potential**
Archaeological resources contribute to the district under Criterion D for their potential to yield
data that enhances the understanding of the early historic settlement of Burlington, Vermont, and
the establishment and early history of the University. Archaeological properties contributing to
the district represent rare examples of late eighteenth and early to mid-nineteenth century sites where information is preserved that is not replicated in written records. These sites have the potential to inform our reconstruction of the domestic practices and daily lives of both non-elite and elite members of society ranging from farmers (Hurlburt-Moore) to blacksmiths (Burbank) to ministers and University presidents (Wheeler). These properties also hold potential to further our understanding of the local, regional and international economic systems that early Burlingtonians participated in as well as the transformation of a portion of an early New England town and its landscape into the core of a public University. In addition to the recorded archaeological sites, the district includes untapped archaeological potential in archaeologically sensitive areas that have been identified in association with numerous contributing standing structures. Furthermore, the district also contains areas, including the Green itself, that are sensitive for the presence of pre-Contact Native American sites based on their association with post-glacial landscapes known to have attracted early human settlement during the Paleoindian period, ca. 12,500 B.P.

Historical Narrative

1791 – 1824: Establishment of UVM and University Green

The land that now makes up the University Green and the surrounding historic district includes part of a 50-acre property that was given to UVM by Ira Allen in 1792, just a year after Ira Allen had lobbied for UVM to be located in Burlington. Ira Allen (1751-1814), brother of the American Revolutionary War hero Ethan Allen, was a major landowner, developer, and significant historical figure in the early history of Vermont and the settlement of Burlington.

Pre-Revolutionary War, Ira Allen and his Onion River Land Company surveyed and purchased 77,000 acres of land along the Onion River (known as the Winooski River today) near Lake Champlain. Allen and his partners in the land company were already keenly aware that this area along the Winooski River near Lake Champlain was ideal for trade, transportation and industry. By the mid-1770s, Allen had established an outpost at the Great Falls of the Onion River, about one mile east of the historic district, as the center of his landholding operations. This location allowed him to build a sawmill and a grist mill that were essential components of the region’s early development. By the mid-1770s, Allen had begun purchasing and reselling 50-acre and 103-acre tracts of land along the Onion River to settlers mainly from southern New England. By this point, he had emerged as a leading figure in the Vermont Republic’s government, serving as the first Treasurer from 1778 to 1786 and the first Surveyor General of Vermont from 1779 to 1787.

By around 1774, Ira Allen focused his attention west and began surveying and buying tracts of land in Burlington. So rampant was his purchase of land that, by 1775, he owned upwards of 70 percent of the land that would become Burlington. During the Revolutionary War, settlement in the area completely stopped, and many early settlers fled the area due to war activity along

---

Lake Champlain. But after the War the settlers returned and began purchasing building lots in Burlington from Allen. Almost immediately, the well-worn path between the Onion River mills and Burlington Bay, along present-day Colchester Avenue and Pearl Street, had become a proper road between the Winooski mills and the Burlington waterfront. In 1791, the year of the first census, Burlington’s population was 383 people living in 50 households.\textsuperscript{11}

Ira Allen began to face financial difficulty by 1789. When his brother Ethan died that year, Ira Allen had to assume the company’s debt as the last remaining partner in the land company. While he owned so much valuable land – much of which was purchased on credit – he could not find buyers and thus was “land rich and cash poor.” In order to find more buyers for his land and appease his creditors, he fervently promoted Burlington. It is under these circumstances that Ira Allen was instrumental in the founding of UVM.

Beginning in 1789, Allen leveraged his various positions in the state government to lobby for a University to be built in Burlington. The Vermont Constitution of 1777 had called for one University to be established in the new state as the “crown of the state’s future educational system of town common schools and county grammar schools.”\textsuperscript{12} Ira’s intense focus to have Burlington host Vermont’s University was in part motivated by his need to attract more growth to Burlington which would help himself out of his financial hole. That said, Ira’s recognition that Burlington had the potential to be a leading municipality in the region, in large part due to its prime location along an increasingly well-trafficked waterway, determined the course of history and ultimately made his lobbying efforts successful. Ira even went so far as to pledge £4,000 for the establishment of the University if it were to be located in Burlington and he secured several other pledges to bring this total subscription to £5,643.\textsuperscript{13} In a bill to charter the state’s sole University on November 2, 1791, the location of Burlington received 89 votes from the state legislature, well ahead of the rest of the field (Rutland came in second with only 24 votes).\textsuperscript{14}

Despite Ira’s generosity and enthusiasm for Burlington’s University, his reputation as the founding father of the University was almost immediately compromised. The £4,000 he had pledged to its establishment never materialized, which factored in the almost 10-year delay from when the University was chartered to when it would open. In addition, the title on the 50-acres of land which Ira reportedly “gave” to the University was disputed, and the University had to pay Silas Hathaway of St. Albans, Vermont $500 for the same lot in 1799.\textsuperscript{15} For over 125 years, Ira Allen’s involvement in the founding of UVM was all but ignored.

There are varying accounts as to when and by whom the land for University Green (#1) would be set aside as a park, although this likely occurred around 1800 or at the same time the Daniel Sanders, the first president of UVM, began clearing land around the newly-constructed president’s house in 1799. In 1801, Ira Allen, one of ten University Trustees appointed by the Legislature in 1791, published the following statement in the local newspaper which read:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{11} Ibid, 17.
  \item \textsuperscript{12} T.D. Seymour Bassett, “Origins of UVM, 1791-1833,” 10
  \item \textsuperscript{13} Robert A. Mello, Moses Robinson and the Founding of Vermont. (Barre, VT: Vermont Historical Society, 2014), 257
  \item \textsuperscript{14} Robert A. Mello, Moses Robinson and the Founding of Vermont, 6.
  \item \textsuperscript{15} Burlington Town Land Records, Vol. 5, p. 365.
\end{itemize}
"Gentlemen, I have observed that you are about to erect buildings on lands that have been appropriated for a public green to contribute both to the convenience, elegance and use of the University of Vermont... Permit me to state the facts. When the Corporation of said University struck the stake, for the lands and public buildings, it was agreed to reserve a convenient Door-Yard in front of said buildings, that the remaining public lands to the west should be appropriated to the use of a Green."16

The Trustees of the University heeded Allen’s request and confirmed that the land to the west of the college buildings be protected as a common green.

Col. Stephen Pearl, an early Burlington landowner with a home and farm on the north side of Colchester Avenue opposite the north end of the University Green, was also involved in the green’s establishment and protection. The northern end of University Green was once part of Lot #22, a 103-acre lot acquired by Col. Stephen Pearl in 1794. After failing in business in southern Vermont, Pearl moved to Burlington ca. 1794 by way of Grand Isle and lived on Lot #22 in a house located at the head of Pearl Street.17 At least a portion of this house survives today as 12 Colchester Avenue (#42).

Beginning around 1801 and continuing to about 1814, Stephen Pearl routinely indicated, both in statements made and in descriptions for land that he sold in the area south of his house, that his land north of the College Lot between modern University Place and South Prospect Streets was “to be left open to the public as an addition to the college green.”18 Pearl allowed this area to be “cleared and made smooth by the voluntary labor of students and other individuals” between 1801 and 1805 and at one point, this work was “aided . . . by a [public] contribution for digging out the stumps.”19 Pearl also made no protest in 1807 when the town “selectmen laid a road six rods wide upon the west side of the tract in question (now South Prospect Street), and another of the same width on the east side (now University Place; formerly High Street),” both of which were subsequently left “open and unobstructed.”20 Allen’s and Pearl’s advocacy for a common green in front of the University represents an early step in the young settlement’s Community Planning and Development.

With the establishment of University Green, alternately referred to as the College Green in early accounts and maps, the University was able to define its location, despite struggling to find the funds to open its doors to students. The early Trustees included many prominent Vermonters who lived far from Burlington, which in part accounted for why it took almost a decade to open the University from when it was first chartered. Only two of the first 10 Trustees, Ira Allen and Samuel Hitchcock, lived in the Burlington area.21 These Trustees had the difficult task of raising funds for the University at a time when there were few people or resources in this region of Vermont. $2,000 in aid finally came from citizens of Burlington, and the Trustees were able to build a house for the President and hire Rev. Daniel Sanders of Vergennes to serve as the first

16 Vermont Centinel June 18, 1801.
18 Anonymous, Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of Vermont, Volume III. (St. Albans, VT: J. Spooner, 1832), 531-532.
19 Anonymous, Reports of Cases Argued and Determined in the Supreme Court of the State of Vermont, Volume III, 530.
20 Ibid., 532
President of the University in 1799.\textsuperscript{22} By 1801, the Trustees petitioned the state legislature for the expansion of its powers needed to operate the school. A 12-person legislative committee led by former governor Moses Robinson investigated the request and ultimately granted the Trustees the additional authorities they needed to successfully run the University.\textsuperscript{23}

In 1799, Rev. Sanders (1766-1850) moved into his frame house with 50 acres of land that sat just north of the College Lot, facing the College Green on its northern end, in the approximate location where Williams Science Hall (#6) sits today. In 1800, the University’s first class of four students were taught entirely by Sanders in his home where the students also boarded. This class graduated in 1804, the year that the first college building was undergoing construction.

In 1806, the first college building was finally constructed facing west towards the College Green at the enormous cost of $25,458 (see Figure 1 at left).\textsuperscript{24} This building was the predecessor to Old Mill (#7), built on the same location as this first building. Known simply as the College Building, the Federal-style edifice was designed by Burlington builder and surveyor John Johnson and was a rectangular brick structure that contained a chapel, seven large public rooms, 46 rooms for students, a chemical laboratory, a medical hall, and instruments such as globes, telescopes, and a planetarium.\textsuperscript{25} In order to help fund the building and equipment, the University sold off most of its 50 acres of land and by 1810, the building stood on just a small lot on the College Green.\textsuperscript{26} Despite the decrease in land, the fledgling University continued to grow; in 1807 the University seal was created and adopted, and additional professors were hired to augment Daniels’ teaching, the first significant thread of the historic district’s history that connects to the Area of Significance of Education. This growth was seen throughout Daniels’ tenure as President from 1800 to 1814.

In this period, the northern part of the Green was occasionally used for large public celebrations associated with Barnard’s tavern, which was located at the southwest corner of Pearl and South Prospect Streets. These included a Fourth of July party in 1809 and a Fourth of July gathering in 1813 which was attended by officers of the army and navy who had been stationed in Burlington during the War of 1812.\textsuperscript{27} During this period, thousands of troops had been sent to Burlington to create a northern defensive outpost on Lake Champlain at Battery Park. Unfortunately, the military’s presence in Burlington would expand in a way that negatively impacted the University. In 1814, the College Building was seized by the government to be used as an army
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barracks during the War of 1812. As a result, the college was forced to shut down, Sanders was removed from his Presidency, and the students were dismissed and moved to other universities.

By the fall semester of 1815, the war was over, the troops had left, and the College Building underwent extensive renovations so that the University could re-admit students. The University embarked on a “marketing” campaign in the local newspaper, the *Burlington Gazette*, in the late-summer and early-fall 1815 to advertise its superior facility which had reopened. For example, the “college edifice” was described as having been “thoroughly repaired, and in excellent condition for the reception of Students” with “neat and commodious apartments for the students,” cheap tuition and board, and sitting on an “elegant and salubrious site.”28 Another announcement in the Burlington Gazette implies the health benefits of the University’s location, stating:

“…the college edifice has an elevated situation, commanding in every direction an extensive prospect, charming to the eye; as it has, beyond what is common, at least, in this part of the country, a pure air, and is planted in an absorbent soil, it is, in their opinion, favorable to the health of the Students.”29

The settlement around University Green, within the historic district, expanded in the early-nineteenth century with high-style and vernacular Federal buildings. This Federal period settlement connects the historic district to the theme and Architecture. By 1816, there was a cluster of buildings on the north side of the green at the intersection of Pearl Street and S. Prospect Street in addition to the c.1790 Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42), as well as some buildings scattered along the south and west sides of the College Green. Built for members of Burlington’s developing merchant class, almost all of these buildings are all currently owned and occupied by UVM for department offices and classroom space. Bittersweet House (#17) at 151 S. Prospect Street was built in 1804 as a store and residence for Ichabod Tuttle, Jr. who moved to Burlington from Cheshire, VT. On the west side of University Green, the Benedict House (#39) at 31 S. Prospect Street and the Nicholson House (#40), on the west side of University Green, were likewise built in 1804 by Joseph Miller and Ebenezer Flagg, respectively, with the Benedict House also likely designed by John Johnson. 415 Pearl Street (#35), a small, wood-frame cottage, was built in 1815 near the cluster of homes at the top of Pearl Street. And in 1813, the Moore-Woodbury House (#36) across the street at 416 Pearl Street was constructed for George Moore, a local merchant who operated a store on the lot adjacent to the east where the Lambda Iota House (#37) is located today. Once a Federal style house, it was purchased in 1885 by Urban A. Woodbury, who would become the Governor of Vermont from 1894-1896. By the time Woodbury had purchased the house, it had been converted into the Italianate style appearance of today. Woodbury regularly entertained distinguished visitors at his house, including three American presidents: William McKinley in 1897, Theodore Roosevelt in 1902 and William H. Taft in 1909.30
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Grasse Mount (#21) was built in 1804 for prominent local merchant Thaddeus Tuttle. It is considered by some to be “the most conceptually sophisticated extant example of Federal domestic architecture” in Vermont,” constructed to the design of local builder John Johnson, although it was physically transformed in the mid-nineteenth century and early-twentieth century. Its high style architecture and prominent location on the Main Street hill in between downtown Burlington and the University, surrounded by large, landscaped grounds, attracted a prominent succession of residents. In 1824, Tuttle met some financial difficulty and sold the mansion to Cornelius Van Ness, then the eighth governor of Vermont serving his second term. In 1825 Van Ness entertained at Grasse Mount the Marquis de Lafayette, the prominent French general in the American Revolutionary War, after the Lafayette laid the cornerstone of UVM’s South College building. The extravagant open house was afterwards talked about for years and the Lafayette Statue (#1a) at the north end of the University Green commemorates the visit. Governor Van Ness was also an ambassador to Spain from 1829 to 1840. During his long absence, the house was occupied by banker and diplomat Heman Allen, a nephew of Ira Allen. Records indicate that Heman’s wife named the house “Grasse Mount” to honor a friend of General Lafayette, the Count de Grass, a rear admiral of the French Navy who defeated the British fleet in the Chesapeake Bay in 1781 as it was trying to reach General Cornwallis at Yorktown.

By the 1810s, several new buildings had been constructed on the College Green, contrary to views articulated by Ira Allen and Col. Stephen Pearl a decade earlier. On the north end, Pearl had apparently changed his mind about donating his land destined to become the north part of the present green. On November 12, 1814, he sold a parcel on the green to Giles T. Chittenden and Archibald W. Hyde for $200. Then, on July 4, 1816, Col. Pearl sold a second, 1.2-acre parcel of land on the north portion of the present green for $300 to Cornelius P. Van Ness. Just prior to purchasing the land, Chittenden & Hyde had built a store on the site (see Figure 2 at right).

However, beginning around ca.1830, the State of Vermont took the lead in evicting the occupants at the north end of the modern Green, an early example of the State being involved in the Community Planning and Development of Burlington. At the time, there were reportedly two or three
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dwelling houses in addition to the store. By January of 1831, the State’s case for the removal of these structures from the north end of the Green had reached the Vermont Supreme Court.  
The state argued that even though no deed had been given to the University or the State for this land and despite the fact that no officially memorialized declaration had been made by Pearl, the land still belonged to the people of the state based on the concept of a “dedication to the public.” As evidence that Pearl had intended to leave this place open to the public, the State pointed to many casual statements made by Pearl regarding the land, the express language Pearl used in several deeds, the fact that he allowed others to clear and grade the land, and the fact that he did not protest the construction and use of public roads through the property. The high court ultimately sided with the State, concluding that “the act of throwing open the property to the public use without any other formality, is sufficient to establish the fact of dedication to the public.”

The south end of University Green was also privately developed in the early-nineteenth century. In 1810, Daniel Hulburt sold a 1/3-acre parcel of his 103-acre lot to Luther Moore of Burlington for $150, a parcel that was on the south line of the College Lot (#112). Luther Moore (1787-1861) was a saddle, harness and trunk maker who owned additional property in Burlington including a brick house and store at the northeast corner of Pearl Street and N. Prospect Street that would become his primary residence. In 1821 and again in 1828, Luther Moore placed advertisements in local newspapers announcing his intention to sell the parcel which, by 1828, contained the “small house, wood-house and barn situated on the College Green with a garden.” These structures can be seen at left on Ammi B. Young’s 1830 Plan of Burlington village.

However, as with the north end of the green, it appears that the structures were removed in the 1830s, considering that the structures do not appear on John Johnson’s 1843 Map of land in Burlington, College Lot No. 112.

In 1824, disaster struck when a spark on the floor of the College Building erupted into
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flames which ultimately destroyed the building on May 27, 1824. No lives were lost, and a significant amount of materials, library books, scientific and medical apparatuses and student belongings were rescued from the building. The president of the University at the time, Rev. Daniel Haskel, abruptly left Burlington out of shock and Rev. Willard Preston stepped in as the University’s new president to aid in the reconstruction of the College Building.

1825 – 1871 Gradual Growth of UVM and Burlington

Within two months of the fire, the University had already raised $8,000 from citizens of Burlington for the erection of a new college edifice. By February 1825, designs for two of the three planned new buildings were in place, suggesting that funding may have necessitated that the University use a phased approach for the construction of the new facility. The University hired Reed, Nichols & Herrick to build two wings “that are to be seventy-five [sic] feet in length each and three stories high. A space is to be left in the middle, in which to place the center building intended for the chapel and other public rooms which is to be four stories high. When the whole is completed, it will very much resemble the old College, expect it will be about thirty feet longer.”

The cornerstone for the south building, known as South College, was laid by American Revolutionary War General Marquis de Lafayette in June 1825 when he visited Vermont during his tour of the twenty-four states of the United States. Then Vermont Governor Cornelius Van Ness laid the cornerstone of the north building known as North. These building dedications were presided over by President Willard Preston, who oversaw the University from 1825 – 1826. Four years later, in 1829, the Middle College was erected to the designs of John Johnson (see Figure 4 at left). It was separated from the North and South College buildings by eight-foot wide fire breaks. Deeper and longer than the outer buildings, Middle College was a monumental Federal building with a tripartite arrangement featuring a central pavilion topped by an enormous, gold-leaf dome. The impressive, middle building housed the two-story University chapel in the front, lecture and recitation rooms, a library, museum and other facilities. These three buildings were united in the 1840s and still stand today as Old Mill (#7).
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While Old Mill appears different today due to its extensive remodeling in 1883 in the High Victorian Gothic Style, the façade arrangement of a central pavilion flanked by wings, with a chapel in the center, remains today.

Rev. James Marsh was the President of UVM from 1826 – 1833 and brought with him a Transcendentalist view towards education. While he was concerned with educational reform, he was less interested in recruiting students, and as a result the University did not experience significant growth during this period following the construction of the new College Buildings. That said, it was during his presidency that the second distinct building on the UVM campus was built for the Medical College in 1828 (Pomeroy Hall, #13).

When the Medical College was established in 1804 by Dr. John Pomeroy, classes were taught at his home on Water Street (present day Battery Street) near the Burlington waterfront. In 1815, University trustees allowed the Medical College to utilize space in the Old Mill Building and by 1824, over half of the 108 students were enrolled in the Medical College. UVM’s growth during this period was largely dependent on the Medical College. Following the fire that destroyed the college building, a new building for the Medical College was erected, originally a 2.5-story, eaves-front, Federal-style brick structure. Like the other College Buildings which were completed by 1829, the Medical College building was designed and built by Burlington builder and surveyor John Johnson. Funds for the building and expansion of the Medical College were raised through a series of public lectures by professor Dr. William Sweetser on the topic of physiology. Lectures cost fifty cents each to attend or $2 for a five-week series of two lectures per week. As described in the Northern Sentinel newspaper in 1826, the purpose of the lectures was

“…to aid in obtaining means for erecting a suitable building for Medical Lectures, which is now absolutely demanded to place the Medical Institution on a sure and respectable foundation…it is believed that with a little aid from the inhabitants of this place, a building may be reared the ensuing season, which shall be creditable to the town and aid in effecting such an object, which is surely an important one…”

The building which stands on this location today, Pomeroy Hall (#13), is an 1858 Italianate-style building which incorporated the original 1828 building into the first two stories, including the foundation and walls with splayed lintels. At the time of the building’s construction, there were only about 20 medical colleges in the entire country, and thus the UVM Medical College enjoyed early success.

Following President Marsh’s departure in 1833, Rev. John Wheeler became President of UVM, a post which he held until 1849. Wheeler was a talented administrator who immediately fixed the University’s financial trouble which occurred during Marsh’s presidency. Wheeler would
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subsequently preside over a period of growth for the University. In 1846, the North, Middle and South College buildings were joined to form what was said to be the state’s largest building at the time, with parapeted walls replacing the open firebreaks. Renovations to the building allowed Wheeler to greatly expand the University’s library, and Wheeler purchased twenty acres of new land that was part of the original college lot for the future expansion of the University.

During his term as president, Wheeler also oversaw a rehabilitation of the University Green (#1). This rehabilitation effort involved the removal of all remaining buildings on the green and a transformation of the green into a designed landscape. This represented the first of several rehabilitations of University Green which connects the historic district to the Area of Significance of Landscape Architecture because the intention of each of these rehabilitations was to create a more commodious landscape for the public to enjoy.

According to A History of Class of 1833-37 of the University of Vermont, a member of the class of 1837, Alvi Tabor Twing, led a committee to transform the Green. It was written that

“The grounds were graded, the cellars at either end of buildings which had been thereon were filled up, and the debris removed. A row of elms was planted all around the green… A railing with turnstiles for entrance at either end of each walk, was erected about it, and two fine arched gates were placed, one on either side, in front of the college.” 47

At around the same time that the general appearance of the University Green was enhanced, in 1839, the Medical College was forced to close due to declining enrollment. This closure was spurred by competition from an increasingly large number of medical schools in Boston and other cities, as well as by a growing glut of doctors in New England. George W.

Benedict, who resided in the Benedict House (#39) on the west side of the green, was the Dean of the Medical College when it was forced to close and purchased the building from the heirs of former faculty member Benjamin Lincoln. Benedict was intent on saving the medical equipment of the Medical College and continued to teach chemistry classes in the building to UVM students. In 1839, UVM purchased the building from George Benedict.

In 1840, President Wheeler commissioned master Vermont architect Ammi B. Young (1798-1874) to design a Greek Revival mansion at the corner of Main Street and South Prospect Street, today known as Wheeler House (#23). Young opened his first office in Burlington in 1830, the year that he drew the Plan of Burlington Village, one of Burlington’s earliest comprehensive maps (see Figure 3). Young was the architect of the second iteration of the Vermont State House in Montpelier, which was completed in 1838. At the time of Wheeler’s commission, he was currently designing the high-style Greek Revival mansion of Timothy Follett on College Street near the Burlington waterfront. Ammi B. Young’s success and talent as an architect of the Greek Revival style led him to become the first Supervising Architect of the U.S. Treasury Department. For this post, he designed numerous customs houses, post offices, courthouses and hospitals across the eastern seaboard, many of which still exist today. The significance of Young as a nationally renowned architect and the Greek Revival design of Wheeler House are relate of the historic context of Architecture.

Ammi B. Young’s plans for Wheeler House, titled “Designs for a dwelling house for Rev. John Wheeler, President of the University of Vermont at Burlington,” showed a more ornate exterior than was constructed (see Figure 6 above). The main entrance was to be on Main Street and the most northern portion of the ell was to serve as a shed. Designed as “piazzas” on the architect’s original drawings, porches on the west elevation of the house were shallow and framed with lattice. The lattice porch on the rear ell remains, but the long west porch on the main block was replaced with a deep Gothic style veranda, most likely in the early 1870s. Likely at this same time, c.1875, the Wheeler Carriage Barn (#23a) was constructed to the west of Wheeler House. The 1877 Bird’s Eye View of Burlington map shows a simple drawing of a porch on the west elevation of Wheeler House, similar to the current Gothic style veranda. Wheeler House remained in the Wheeler family
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following President Wheeler’s death in 1859 until 1920, when it was rented by the University for the home of then-president Matthew Buckham and, several years later, as a women’s dormitory.

Rev. Worthington Smith became President of UVM from 1849 - 1855. During his time as President, the Medical College managed to re-open in 1854. While it remained affiliated with UVM (UVM owned the building), the college was owned and operated by the Medical Department faculty. Within three years, student enrollment increased, and the college decided to expand and modernize their building to attract more students. The building, Pomeroy Hall (#13), was substantially enlarged and redesigned in the contemporary Italianate style (see Figure 7 below). As reported by the Burlington Free Press in a September 29, 1858 article,

“The old building, a substantial two-story structure of brick, was dismantled to the bare walls. Another Story has been added to it, and a spacious addition also of three stories, built on to the rear, more than doubles the capacity of the building. A square tower has also been added to the front, which contains the main staircases, and which is surmounted by a cupola, the top of which is 71 feet above the ground. Arched and groined windows in front add to the appearance of the exterior, and without making any great architectural pretensions, the building will be an ornament to the south end of College Green.”51

Following this renovation, the Medical College was considered one of the finest medical teaching facilities in northern New England. The new third story contained a large amphitheater with 17-foot high ceilings and a dumb waiter connecting it to the floors below. The amphitheater had tall arched windows and a large skylight.52 The Medical College continued to expand and remained in this location until 1884, when it had finally outgrown the building and moved to a new location on the north side of University Green.

Development in Burlington was relatively slow throughout the 1850s and 1860s. It was not until after the Civil War that Burlington saw a steady increase in industrial development as the lumber industry converged at the Burlington waterfront. Prior to the Civil War, Burlington’s economic sector was driven by a domestic lumber industry as trees were cleared throughout the state for agriculture and to enable the highly successful (although short-lived) merino sheep industry. The arrival of the railroad in 1850 and proximity to Lake Champlain allowed for an export economy,
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although was by the mid-1850s, most of Vermont’s forests (including in Burlington) had been cleared so the volume of domestic lumber available for export was low.

Although growth in Burlington was slow during this period, there existed a merchant and professional class in the village which enabled the construction of several mid-nineteenth century Greek Revival homes near the University and within the historic district. Allen House (#16) at the corner of Main Street and South Prospect Street may have been built as early as the 1830s, although a substantial Queen Anne style renovation in the 1880s has largely obscured its earlier Greek Revival style. Likely built by Henry Boardman, a prominent regional shipbuilder, it was eventually occupied by a string of UVM professors until it became a boarding house for women known as “Allen House” in the 1940s. Allen House (146 South Williams Street (#22)), which sits at the prominent corner of Main Street and South Williams Street in the vicinity of Grasse Mount (#21) and Wheeler House (#23), was built by Ebenezer L. Farrar, twice. The first house was built in 1850, but before it was finished it was destroyed by fire. Farrar then immediately rebuilt it. Ebenezer Farrar was a well-known stoneware potter who established a stoneware shop of Pearl Street as early as 1830. 70 South Williams Street (#31) is popularly referred to as the A.G. Strong House, although Strong was not the first resident. The house was built before 1862 and the first names which appear on an 1862 map in the vicinity of 70 South Williams Street are “Prof. Clarke” and “J.S. Adams.” As the University grew, many of the buildings built in the second half of the nineteenth century would become occupied by faculty and staff of the University. Professor Clarke is an early example of a specific faculty member associated with a home nearby the University. By 1867, A.G. Strong, who operated a highly successful hardware store in downtown Burlington, had purchased the home.

447 Main Street (#18) was constructed c.1860. The first known owner, noted on the 1869 F.W. Beers Map of Burlington, was M.C. Wheeler who resided directly across Main Street in the Wheeler House. Wheeler was the widow of Rev. John Wheeler, the former president of UVM. In 1865, the house was occupied by Lucia T. Wheeler, the daughter of John Wheeler and stepdaughter of Mary Constance Wheeler. Research by local historian David J. Blow has uncovered that the house was the first location of what would become known as the Home for Destitute Children, the origin of the present-day support services organization known as the Howard Center. Blow’s research is confirmed by primary sources which suggest that, in 1865, Lucia Wheeler “had gathered together into her little brick cottage on Main Street seven little girls” who were destitute and/or orphaned. In addition, an 1866 newspaper article reporting on the dedication of the Home for Destitute Children in its new location states that the home was “started in a little house on College Hill”.

The Home for Destitute Children was officially incorporated in the fall of 1865, with its founding members consisting of Lucia Wheeler and other Burlington middle-class women.
including Susan Edmunds, Mary Haight Phelps, Katherine Pease Benedict, Julia Loomis, Laura Hickok and Harriet Shedd.\textsuperscript{59} Representing the context of Social History through the effort to promote the welfare of impoverished and orphaned children, the founding of this organization is significant. These women realized that a social organization was needed to care for and educate destitute children to help combat the pervasive poverty present in Burlington in the latter decades of the nineteenth century. The founding of the Home for Destitute Children is an example of a growing trend in the late-nineteenth century in which wealthy and educated women founded charitable organizations, both out of a sense of moral duty and to exert social influence beyond the limits of their domestic lives.

The Home was so successful that it had to relocate twice to larger spaces before moving into its permanent home in 1867 on Shelburne Road two miles south of downtown Burlington. The Wheeler family continued to own the house at 447 Main Street until the turn of the twentieth century and, throughout the twentieth century, many of its occupants were professors and students at UVM.

Grasse Mount (#21), the Federal style mansion constructed in 1804, went through a physical transformation during the mid-nineteenth century to reflect contemporary styles of architecture that emerged in popularity in the 1850s and 1860s. In July 1845, Cornelius Van Ness sold the estate to an attorney, Henry Leavenworth, who divided the large property into housing lots. The subdivision of estates to create new building lots as Burlington grew was a trend that occurred throughout the second half of the nineteenth century and early-twentieth century, enabling construction of some of the buildings within the University Green Historic District along South Williams Street, College Street and Pearl Street.

The mansion and property were sold in 1853 to Captain Charles Marvin, a retired naval captain and merchant who made his fortune in the gold rush of 1849, and his wife Ellen Blackman. The seafarer felt a need to demonstrate his worldliness and spent $10,000 hiring artisans to decorate the interior. Paintings of shields, moldings, cornices and other trompe l’oeil paintings filled many walls and ceilings of the mansion. Murals of old European ports recalled his earlier seafaring adventures.\textsuperscript{60}
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The most dramatic element added to the house was the Italianate belvedere on the hipped roof. Providing a clear view to Lake Champlain and the Adirondack Mountains, this feature gives Grasse Mount its present Italianate style appearance. This Italianate modification is a very early example in Burlington of Italianate style architecture.

Lawrence Barnes purchased the property in 1866 for $35,000.61 By this time, the land comprised only of what was contained in the block formed by Willard, Prospect, Summit, and Main Streets. Barnes acquired his wealth from his Burlington lumber business and additional marble trade. The Barnes family redecorated the interior, removing or covering the frescoes from the parlors and adding hand stencils of fleurs-de-lis, stripes, and other geometric motifs that were common in the Victorian era, some of which are intact today within the belvedere.62 Barnes also nearly doubled the house’s size by adding the conservatory on the west end of the building and a large ell on the southern end seen at left. Barnes further modernized the mansion by adding indoor plumbing and coal-burning fireplaces. Lawrence Barnes died in June of 1883, and the widowed Mrs. Barnes lived there until her death in 1892 at which point it was sold to UVM to serve as a women’s dormitory.63

In 1855, Rev. Calvin Pease assumed the Presidency of UVM, the first graduate of UVM (class of 1838) to become President. While he advocated for the establishment of a new library in a separate building, financial troubles plagued the University and the outbreak of the Civil War in 1861 led to the formation of a military company at the University that would decrease enrollment due to students’ military service. When Rev. Joseph Torrey became President in 1862, the University was in a financial crisis because of the decreased enrollment. For example, only three students graduated in 1866, the year that Torrey resigned from his presidency.64
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Although UVM struggled during this period, Torrey’s Presidency also marked the beginning of a new era for UVM. Influential Vermont Congressman and Senator Justin Morrill was intent on the idea of establishing a national system of agricultural colleges and providing money to states to establish such colleges. The 1862 Morrill Act provided money for states to create land grant colleges which were required to teach agriculture, technology (such as engineering) and military science. Under this act, 150,000 acres of government land was available to establish a land grant college in Vermont. The 1863 Chandler Act proposed that UVM, Middlebury College and Norwich University merge into Vermont’s Land Grant College, although this was ultimately rejected. In 1865, UVM was designated as the Land Grant College of Vermont and it merged with the newly established Vermont Agricultural College to become the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College. This would have a lasting effect on the University as its curriculum began to modernize to teach more practical subjects such as engineering and agriculture. It was not until 1906, however, that the first government-funded building as part of the Land Grant Act would be constructed: Morrill Hall (#11), at the south end of University Place, which was initially devoted strictly to agricultural studies.

President Torrey managed to raise enough funds to have a new library constructed in 1862, the first building erected in over three decades since the College Buildings and Medical College were completed in 1829. This Italianate-style building, today known as Torrey Hall (#4), was originally a two-story brick block which was given a prominent location facing the University Green, just to the north of the College Building (see Figure 9 at left). In 1874, the mansard roof was added to create a third story to support an art collection gifted by Hon. T.W. Park. The building is an architectural hybrid; while it retains its characteristic Italianate-style features such as arched windows and hooded crowns, the mansard roof is a character-defining feature of the Second Empire style. The structure was moved to its current location in 1895.

Despite UVM’s struggles with finances and enrollment during and immediately after the Civil War, Burlington’s economy began to boom during this era, fueled by the increasing success of the lumber industry. The demand for lumber as communities began to rebuild bridges, houses, rail lines, train depots and warehouses that were destroyed during the War allowed Burlington to become the fifth largest lumber port in the nation in the late-1860s. Eventually, this economic prosperity would boost the University’s enrollment and growth. The prosperity, population growth and increasing density in Burlington’s downtown during the War inspired its citizens to vote to incorporate as a City on January 18, 1865. Also motivating this incorporation was the
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increasing need to establish a government that could provide essential services such as a sewer system, a water system and a fire department.

Within the first year of Burlington’s incorporation as a City in 1865, the city health officer, Samuel W. Thayer, performed a sanitary survey and concluded in his 1867 report to the City of Burlington that there was a very pressing need for an ample supply of clean water. Comparing water to the “life blood of a city” he described the current conditions of the Burlington water supply as follows: “If we were to estimate the degree of vitality, possessed by the city of Burlington, by the quantity of water circulating through it, we should be found to consider it an almost bloodless, and a very feeble city.”66 Many community members relied on lake water, cisterns, and wells for their daily needs. Water was also provided by the Burlington Aqueduct Company, which Thayer estimated supported approximately 4,000 people. However, due to seasonal drought, not even the Aqueduct Company could meet the demand for water in the city. Thayer believed, even with their engine operating 24 hours a day, that the water supplied by the Aqueduct Company could meet only half of the population’s urgent needs.67

In response to this crisis, the City purchased the Burlington Aqueduct Company in October of 1866, but from the outset intended to develop a new city waterworks project that would be able to better meet the needs of the entire community. While arguments persisted about where the water should be obtained and how, the City ultimately decided to access water from Lake Champlain and deposit it in a reservoir next to UVM. This was the design of noted civil engineer Daniel C. Linsley, who in the 1850s designed numerous railroads throughout the Midwest. In Burlington, Linsley had recently completed work on the Vermont Central Railroad and the construction of the railroad tunnel under north avenue and the former Burlington depot at the base of College Street. By 1866, he became the official water works engineer for the City of Burlington and in 1867, he began work on the facility that would contain the Main Street Pump House (#12) and the North Reservoir (#12a). The conception and execution of a new waterworks system heavily reliant on the pump house and reservoir at the top of the hill, with the ability to distribute it in a modern and efficient way, is an example of the historic district’s significance under the context of Community Planning and Development.
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By February 1, 1868, the Reservoir and Pump House had been completed (see bottom right on Figure 10). The Pump House was not initially a part of the building plan, but as the construction costs for the reservoir and its associated pump were below budget, the engineer felt that the incorporation of a more attractive building to house the pump machinery would add to the overall beauty of the Reservoir grounds. It was suggested that walkways, trees, and fencing be added to the property so that it could be utilized by residents “…to enjoy the delightful prospect, the fresh pure air and the many pleasant surroundings…” and suggested that such improvements would “…improve not only the taste, but the morals of the community.”68 As a result, the original design of the pump house and reservoir property is an example of Landscape Architecture, although the property is no longer open to the public today and possesses a more functional appearance.

The north reservoir was approximately 800,000 gallons smaller than had been originally planned and as a result a second larger reservoir, the South Reservoir (#12b), was built to the south of the present reservoir in 1888 (see Figure 11). Shortly thereafter, a new hydraulic pump was added to the pump house in order to improve capacity and to enable a new brick, high service water tower to be constructed to the southwest in 1890. The new tank was supplied with water pumped up to it from the pumphouse through a network of eight-inch, cast iron pipes, a system designed by civil engineer August Torrey, the Superintendent of the City Waterworks at the time.69 The hydraulic motor was designed by local pump builder W.H. Land and built by B. S. Nichols and Co. and in 1910, this hydraulic pump was replaced by an electric pump at the reservoir pump house.70 Installation of these pumps and the construction of the new high service water tower were crucial advancements in the City’s water works infrastructure which supported the growth of the UVM campus, the hospital, and the south end and hill sections of Burlington.

James B. Angell served as President from 1866 to 1871. Angell successfully guided the University through the initial years of a period of great change. Following the Land Grant Act of 1865, Angell began to implement new courses of study at UVM, investing money into the humanities and natural sciences by hiring new professors and increasing faculty salaries. Angell successfully raised over $100,000 from residents of Burlington and Vermonters throughout the state for UVM’s expanding faculty and curriculum. By 1870, enrollment had doubled, and a new President’s house was built for Angell on the site of a former house built for Cornelius Van Ness, in the present-day location of Ira Allen Chapel (#3).

1871 – 1910 Rapid Growth During the Era of President Matthew Buckham

The 1870s marked the beginning of a new era of growth for UVM under the leadership of President Matthew Buckham, the longest-serving president of UVM to date. Buckham was already familiar with UVM; he was a graduate of the University and taught Greek, rhetoric and English literature for 15 years at UVM before becoming its president. During Buckham’s tenure, seven significant University buildings in the historic district were constructed and one was substantially rehabilitated. These buildings include Billings Library (#5), Williams Science Hall (#6), Old Mill (#7 which was rehabilitated) and Morrill Hall (#11) on University Place; three homes for professors (#s 2, 14 and 15) on Main Street and Colchester Avenue; and Dewey Hall (#41) on Colchester Avenue.
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UVM’s growth under President Buckham was in large part spurred by Burlington’s prosperity during the 1870s-1910s. The new city’s economic success following the Civil War continued for several decades. By the late-1870s, Burlington was the third largest lumber port in the nation, an industry that created a vibrant manufacturing district at the Waterfront which extended south along Pine Street and east for several blocks up to the commercial district along Church Street. People moved to Burlington in droves to obtain jobs at the Waterfront mills and in the commercial and professional sectors. Immigrants arrived from Quebec, Italy, Ireland, Germany and Lithuania to work in the mills. A building boom ensued; larger lots throughout the City were subdivided as building lots, with builders sometimes developing entire streets or neighborhoods. Dense, middle class neighborhoods grew in a grid-like pattern on the hill between Burlington’s downtown and University Green. By the turn of the twentieth century, Burlington had a population of 18,000 residents.72 This population growth would lead to a rapid increase in enrollment at UVM. Likewise, as UVM’s enrollment grew, the increasing numbers of faculty and staff built, bought or rented homes near the campus.

72Vincent E. Feeney, Burlington: A History of Vermont’s Queen City, 142.
Buckham’s first physical project at UVM, over a decade before any new buildings would be constructed, was the improvement of University Green (#1) which is significant within the context of Landscape Architecture. Philanthropist John Purple Howard donated money for most of the 1870s improvements to the green, the first of several major UVM projects that he funded. John Purple Howard was the son of a wealthy hotelier in New York City and Burlington. John Purple Howard’s and his sister Louisa Howard’s philanthropic gifts are found throughout Burlington and include the Howard Opera House on Church Street and the Louisa Howard Chapel at Lakeview Cemetery. In addition, the Howard Center (which began as the Home for Destitute Children at 447 Main Street [#18]) is named for John and Louisa Howard.

In June 1872, the Burlington Free Press reported that improvements would be done on “College Park” under the supervision of Mr. Archibald Taylor. This work included installing new drainage, grading the surface, planting new turf, installing new walks, and repairing existing walks. The article also said that “the scraggy and decaying locust which have looked down on many College generations, are to be uprooted, and new groups of trees set out.”

At the time of these planned improvements, there was a dispute as to who actually owned the green. One local newspaper reported that “from 1842 to 1865 the College claimed and exercised control and ownership of the College Green” save “a small piece at the south end . . . to which one of the old citizens of Burlington made claim.” In 1873, another local newspaper reported:

“…as to the College Green. . . he [President Buckham] had ascertained that the corporation of the University of Vermont did not have such control of that property, as they supposed they had by law, and therefore desired that the City appoint a Park Commission; part of whom, as far as relates to the College Green, should be men identified with the University, saying that Prof. Barbour was already Superintendent of the College grounds proper.”

Buckham’s conclusion that UVM did now actually own the College Green is consistent with the State of Vermont’s 1830s requirement that all buildings to be removed from the park because there was an understanding that it was public land for the people of Burlington. Significant within the context of Community Planning and Development, Buckham’s recommendation for a Parks Commission was implemented by the City with the formation of the Public Buildings and Parks Committee. The 1877 Annual Report of the City Government of the City of Burlington notes that the three parks under management by the City were City Park, Battery Park and College Park. The Annual Report also writes about improvements completed to the parks, stating that there was a $368.04 cost of “keeping the City Parks in order the past year” and that “remodeling and renovating them has resulted in a most gratifying improvement, and a small annual expenditure hereafter will be sufficient to keep them in their present good condition.”

---

74 Burlington Democrat, May 9, 1874.
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76 Thirteenth Annual Report of the City Government of the City of Burlington, Vermont for the Municipal Year Ending December 31, 1877, 279.
77 Thirteenth Annual Report of the City Government of the City of Burlington, 16.
In 1874, a report of the University of Vermont Trustees noted that “in addition to his former donations for improvement to the Park,” Mr. John P. Howard had donated “a handsome fountain, now in the process of erection.”

The Howard Fountain (#1b) is a painted cast iron ornamental fountain (see Figure 13 below). It was originally installed in a stone-rimmed basin located nearly due east of the head of College Street, near where the Ira Allen Statue (#1c) now stands. In 1883, to make room for the Marquis de Lafayette Statue (#1a), the fountain was moved about 175 feet north, where it stood surrounded by a shallow stone-rimmed basin. In 1974, the fountain was moved again slightly north to align with the Waterman Memorial Building (#27) and the stone basin was replaced with a brick-faced concrete basin. Eventually, the fountain was removed and placed in storage until 1987 when it was returned to the green and mounted in the center of the 1974 basin. In 2012, the Howard Fountain was restored to its original appearance based on photographic evidence. This restoration involved replacing the circa 1930s metal cylinder with an ornate cast iron upper shaft and adding replicas of missing components, including the lower aquatic animals, the upper shaft, upper bowl, and top figurine.

Howard’s third major contribution to UVM, after donating money in 1880 to support the Natural Sciences Department, was to fund the substantial rehabilitation of Old Mill (#7). Initially a controversial project, this rehabilitation provided for the expansion and modernization of UVM and spurred a wave of new building on campus under Buckham’s watch.

In 1882, UVM hired architect Jean Jacques Rousseau Randall of Rutland, Vermont to essentially design a new building that would preserve just the structure and footprint of the existing Old Mill building. Randall’s High Victorian Gothic renovation involved a complete rebuilding of the front facade and north and south ends, raising the ceiling heights by four feet, altering the floor plan, and adding a fourth floor with dormers for student dormitory space and faculty apartments. It also involved the removal of building’s distinctive golden dome, replacing it with the current spire, to which the public’s reaction can be sensed from the following comment published in a

---

78 Biennial Report of the Trustees of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College for 1873-74, 18.

Figure 13: 1931 photograph of Old Mill and the Howard Fountain in the foreground. UVM Landscape Change Program #LS10348.
local newspaper: “The old College dome is no more. This morning the last vestige of the ancient landmark and surveyor’s beacon disappeared. Verily, the glory of the hill has departed.”\textsuperscript{79} Another newspaper commentary added:

“The dome - this prominent object came very naturally to be regarded by alumni and the permanent residents of Burlington with special interest; numerous and sometimes pathetic have been the requests from distant and long absent graduates of the College, that, whatever might be done with the rest of the ‘Old Brick Mill,’ its shining dome, the great landmark of the valley, might be preserved in its integrity.”\textsuperscript{80}

Despite this initial ambivalence towards the renovation project, the citizens of Burlington donated a bronze bust of John Purple Howard in honor of his generosity in December 1883. The bust was created by John S. Hartley of New York City and sits in a niche on the ground floor of Old Mill’s central pavilion.

The following year, Howard funded the erection of the Marquis de Lafayette Statue (#1a) to commemorate his visit to Burlington in 1825 when he laid the cornerstone for the new South College building. The statue was unveiled on June 26, 1883 on a site that was on University Green in front of Old Mill, facing west. In 1921, to make way for the Ira Allen Statue (#1c) the Marquis de Lafayette statue was moved to its current location at the north end of the University Green, facing north towards Colchester Avenue. In 2013, the statue was conserved and the missing cane that originally was held in the right hand of the figure was replicated and replaced using photographic evidence.

1886 saw the next major building project at UVM which produced an architecturally singular building in the state of Vermont: Billings Library (#5), significant within the context of Architecture. Designed by nationally acclaimed architect Henry Hobson Richardson in the style that became known as Richardson Romanesque, Billings Library was completed, opened and dedicated in 1885, just one year before the death of Richardson in 1886. Funds for the building were donated by Frederick Billings, a UVM alumnus, class of 1844, and president of the Northern Pacific Railway. He also lent his name to Billings, Montana- the largest municipality in the state, a city which was planned by his railroad company. In addition to funds for the building, Billings donated the 12,000-volume library that he had acquired in 1882 from George Perkins Marsh, a famed congressman, diplomat and conservationist. The library “comprised a large proportion of the best classic works in Greek, Latin, Old English, German, French, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, Catalan, Icelandic, Danish, Swedish, and Dutch…;” many of these languages Billings himself had mastered.\textsuperscript{81}

\textsuperscript{79}Burlington Free Press, May 18, 1882.
\textsuperscript{80}Burlington Free Press, August 15, 1882.
When architects were originally interviewed for the project, Billings was unimpressed, writing: "... I cannot understand how a man with the reputation of ... Richardson could shoot so wide off the mark."

None of the other architects interviewed were any more appealing, however. Billings was looking for a design like that of the Woburn Public Library in Woburn, MA and once he discovered that Richardson was actually the architect of the Woburn library, the job was his. Woburn was Richardson's first library design, and the final form of Billings Library is similar with its three-part articulation. President Buckham’s close involvement in the building’s design is evident by the following correspondence in which Billings wrote to him: “If we change that ‘pepper-box’ which he has in the front into a clock-tower… we will get about what you and I are thinking of.”

Billings Library appears simpler than the Woburn Library due to its monochromatic exterior.

Billings planned to donate $75,000 for the building, and even despite ornamental cutbacks, the final cost was over $150,000. Despite this extra cost, almost immediately, the building was recognized as not large enough to accommodate the growing University library. By 1889, a 25-foot addition to the north wing was completed and the 40-foot square Marsh Room was finished at the rear of the building in order to create dedicated space for the Marsh collection of books. These additions were designed by Richardson’s successor firm Shepley, Rutan and Coolidge since Richardson passed away in 1886.

---

83 As quoted in Richard H. Janson “Mr. Billings’ Richardson Library,” 9.
The exterior form of Billings Library is a clear expression of the interior plan. The four original, interior rooms of the building are all two stories tall and have exposed wooden roof framing and elaborate woodcarvings both on the ceilings and the walls (See Figure 15). Originally, there was furniture designed for the library by Richardson’s firm, some of which remains in the building. Albert Whittakind, a master wood carver who worked on the interior of Billings Library, remained in Burlington and Winooski after the library was completed and created both exterior and interior carvings for many buildings in the Burlington area in the late-nineteenth century.

Williams Science Hall (#8) was designed in 1894 by Wilson Brothers & Company, Civil Engineers and Architects of Philadelphia and was erected by Philadelphia construction firm Stacy, Reeves and Sons in 1896. Wilson Brothers & Company reportedly based Williams Science Hall “on broad principle” on Ruskin’s design for the Oxford Museum in London. The building was a gift from the Dr. Edward H. Williams family of Philadelphia, who originally wanted it to be an art building for the University. President Buckham, however, felt the University was in greater need of a science building and eventually convinced Mr. and Mrs. Williams to donate the funds for a science building. Buckham was feeling pressure from both legislators and the agricultural community to expand the University’s technical, agricultural and life sciences offerings, programs that were a requirement of the University’s being the Land Grant institution of Vermont under the Morrill Act of 1865.

---

85 *The Vermont Alumnus*, January 1939, 174.
Williams Science Hall was built between Old Mill (#7) and the Billings Library (#9), two prominent structures on the University Green. Its architecture is inspired by its adjacent buildings, combining elements from both such as Gothic Revival gables and finials which relate to Old Mill and Romanesque arches which reflect features of Billings Library. A *Burlington Free Press* article called it “a noble addition to the row of college edifices fronting the park, and will add to the imposing effect of all.” This same article went on to describe that “The front of the building will be the same height as the main college building, more richly ornamented but corresponds well with it due to the high Norman gables and recessed arches. The front main arch will be filled with embossed and ornamental columns, pilasters and arched moldings of terracotta.”\(^86\) Williams Science Hall took the place of Torrey Hall (#4), then used as the Arts Building, which was moved several hundred feet east back away from the green to its current location.\(^88\)

![Figure 16: Drawing of Williams Science Hall in the October 10, 1894 Burlington Free Press article “Two Splendid Structures.”](image)

In the same October 1894 article quoted above, the *Burlington Free Press* included the first public images of the Williams Science Hall (see Figure 16). The article further described the building as having “a front of 175 feet and a depth of 50 feet, with a wing 53 by 49 feet extending to the east. It will be, it is safe to say, the most massive and thoroughly built absolutely fire-proof structure of large dimension in the State.”\(^89\) Fire had burned the original Old Mill building to the ground in 1824 and the first President’s House in 1844, so for Williams Science Hall to be not only fireproof, but a gorgeously ornate terracotta structure, gave the University peace of mind for the future. There was no wood in the building except for the window and door casings. The floors were constructed out of concrete, nine inches thick; stairs were constructed out of iron and steel; the walls were made of brick; the basement was laid in Barre granite; and the huge ceiling girders were made of four tons of steel each and were covered by a slate roof.\(^90\) The exterior was covered by a million stretcher bricks and had terracotta trimmings.

---

\(^{86}\) *Burlington Free Press and Times*. “Two Splendid Structures.” October 10, 1894, 6

\(^{87}\) *Burlington Free Press and Times*, October 10, 1894, 6


The Royall Tyler Theatre and Central Utility Plant (#9) was another building constructed during Buckham’s presidency after he raised $10,000 for its construction. It was completed in 1901 as a gymnasium and concert hall, a much-needed facility for the growing student body. As early as the 1880s, UVM faculty and administrators had recognized the need for such a building, as Buckham wrote in 1902, to end “…those pranks and disorders which were often only the outbreaks of animal spirits which had no legitimate vent…”91 Originally, the University had hoped that John Purple Howard would fund the building’s construction but he decided to support other projects instead.

Intended as a simple and functional building, the “Old Gym” as it was called through the 1970s it is also significant under the context of Architecture. It was designed in the Romanesque Revival style by the Boston firm Andrews, Jaques and Rantoul, pupils of renowned architect H.H. Richardson who designed Billings Library (#6) on the University Green. The building is set back from University Place because, at the time of its construction, the University did not yet own the land to its immediate west and south. The multi-purpose space once seated 1,200 people for musical performances and it hosted physical activities, military drills, dances, dramatic performances, and baccalaureate and commencement activities. As described in the Trustees report of 1901-02, the gymnasium features included “…a bowling alley, shooting gallery, running gallery, lockers and bath rooms, swimming tank, armory, and instruction rooms.”92

In 1911, realizing the need for additional space, an annex was built on the rear (east) side of the building (see Figure 17). The annex originally housed an indoor track and batting cages and was used for events such as musical and theatrical performances. By the 1940s, however, additional cultural spaces throughout Burlington – including the Memorial Auditorium, Southwick Auditorium on the UVM Redstone Campus, and the Fleming Museum on the UVM central campus – became the preferred locations for cultural events. At that point, the rear addition was used for offices and classrooms until a hurricane did extensive damage to the building’s annex in around 1950. In the early-1960s, the UVM athletic programs relocated to the new Patrick Gymnasium complex on Redstone Campus, freeing the space for a new use. A dedicated theatrical performance space was envisioned for UVM as early as 1955 and, once the Old Gym

91 The Ariel: The Year Book of the University of Vermont, 1902, 222.
building was vacant, the theatre department raised enough money to begin the conversion of the building into a theatre in 1973.

In the 1870s and 1880s, the Medical College thrived, although it was still not owned and operated by UVM because it was a proprietary institution of the medical faculty. Following the Civil War, enrollment increased to 230 students, up from just nine students enrolled in 1854 when the school reopened after two decades of closure. This success was in part due to a trend in the late-nineteenth century of increased funding for medical colleges as the field of medicine began to expand and modernize. In 1884, John Purple Howard made yet another philanthropic gift to the University Green with his sister Louisa Howard. To accommodate the rapidly growing Medical College, the Howards deeded the former Luther Underwood estate on University Green at the top of Pearl Street, recently renovated, to the Medical College for their new facility.

In 1899, UVM finally acquired the Medical College after it began to face extreme financial difficulty. The Medical College rebounded and thrived in its new location until a fire destroyed this facility in late 1903. However, UVM was quick to respond and on April 8, 1904, four months after the fire, the UVM trustees instructed that preliminary plans for a new building be drawn up and a fundraising campaign was started later that month. The construction of a new building, eventually known as John Dewey Hall (#41), was to be “completely modern” and was approved by the trustees in July. Champlain Manufacturing Company received the construction contract on August 25, 1904, with a completion date set for May 1, 1905. It was named for distinguished UVM alumnus John Dewey, a philosopher and educational reformer who believed that the most effective education was experiential in nature. This approach to education was embraced by the Medical College, which trained students by allowing them to have hands-on experiences with anatomy, patient treatment, and research. For these reasons, John Dewey Hall and the history of the Medical College relates to the Area of Significance of Education.

---

95 Building Contract, Dewey Hall, Campus Planning Services Files.
Dewey Hall is also significant within the context of Architecture. The building was designed by Burlington native and UVM graduate Walter Ross Baumes Willcox, one half of the Burlington firm Willcox and Sayward, Architects. Willcox was one of the only professionally trained architects in Burlington at the time, having trained at the University of Pennsylvania in addition to a year of advanced study in Europe. Examples of his work can be seen throughout Burlington and include the Carnegie-funded Fletcher Free Library on College Street. After practicing in Burlington from 1895 to 1907, Willcox and Sayward moved to Seattle, Washington where they both were active in city planning efforts. Eventually establishing a solo practice, Willcox remained in Seattle until he moved to Eugene, Oregon in 1922 where he taught at the University of Oregon and served as Chair of the School of Architecture and Design from 1922 to 1942.96

The new building was dedicated on June 27, 1905, a fireproof building with a ventilating system, steam heat, gas and electric lighting, and spaces for lecture halls, laboratories, and offices.97 Classes began in September of 1905. In 1906 the entering class numbered 48 students while the entire matriculated class numbered 161 students. Standards for admission were stiffened in 1912 to require a year of academic college and to lengthen the medical school year to equal that of the academic year; previously the school year for medical studies had been seven and a half months.

By 1919 there was discussion at the Medical College regarding whether or not to admit women. There were already women in the Academic College, but the committee in charge of investigating the matter first got the opinion of a judge on the legality of the move; he said it was legal. In addition, the committee noted that other medical schools were including women. The

---

97“Department of Medicine.” University of Vermont and State Agricultural College catalogue 1904-1905, 139.
Medical College expanded its student body in 1921 when it began to accept women into the program. In 1924, the Medical College had large laboratories for chemistry, anatomy, physiology, histology, bacteriology, physiology, clinical microscopy, embryology, and pharmacology, as well as rooms for “practical work,” recitation rooms, lecture halls, anatomical and pathological museums and the University library. Additionally, the first floor contained the offices of the comptroller and registrar as well as the president’s office.98

While the Medical College and UVM maintained a relatively uneventful partnership until they finally merged in 1899, there were tensions between UVM and the agricultural community which had helped promote UVM to be designated the Land Grant College of Vermont. The intention of the Morrill Act was to have a State Agricultural College that would function under the umbrella of UVM. In short, UVM’s emphasis on Classical education – largely promoted by President Buckham – left little room for agricultural sciences. UVM invested little money in this program and, at the same time, little money was available through the land grant program to support agricultural education facilities on campus. Finally, in 1884, after mounting political pressure – seventeen years after the establishment of the so-called Agricultural Department which would have satisfied UVM’s Land Grant College status – a professor of agriculture was hired. In 1888, the UVM Department of Agriculture was officially established.

The Hatch Act signed by Grover Cleveland in 1887 provided funding for the establishment of Agricultural Experiment Stations, administered by land grant colleges, to conduct research into agriculture and rural life.99 UVM was the recipient of a $10,000 grant that same year. In the late-1880s, the headquarters of the State Agricultural College and the new Agricultural Experiment Station moved into the recently vacated Pomeroy Hall (#13) which had housed the Medical College until 1884. A barn was built to the rear of the building in 1888 and in 1890, the expansive third floor with 17-foot tall ceilings was divided into two floors of dormitories for students of the department, requiring the removal of the arches above the third-floor windows for the addition of windows within the cornice on the fourth floor. Other alterations completed in 1890 included the installation of gas lighting and the conversion of the first-floor addition into dairy and botanical labs. In 1890, UVM purchased a farm (no longer extant) on upper Main Street in Burlington to serve as the hands-on teaching and research facility of the Department of Agriculture.100

In consecutive Reports of the Trustees of the University of Vermont, dating from 1894 through 1904, the State Agricultural College outlined its continuing need for a building devoted strictly to agricultural studies. Despite renovations, Pomeroy Hall (#13) had become inadequate and cramped; with regards to the Dairy School, the 1899-1900 Trustees Report explained, “Every year more students apply than can be admitted and every year more are admitted than can be taught properly in the overcrowded rooms.”101 The Trustees’ plight was further frustrated by the

99Robert O. Sinclair. “Agricultural Education and Extension.” In The University of Vermont: The First 200 Years, edited by Robert V. Daniels, 287
100Robert O. Sinclair. “Agricultural Education and Extension.” In Daniels, 286
fact that the land grant college designation did not actually provide for building maintenance or funding for new construction and, as such, they looked to the General Assembly of the State of Vermont for funding.\footnote{Trustees of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College 1900. "Biennial Report of the Trustees of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, 1903-1904." Vermont State Officer’s Reports For 1903-1904. (New York and Albany: Wynkoop Hallenbeck Crawford Co., 1904).} In 1904, the General Assembly passed Act 53 which provided $60,000 to the University to build an adequate facility and provide equipment needed to support the Agricultural Department of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College.\footnote{General Assembly of the State of Vermont. Acts and resolves passed by the General Assembly of the State of Vermont 1904. (Burlington: Free Press Association, 1904).} The Act also designated that the building was to be named after Senator Morrill, who, in addition to authoring the Morrill Land Grant College Act, was a University trustee.\footnote{Ibid.}

The new building, called Morrill Hall (#11), was designed by New York City architect C.W. Buckham, son of UVM President Matthew Buckham. Morrill Hall is significant within the context of Architecture as it is a good example of the Italian Renaissance Revival style, displaying character-defining features such as a terra cotta tile roof, symmetrical facades, monumental entrance and terracotta details. In June 1906, the cornerstone was laid in a ceremony coinciding with commencement exercises; this delay in construction was due to a lengthy search for an appropriate site. The University purchased this site at the corner of University Place and Main Street, then known as the Allen Homestead, which encompassed 22 acres, an 1806 house and a barn. While the barn was demolished, the house, now known as the John Johnson House, was moved eastwards up the hill to a location on the north side of Main Street to serve the needs of the University Farm. The John Johnson House was moved again in
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\caption{Undated photograph of the rear of Morrill Hall showing the former agricultural complex at the rear of the building. The Royall Tyler Theatre and Central Utility Plant (#9) is at right. UVM Landscape Change Program #LS09700.}
\end{figure}
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July 2005 to a site on the south side of Main Street west of the intersection of University Heights.

During the corner stone ceremony, Miss Bertha Hills, daughter of Professor J.L. Hills, dean of the Agricultural Department, provided a copper box with “...a current catalogue of the University of Vermont and State Agricultural College, Acts of Congress and of State Legislature relating to the agricultural colleges and experiment stations, Morrill Bills of 1862 and 1890, the Hatch Act of 1887, the Adams Act of 1906, copies of the eighteenth report Vermont Experiment station, current report Vermont State board of agriculture, current report Vermont Dairymen’s association, current issues of local papers and copies of sundry speeches of Senator Morrill touching land grant colleges…” which was then given to Governor Bell who placed the box inside the cornerstone of Morrill Hall.105 Morrill Hall was not dedicated until December 11, 1907 during a ceremony in which the public was invited to look over the building. The lower floor included the Dairy School, while the main floor housed the agricultural chemistry laboratory, the office of the dean, the library, and horticultural laboratories. The Experiment Station was located on the upper floors along with classrooms.106 In 1911, a greenhouse complex was constructed behind Morrill Hall.107

By 1916, the University Trustees were again trying to accommodate a growing student population. Morrill Hall, having only been built nine years earlier, was now overrun with students and faculty members due to the rapid expansion of the Agriculture Department. As the 1916 Report of the Trustees of the University of Vermont describes, “In this one small building 32 people have their offices or laboratories; and about 125 students regularly are at work during the college year and 50 additional students during the winter months.” By 1925 the largely vacant Pomeroy Hall across the street was renovated as the Agricultural Experiment Station Annex, housing the Dairy Husbandry and Home Economics departments, where they remained until they moved back into Morrill Hall in 1951.

As described earlier, UVM’s growth under President Buckham was in large part spurred by Burlington’s prosperity and growth during the 1870s -1910s. This population growth would lead to a rapid increase in enrollment at UVM. Likewise, as the numbers of UVM faculty grew as the University expanded, they built or bought homes on the hill in the vicinity of University Green. Nine homes in the historic district were constructed between the 1890 and 1910 during the peak of Burlington’s building boom. Three were built by the University to house professors and their families, one was built as a fraternity house and six were built as private homes (four of which are owned by UVM today). These residences are good representations of the types of buildings constructed for middle class families in Burlington in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries. These buildings relate to the Area of Significance of Architecture.

In 1891, John Heman Converse, a UVM graduate (1861) and president of Baldwin Locomotive, funded the construction of three houses in the vicinity of University Green to house professors and their families, clearly an attempt to help attract talented faculty to UVM. Two were known

105 "Corner Stone Laid." UVM Notes, 2, no. 5, June 1906.
106 "Dedication of Morrill Hall." UVM Notes, 4, no. 3, December 1907.
as the “Converse Cottages:” 475-479 Main Street (#15) and 481 Main Street (#14) (see Figure 20 below). The third house, Mansfield House (#2) at 25 Colchester Avenue, was jointly funded by Converse and Dr. E.H. Williams; the house was originally known as “Williams Cottage”.

Each of these houses was designed by Philadelphia architecture and engineering firm Wilson Brothers & Company at a cost of about $12,000 each, a firm who would go on to design two other buildings on UVM’s campus: the dormitory Converse Hall in 1895 (also funded by Converse) and Williams Science Hall (#6) in 1896 (also funded by Williams). The three houses share rich, Queen Anne stylistic similarities in their varied materials including rusticated stone and false, half-timbering, picturesque forms, large porches, and ornate architectural details.

The houses were home to relatively prominent professors and their families. For example, 481 Main Street (#14) was the home of Josiah and Emma Votey; Josiah was Professor of Civil Engineering and Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds (1901-1904), while Emma was a music teacher and active member of the Women’s Club movement in Vermont. Despite J. H. Converse’s stipulation that the buildings which he funded be used as UVM professor housing, Josiah Votey was the only member of UVM faculty to reside at 481 Main Street.

475-479 Main Street (#15) housed two successive Deans of the Department of Arts, J.E. Goodrich and George G. Groat, among other faculty members. 25 Mansfield Avenue (#2) was the home to several professors and their families and from 1946-48, the house was the home of UVM President John S. Millis and his wife Katherine.

The Sigma Phi House (#28) at 420 College Street is a high-style Colonial Revival-style house built in 1903 for the Sigma Phi Chapter, the first such fraternity house to be constructed specifically for a fraternity’s exclusive use at UVM. It was designed by Marcus T. Reynolds, a member of the Alpha of Massachusetts and celebrated architect who decreed that the house would be an edifice worthy of the Society and lasting ornament to the college and the city.

This statement suggests that the building was designed in part to blend in with the surrounding neighborhood, which was becoming developed by the turn of the 20th century with Colonial Revival-style houses.

---

109 Burlington City Directories, 1891-1930.
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433 Main Street (#20) and 421 Main Street (#19), neighboring houses on Main Street’s hill just east of Grasse Mount (#21), were constructed c.1907 and c.1910, respectively on land that had been owned by the Wheeler family. Both buildings were constructed by Harry S. Howard, the son of Oliver Otis Howard, who was a noted Civil War general, a participant in the founding of Howard University in 1867, and the first commissioner of the Freedman’s Bureau from 1865 to 1874. Howard purchased a lot encompassing both 433 and 421 Main Streets from the Wheeler family on January 31, 1906. 433 Main Street was built as a duplex c.1907, and exemplifies Craftsman-style architecture that was beginning to rise in popularity during this era with elements such as widely overhanging eaves with exposed rafter tails, a recessed entry, shingle cladding, and ornamental bay windows. Howard was undoubtedly aware that this location was ideal to house UVM students and professors, and a review of Burlington City Directories notes that many such people occupied the house over the years. This was the case until noted modernist architect Marcel Beaudin and his wife Vera purchased the home in 1970, where Beaudin would operate his architecture studio until 1994.

While 433 Main Street embodies a Craftsman aesthetic, 421 Main Street is decidedly Colonial Revival in style with an entrance porch with portico, paired chimneys with decorative brickwork, symmetrical facades, and a Palladian-style window above the entrance. Howard and his family lived here from 1925 until 1960, and his daughter owned the house until it was sold in 1999. At that point, the house was converted into a multi-family residence and primarily houses UVM students today.

On College Street, two high-style Colonial Revival residences now owned by UVM are good examples of the type of upper middle-class homes built in Burlington around the turn of the twentieth century. At the corner of College Street and South Prospect Street is the Peirce-Spaulding House (#26) and Carriage Barn (#26a), designed and constructed in 1895 for Albert and Delia Peirce by local architect Zachary Taylor Austin on a building lot that was once part of the Wheeler family’s property. Albert G. Peirce was a Burlington businessman who ran the J.S. Peirce and Sons store on Church Street with his father, J. S. Peirce, ultimately taking over the business when Peirce senior retired in 1873. After Delia and Albert Peirce passed away in 1918, the house was purchased by Frank D. Spaulding, the second of the two long-term owners of the house. Spaulding was the president of Spaulding and Kimball Co., a wholesale grocer located on 201-209 Battery Street. In February of 1958, UVM purchased the
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Peirce-Spaulding House, making it the last piece of private property fronting the University Green to be acquired by UVM.

The Lattie F. Coor House (#28) and Carriage Barn (#28a) are located down the street from the Peirce-Spaulding House on College Street. This house is another example of high-style Colonial Revival architecture, designed and constructed in 1908 by local architect A.I. Lawrence. Also known as the Edward J. Booth house, it was built for Edward Judson Booth, the brother of the noted Canadian lumber and railroad magnate John Rudolphus Booth. In addition to managing John R. Booth’s lumber yard and manufacturing business located on Lake Street at Burlington’s waterfront, Edward J. Booth served as the president of the Chittenden County Trust Company. The Booth family lived in the house until 1950, when it was acquired by the Burlington Roman Catholic Diocese to provide housing for those in the Religious Hospitalers of Saint Joseph working at the nearby DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital. In 1997, the home was sold to UVM.

Nearby on South Williams Street, yet another prominent Colonial Revival home was built during this era: The Booth House (#30), constructed in 1900 and modified with a larger porch and porte cochere in 1926 by local architect Louis S. Newton. The Booth House has had a strong connection with UVM as it housed several professors and their families in the early-twentieth century. Its first known inhabitants were Professor Arthur D. Butterfield and his family. Butterfield was Assistant Professor of Mathematics and eventual chair of the department. Other UVM Professors who lived in this house included Carlton B. Stetson, Professor Pro Tempore of Greek and Arthur B. Myrick, Professor of Romance Languages. Eventually the building became known as the Booth House, named after its longest occupant, John E. Booth. Booth was the nephew of J. R. Booth, a multi-millionaire who made his fortune by running one of the most prominent lumber corporations in Canada, the John R. Booth Lumber Company, with many branches located throughout the United States. Booth eventually purchased the Burlington, Vermont agency of his uncle’s lumber firm in 1925, renaming it the John E. Booth Lumber Corporation. The Booth family occupied the house until 1969 and it was sold to UVM in 1970.

The Henry Lord House (#43) on Colchester Avenue is a large, Queen Anne-style house, built c.1904 as a boarding house by Henry Lord, a janitor at Billings Library, and his wife Minnie Lee Lord. Known as “The Heights,” it housed primarily UVM students. The house remained as such until 1911, when the Graduate Nurses’ Home bought the property from the Lords. The Graduate Nurses’ Association was established July 1, 1900 in order to create a “…permanent registry for the protection of the profession of trained nurses in and about Burlington of said County and State, and through the medical profession to supply the public with a corps of proficient nurses.”
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While there was a proliferation of new construction during this era, also common was the transformation of older homes into Queen Anne-style homes through extensive remodeling. For example, Nicholson House (#40), built in 1804, was extensively remodeled in 1895 with elaborate Queen Anne details such as bay windows, wavy clapboard and an ornately detailed porch. Allen House (#16), built circa 1830, was remodeled in the mid-1880s in the Queen Anne style with the addition of a bay window, dormers and a porch.

Buckham’s presidency marked not only by a period of physical and academic growth and change for UVM; it also defined a period of social change and modernization. For one, women were first admitted into the University in 1871, the year that Buckham assumed the presidency. The entering of women into higher education is significant within the contexts of Education and Social History, particularly because UVM was at the forefront of this social trend. President James Burrill Angell was a proponent of women’s education, and the Trustees voted in August 1871 overwhelmingly in favor of admitting women, the first East Coast University governing body to do so. In 1872, the first two women enrolled – Lida Mason and Ellen Hamilton – and by 1900, 118 women had graduated from UVM. In 1892, Grasse Mount (#21) was acquired by the University and renovated to become the first women’s dormitory on campus. Despite this open reception, women were still treated as second-class students to men, and were encouraged to pursue domestic studies with the implicit understanding that the purpose of higher education was not to obtain a job but, rather, as an enrichment before marriage.

In 1908, the American Home Economics Association (AHEA) was founded by the American Association of University Women and one year later, UVM established its own Department of Home Economics. The first location of this new department was the basement of Morrill Hall (#11) which the first faculty member, Bertha Terrill, reportedly had to clean out to create a classroom. Over the next three decades, Terrill built her department into a large component of the Vermont Cooperative Extension Service that would be established in 1912. In addition to the popular Home Economics program, most women at UVM studied education after the Education Department was founded in 1911 and, later, nursing when the Department of Nursing was established in 1943. In 1921, the former Redstone Estate south of the historic district was purchased by UVM and converted into the women’s campus. By the 1920s and 1930s, one historian reports that “… the many activities of the female students in the first decades of the twentieth century gradually altered the climate on campus…”

1911 – 1941: Central Campus Expansion and Modernization

UVM continued to grow and modernize during the 1910s under the leadership of President Guy P. Benton, although the World War I years temporarily disrupted campus life. Benton was a
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controversial president not only because he was an advocate for Prohibition but he also restructured the University in a way that troubled many faculty members who comfortable with how the University was run for 40 years under President Buckham. Benton reorganized the academic departments and created three new colleges whose Deans would report to the President himself: the College of Arts and Sciences, the College of Medicine, and the College of Engineering and Mechanic Arts. Two new departments – Education and Home Economics – were incorporated into the College of Arts and Sciences. When the state legislature funded the establishment of the Vermont Cooperative Extension Service, which was related to the Department of Agriculture, home economics was transferred to this program.

No new buildings were constructed within the historic district during Benton’s presidency and just two buildings were constructed in the 1910s outside of the historic district: Englesby House (#24) and Garage (#24a) in 1914 and Lambda Iota House (#37), a fraternity house, in 1913. These two buildings are significant within the context of Architecture. Englesby House, a high-style Colonial Revival style residence, was built by Dr. William H. Englesby, an eye, nose, and throat physician, and his wife Maude who remained in the house until 1956 when she willed it to UVM. It has been the official home of UVM’s presidents since 1959. Both houses exhibit character-defining features of the Colonial Revival style.

During World War I, normal life at UVM was upended. A Students’ Army Training Corps (SATC) was formed which occupied the green space behind (to the east of) the buildings on University Place with temporary barracks and training drills. By the end of the war, 470 students had enrolled in SATC and 850 alumni and faculty served in the military. With so many male college students volunteering for military service, female students advanced into new roles and positions on campus. For example, in March 1918, Catherine Casey (’19) became the first woman editor of the Cynic (until men returned from duty and replaced her in spring 1919).\(^\text{125}\) Patriotism reigned on campus, particularly as President Benton took a temporary leave of absence from UVM to direct the YMCA education department for the American army in France.\(^\text{126}\) Unfortunately, in the fall of 1918, the influenza epidemic hit Burlington and UVM. Sigma Phi House (#29) was one of two fraternity buildings temporarily utilized as an infirmary in addition to the Royall Tyler Theatre (#9), which at the time was the University gymnasium.\(^\text{127}\) While life at UVM began to return to normal in 1919, President Benton resigned as he decided to stay overseas with the YMCA.

In 1919, Guy W. Bailey was hired as UVM President, a Vermonter and UVM graduate (1900) who served as Vermont Secretary of State from 1908-1917. Bailey had a keen interest in social and child welfare, promoting progressive era social legislation during his time in state government. Bailey’s profound impact on the growth and modernization of UVM was due in large part to his ability to secure funding for building campaigns, research, and to help students and the University financially navigate the Depression. Unfortunately, a large research project completed during Bailey’s presidency, the first such study at UVM to receive private funding, needed more funding than was anticipated...
was the Vermont Eugenics Survey of 1925 - 1936. While Bailey’s involvement has been noted as somewhat indirect because his main task was to financially administer the program, a retrospective look at his involvement in the Eugenics Survey led to the removal of his name from the UVM library in 2018.128 Previously called the Guy W. Bailey/David W. Howe Memorial Library, it is now the David W. Howe Memorial Library.

Despite this dark era in UVM’s history under Bailey’s watch, UVM did benefit from Bailey’s strong partnerships with donors and building and landscape designers. Anticipating a period of growth, in 1920, Bailey hired landscape architect F.M. Button to draw up the “Plan for University of Vermont at Burlington” (see Figure 22 below).129 Button, who hailed from Evanston, Illinois, was hired just two years earlier to complete a “beautification” of the Vermont State Capitol grounds.130 The UVM plan included an illustration of what was called “University Park” and a specific planting plan for the green comprised of elm, oak, linden, sugar maple and Norway maple trees. The plan also depicted existing buildings and the locations of future buildings, walkways and roads. While most of the buildings proposed on this plan were not constructed, it seems to emphasize the green space to the rear (east) of the buildings on University Place as the central campus green around which development would occur. On the southern side of this green space is a large area behind Morrill Hall (#11) containing a network of greenhouses and a barn that was utilized by the Department of Agriculture. The former University farm on Main Street is visible in the upper right corner of the image. The plan also depicts a “Proposed Memorial Building including auditorium and common offices” in the location where Ira Allen Chapel (#3) sits today.

Bailey’s reception to this plan is unknown, although several years later, he hired the architectural firm McKim, Mead & White to create a similar plan, a firm which created numerous campus planning studies and building designs for UVM between 1925 and 1935. Founded by partners Charles Follen McKim, William Rutherford Mead and Stanford White in 1879, McKim, Mead & White became nationally known for their monumental Beaux Arts, Neoclassical and Colonial Revival designs. After designing the Morningside Heights campus of Columbia University in New York in the late-nineteenth century, they were highly sought after for designing University buildings and campus plans.

Figure 22: 1920 “Plan for University of Vermont at Burlington” by F.W. Button. Buildings shaded in darker tan were proposed but not yet built.
In the early-1920s, McKim, Mead & White created a plan for the University Green and surrounding buildings that clearly was never executed as it involved constructing a chapel on the south end of the green and another building on the north end of the green (see Figure 23 at left; the chapel location is circled). These two buildings were to be linked via a grand pathway with symmetrically radiating paths converging at several central fountains. This plan would have disrupted the 125-year old park plan of University Green, returning the Green back to the plan of the early-nineteenth century in which buildings were located on the north and south ends. That said, by the time Bailey became president of UVM, the campus’ only chapel on the second floor of Old Mill (#7) had become too small so construction of a new campus chapel was a priority.

Instead of building a chapel in the green, the site of the former president’s house adjacent to the north of Billings Library (#4) was selected for this building, and the president’s house was removed. The substantial building known as Ira Allen Chapel (#3), capable of seating up to 1,100 people, was designed by McKim, Mead & White, the first of six buildings that the firm would design on the UVM campus in the 1920s through the 1940s. Ira Allen Chapel is significant for its Architecture because it is the work of a master architectural firm. The chapel has been described as Georgian Revival in its style and is marked by a monumental portico, a tall and ornate bell tower, and an octagonal dome resting at the intersection of the four gables of its cruciform plan.

The Chapel is named after the founder of UVM, Ira Allen, at the behest of the Chapel’s main financier James Wilbur. Ira Allen was a controversial figure in UVM’s history and eventually, Allen’s involvement with the founding of UVM "faded…as the University developed a sense of its own history…” excluding him altogether.132 It was not until 1892 when John Goodrich, an active member in the University's community, first attempted to rehabilitate Allen's reputation.
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during the centennial celebration at the 1892 commencement by giving an address highlighting the positive affects this community had experienced as a result of the founding father.133 Goodrich also established "Founder's Day" on May 1st (Allen's Birthday), which he described as "a holiday forever, significant at once of her origin, and of the new life pulsing continually in her veins of perennial and ever burgeoning prime."134

Goodrich's efforts were continued into the 20th century by James B. Wilbur, an enthusiastic antiquarian that retired to Vermont and devoted himself to collecting and studying all things Ira Allen (see Figure 24; Wilbur is at left).135 Wilbur became the University's principal benefactor during this era; in 1921 he donated the bronze Ira Allen Statue (#1a) which stands nearby in the University Green, and over the next few years he paid for the construction of Ira Allen Chapel (#3), a chapel he would not have paid for if it was not guaranteed to be in the founder's name.136 Wilbur convinced himself that Allen was the true hero of Vermont and UVM. He wrote his biographies and collected literature and ephemera associated with Ira Allen which he donated to the University. Also, upon his death in 1929, Wilbur donated around three million dollars to the University which is still "the largest bequest in the University's history."137 In this description of how the president of the University accepted the terms regarding Ira Allen Chapel, it seemed as if the President was not exactly thrilled about the name but still welcomed Wilbur’s generosity.

Accordingly, Ira Allen Chapel represents a very dynamic and dichotomous history surrounding the founding of the University. If Allen had not been the controversial character that he was, there would have never been a reason for two men to feel the need to exonerate him. Wilbur especially would have had no reason to go to such extraordinary lengths to make sure Allen was not forgotten. Although UVM did not benefit financially from Allen in his day, the inspiration his life ignited in others, such as Wilbur, still brought prosperity and betterment to the University and its community.

Tucked into the northwest corner of Ira Allen Chapel’s ell is the John Dewey Memorial (#3a), a headstone marking the cremated remains of John Dewey and his second wife Roberta. Dewey
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was born in Burlington, VT in 1859 and attended UVM, graduating Phi Beta Kappa in 1879. Dewey went on to become one of the most prominent American philosophers, psychologists and educational reformers of the early-twentieth century whose pragmatic, democratic and empirical writings have had a profound influence on education and social reform nationwide and earned him the moniker “America’s Philosopher.”

While at UVM, Dewey studied philosophy under professor H.A.P. Torrey and was influenced by the writings of the late president James Marsh, who believed that a moral life and individualism were not compatible. After UVM, Dewey taught high school and elementary school before receiving his PhD in philosophy from John Hopkins University. Later, Dewey taught at the University of Michigan and at the University of Chicago where he researched primary education through his University of Chicago Laboratory Schools after which he taught philosophy at Columbia University. Dewey died in New York City in 1952, and his choice to be buried on the UVM campus is a tribute to the institution where he had his formative years in the study of philosophy. The headstone is inscribed with a passage from one of his essays entitled “A Common Faith” (1934), one of his later writings which applies his pragmatic philosophical beliefs to religion:

“The things in civilization we most prize are not of ourselves. They exist by grace of the doings and sufferings of the continuous human community in which we are a link. Ours is the responsibility of conserving, transmitting, rectifying and expanding the heritage of values we have received that those who come after us may receive it more solid and secure, more widely accessible and more generously shared than we have received it.”

Dewey believed that education should not be viewed as simply preparation for real life; rather, it should be experiential such that theory and learning happened through living and engaging with the world. President Bailey was a proponent of experiential education, believing that UVM should provide strong career training and engage in research efforts so he devoted resources to the departments that were engaged in such efforts: the Medical College, the Education Department and the Department of Agriculture, the Agricultural Experiment Station and the Vermont Cooperative Extension Service. For example, the 1939 aerial photograph below (Figure 25), looking north within the historic district, shows the network of greenhouses, barns gardens and a mown hayfield behind Morrill Hall (#11) where the students had hands-on training in agriculture and where both students and professors could experiment with new agricultural practices.

The Hatch Act signed by Grover Cleveland in 1887 provided funding for the establishment of Agricultural Experiment Stations, administered by land grant colleges, to conduct research into agriculture and rural life. UVM was awarded annual funding for such research, and the Agricultural Experiment Station is still in operation today. An example research project completed through the Experiment Station in the 1940s was assessing how farmers spend their time completing daily chores such as milking and haying in order to evaluate how they may become more efficient at these tasks through the employment of emerging technologies. Another research project during the 1940s studied different methods of haying during a time when there
was a transition from horse-drawn methods to mechanical machinery. This study resulted in the production a series of films depicting various methods of harvesting hay during this transitional period when this task was becoming increasingly mechanized.\textsuperscript{138}

The Vermont Cooperative Extension Service was founded in 1913 after the Vermont Legislature provided a grant to UVM to fund the program through the College of Agriculture (i.e. the Department of Agriculture). The UVM Agriculture Department had been offering agriculture programming throughout the state for over twenty years. For example, “Better Farming Special Trains” traveled the state delivering lectures, hands-on demonstrations and exhibits with the intention to create continuing learning opportunities for those already working within the agriculture profession. Funding for the newly organized Extension Service was to be used for activities such as the establishment of extension schools, demonstration plots, correspondence courses, lecture series, distributing literature dealing with agriculture, hiring district field agents that would work with the office of farm management of the United States Department of Agriculture, and creating partnerships with other like-minded institutions throughout the state.\textsuperscript{139}

Two years later, the federal government offered additional funds to extension services, adding the term \textit{Cooperative} Extension Services to emphasize that these programs were intended to be a joint venture between land grant colleges, the U.S. Department of Agriculture, and local communities. The Extension Service still operates in this cooperative capacity today.

One of the influential projects completed under the Cooperative Extension Service was the establishment of county farm bureaus united under the Vermont Farm Bureau, organized in 1918 as a trade association for agricultural producers.\textsuperscript{140} While the Vermont Farm Bureau is no longer a project of the Cooperative Extension Service, the organization still exists today with each county still having its own local farm bureau that provides important advocacy and education services to the agricultural industry.
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In 1939, President Bailey fell ill, just after plans had been announced that a UVM graduate had donated a substantial amount of money for the construction of a new administration building. The cornerstone for this building to be named the Waterman Memorial Building (#27) was laid in early October of 1940 and, two weeks later, Bailey passed away.

With its construction described as “a new era at the University of Vermont,” the Waterman Memorial Building (#27) was designed by New York City architecture firm McKim, Mead and White at a cost of $1,250,000.141 It was built as a memorial to Charles W. and Anna R. Waterman when UVM became the beneficiary of the estate of Charles W. Waterman upon Anna R. Waterman’s death in 1939, which included $1.5 million for a new administration building planned to be “one of the largest, best appointed, most modern educational units in New England.” Charles Waterman graduated from UVM in 1885. He made his fortune in Colorado, a state which he would eventually represent as a Senator. Waterman consistently supported his alma mater, serving as a trustee from 1921 to 1925 and leaving two trust funds to the University following the death of his wife in 1939.

Construction began in 1940 after two buildings on South Prospect Street were demolished and another moved south on South Prospect Street to make room for the building which occupied four entire building lots upon completion.\textsuperscript{142} In addition, extensive reconstruction of the existing sewer system in this neighborhood was completed to accommodate such a large building. Waterman Memorial Building is a significant and monumental example of Colonial Revival style \textit{architecture} which McKim, Mead and White had already used on several other large buildings on campus including Ira Allen Chapel (#3, 1925), Slade Hall (1928), Fleming Museum (1931) and Southwick Memorial Building (1934).

![Figure 26: Early-1940s photograph of Waterman Building looking across the green from University Place. Note the Howard Fountain at left center, aligned with the building's entrance portico. UVM Landscape Change Program #LS10619.](image)

The original interior was designed to accommodate educational, practical and recreational spaces which were meant to “fill a long-felt need at the University.”\textsuperscript{143} The basement housed a four-lane bowling alley, an electrical laboratory, a boiler room, as well as locker and dressing rooms. The ground floor was outfitted with several game rooms, a billiard room, cafeteria, lounges and several bedrooms. The second floor held offices, a library and reading rooms. The third floor again held offices as well as drafting rooms and bedrooms. The fourth and final floor was designed to serve University faculty, providing a meeting room and dining room, as well as bedrooms. This floor also held engineering, drafting and blue-printing rooms.\textsuperscript{144} These plans were designed to accommodate primarily male undergraduates as female undergraduates were stationed at the time on the Redstone Campus; the recreational centers at Waterman were created
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to supplement those already provided for women at Southwick Memorial Building. The cafeteria was greatly anticipated and “expected to become the central eating place for…male undergraduates.” The drafting and engineering facilities expanded those male-dominated departments, which were struggling to fit within their current structures. The combination of recreation facilities, cafeteria and administrative offices poised Waterman Memorial to be “the center of men’s activities on the campus.”

One of Bailey’s lasting contributions to UVM was to increase women’s enrollment at UVM. Whereas Waterman Memorial Building offered a dedicated space for dining, academic study and entertainment for male students only, women had their own campus on the former Redstone estate to the south of the central campus (outside of the historic district). While women were able to enter the workforce and engage in new educational opportunities following early-twentieth century events such as World War I and the Nineteenth Amendment, University women were typically relegated to women’s colleges. Harvard had Radcliffe College, Columbia had Barnard College, and UVM followed suit by establishing the Redstone campus that included dormitories, a gymnasium and recreation building, a dining hall and classrooms. Bailey continued to work with McKim, Mead & White to build a dormitory (Slade Hall, 1928) and a recreation center (Southwick Memorial Building, 1931) at the Redstone campus.

Rivaling Waterman Memorial Building (#27) in size is the Bishop DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital (#38), formally known today as 1 South Prospect Street and part of the University of Vermont Medical Center. The sprawling hospital building envelops the entire city block along Pearl Street between South Prospect Street and South Williams Street with its multiple additions, making it the largest and most dominant structure in the University Green Historic District. There are six interconnected building units within the hospital complex constructed at different periods. While UVM purchased the facility in 1977, since it opened in 1922 the hospital has always worked with students of the Medical College, although it did not officially create a partnership until the 1940s.

The Bishop DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital relates to the Area of Significance of Architecture.

1854, Reverend Louis DeGoesbriand, the first bishop of the new Catholic Diocese of Burlington, purchased a former inn known as the Pearl House located at the southwest corner of the intersection of South Prospect and Pearl Streets at the northwest corner of University Green. He transformed the inn into the Burlington Providence Orphan Asylum and Hospital which was staffed by French-speaking Sisters of Providence. In 1884, when the larger Providence Orphan Asylum was built at 351 North Street, the orphanage and hospital vacated the building and the St. Joseph’s Roman Catholic College was established here, although by 1906, the building had been removed and the land was vacant. Before his death in 1892, DeGoesbriand had willed
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this property to the Diocese; in March of 1905 the same land was conveyed to the Fanny Allen Hospital by the Diocese but was once again in the possession of the Diocese by 1924.\footnote{Burlington City Land Records Vol. 37, p. 248 and Vol. 52 p. 375} It is likely that the hospital removed the former building in anticipation of the construction of a new hospital building on this location.

In 1910 Reverend Joseph J. Rice of Springfield, Massachusetts was named the third Bishop of Burlington. Bishop Rice shared DeGoesbriand’s vision for a hospital for the people of Burlington and in 1922 it was announced that the Diocese would build a new hospital on this location and the structure would be named in DeGoesbriand’s dedication. Ground was broken for the new building in April of 1922.\footnote{Catholic Diocese of Burlington Collection. History of Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital. The Catholic Diocese of Burlington Collection, St. Michaels College Library Archives, 1987.} The first corner stone was laid in June of 1923, and patients were admitted into the one-hundred and eighty-eight room hospital in September of 1925.\footnote{Ibid.} The building was designed by Maginnis & Walsh, a Boston architecture firm who designed Catholic churches, schools and hospitals in the Boston area in the 1920s and 1930s, including the Basilica of The National Shrine of the Immaculate Conception, the largest Catholic church in North America. Local Burlington business Kieslich Construction Company constructed the building.

Shortly after opening its doors, it became evident that the hospital was not large enough to properly service the people of Burlington. The first building addition on the DeGoesbriand Hospital, begun in 1944, was called the St. Joseph’s Pavilion which doubled the size of the hospital and included a prenatal nursery, an isolation suite, laboratories and operating rooms, a waiting room and cafeteria, as well as a new chapel.\footnote{Sister Margaret Nolin. Memoirs of the Founding of the Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital. The Catholic Diocese of Burlington Collection, St. Michaels College Library Archives, 1987.} In 1958, in a barn on the hospital’s land, the DeGoesbriand Hospital opened its first school of nursing for the nuns of the diocese. That same year, the Rehabilitation Center was constructed on the northwest side of St. Joseph’s Pavilion. This Rehabilitation Center is one of Burlington’s most intact and characteristic International-style buildings, designed by local architect Julian Goodrich. In addition to the rehabilitation center, it housed the new Jeanne Mance School of Nursing, which would later merge with UVM. Two years later, the Arnold Pavilion was constructed on the west side of St. Joseph’s Pavilion.
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\caption{c.1950 postcard of DeGoesbriand Hospital, prior to construction of the Rehabilitation Center, Arnold Pavilion and Clinical Addition. Old Hall is at left and St. Joseph’s Pavilion is at right.}
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Whereas the Bishop DeGoesbriand Hospital (#38) is a substantial building that contributes to the institutional feeling of the historic district, several residential-scale buildings were constructed in the neighborhood surrounding the University Green in the 1920s. These buildings were not initially owned by UVM but, rather, represented the continued growth of Burlington during this era.

439 College Street (#25) was built as a fraternity house in 1923 for Phi Delta Theta whose UVM chapter was established in 1879. Significant within the context of Architecture, the building was designed by architect William McLeish Dunbar, himself a Phi Delta Theta alumnus at his alma mater Cornell University in Ithaca, New York where he taught architecture in the 1920s and 1930s. For the fraternity building, Dunbar adopted a design which created a functional building that was rooted in its setting, much like the earlier two fraternities included in the historic district, Sigma Phi House (#29) and Lambda Iota House (#37), which were residential-scale buildings in residential neighborhoods.\textsuperscript{155} His design for the UVM building was documented in an article for \textit{Architectural Forum} in the May 1928 issue. The building utilizes local Vermont materials and adopts a simple but elegant arrangement of interior spaces that reflect their various functions. As stated in the \textit{Architectural Forum} article, there were 25 rooms “all of course arranged in the most practical manner of construction in the most economical fashion.”\textsuperscript{156} At the same time, Dunbar explains in the article that Greek design concepts and motifs, such as pediments, fluted pilasters, broad frieze bands, dentilated cornices, and the repetition of the Greek key motif both inside and outside was an attempt to create an elegant building that reflected the Greek Revival style prevalent throughout the building’s Burlington neighborhood.\textsuperscript{157}

28 S. Williams Street (#33) and 34 S. Williams Street (#32) are neighboring houses constructed in 1924 and 1926, respectively. They are typical of the brick Colonial Revival style houses constructed for middle class families in this neighborhood during the early-twentieth century and, like most houses in this neighborhood near UVM, they have consistently had close ties to the University (28 S. Williams Street is owned by UVM today). The first known occupant of 28 S. Williams Street is Mary McGreevy, a widow, who lived in the house and accommodated boarders for almost 40 years. Many of the boarders were UVM students, although some were factory workers and managers.\textsuperscript{158}

Like everywhere in the United States, the devastating effects of the Great Depression were felt in Burlington and at UVM. UVM President Guy Bailey managed UVM’s potential crisis by not raising faculty salaries and, in order to maintain enrollment levels, by securing donors to fund students’ tuition who may have dropped out for lack of money. Like Mary McGreevy, others, particularly single or widowed women, operated boarding houses in their homes. For decades, widow Margaret L.H. Smith ran a boarding house in her home Bittersweet House (#17) which she had purchased in 1928. Although she sold the building to UVM in 1940, she lived there until
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her death in 1961. Smith was a published author and close friend of Warren P. Austin, the first United States delegate to the United Nations. Her writings gained her international acclaim, and she received letters of praise from international politicians for her writings on hope and peace.

The single Depression-era building constructed in the historic district is the Elihu B. Taft School (#34) which was built in 1938 and served as an elementary school until 1980. The funds and land for the school’s construction were bequeathed to the City of Burlington by Taft in his will; he designated that the land and money be used to construct a school and if/when the property was no longer being used as a school, “it was to be used as a shelter for older homeless men.” Additional funding in the form of a grant totaling $111,272 was provided for the school was provided by the Public Works Administration (PWA). Frank Lyman Austin of Burlington, VT, an architect and builder, designed the Taft School in the Colonial Revival style. Significant under the theme of Architecture, the building is typical of schools built during this era with monumental entrances and large banks of windows. Austin’s work in Burlington includes 443 Main Street, within the University Green Historic District (#19), Champlain School (1909), Memorial Auditorium (1927), Burlington Jr. High School (Old) (1925), Burlington State Armory (1929), and the YMCA Building (1932). He also designed schools, civic buildings, and libraries throughout the state.

Under President Guy Bailey, a new trend in UVM’s growth would emerge: UVM’s acquisition of former private residents in the neighborhood surrounding University Green. During the Depression, this was a less expensive means for expanding the amount of student housing, faculty offices and department headquarters. As UVM saw tremendous growth in the 1940s through 1960s following World War II, the University would purchase additional properties such that most of the former residences within the historic district in the vicinity of University Green are owned by the University. The transformation of these private homes into University buildings and dormitories had little visual effect on the residential character of the neighborhood, as most of these buildings were preserved to appear as homes.

The Benedict House (#39) was purchased by UVM in 1934 and renovated to house the History Department and its neighbor, Nicholson House (#38) was bought by UVM in 1939 for offices and student housing. Allen House (#16) was bought in 1936 from the Allen family who had owned the house since 1880. Given the name “Allen House” shortly after it was purchased, it was extensively renovated and modernized to be used as a cooperative dormitory for women until 1967. Finally, under Bailey’s watch, 70 S. Williams Street (#31) was purchased in 1940 and renovated to house the UVM Music Department. The Music Department had occupied a building that was removed in 1940 to construct the Waterman Memorial Building (#23).

Another trend present in the historic district in the early-twentieth century was the construction of outbuildings and automobile garages. While some of the larger nineteenth and early-twentieth century homes were built with carriage barns or garages, many such outbuildings were added once the automobile became more accessible and popular to middle class families. Examples of

---
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early-twentieth century garages added to older homes include: c.1935 Bittersweet Garage (#17a); c.1915 447 Main Street Garage / Carriage Barn (#18a); c.1926 Booth House Garage (30a); and the c.1920s 415 Pearl Street Garage (#35a). Early-twentieth century carriage barns and garages that were built concurrently with their respective houses include: 1914 Englesby Garage (#24a); 1895 Peirce-Spaulding Carriage Barn (#28a); and the 1926 34 S. Williams Street Garage (#32a).

1941 – 1970: Mid-Twentieth Century Growth

Despite the growth and prosperity of UVM during the Bailey era, the Depression and previously hidden University debt under Bailey threatened the viability of UVM. The University was spared and able to remain open due to a two-year loan granted by the Vermont legislature in 1941 and $150,000 in donations from students, faculty, alumni and University friends. However, UVM’s troubles in the 1940s would continue following the United States’ formal entry into World War II on December 8, 1941.

So many students left campus to serve in the military that enrollment was halved during the war years; enrollment dropped from nearly 1,400 in 1940 to less than 900 in 1944. Even women left UVM to serve in the Women’s Army Corps (WAC) and to enlist in the Women’s Reserve of the United States Naval Reserve, although the number of women on campus outnumbered men during this era. To recoup the loss in revenue due to decreased enrollment, President Jack Millis, who served after Bailey, secured the arrival of U.S. Army Air Corps cadets to take courses and practice drills. Women who resided in the three Redstone campus dormitories were asked to temporarily leave so that the cadets could occupy the dormitories.

The Waterman Memorial Building (#27) of 1941 is the last building to have been constructed in the historic district, although new wings were added to existing buildings within the district’s period of significance at the DeGoesbriand Memorial Hospital (#38) and Old Mill (#7) (although the historic Old Mill wing is no longer extant). After World War II and throughout the 1940s through 1960s, the central campus in the vicinity of University Green grew through the acquisition of former private residences. As the UVM campus expanded to the south and east to areas outside of the historic district, several buildings within the district were renovated and repurposed for new uses in the 1960s.

---
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Wheeler House (#23) was acquired by UVM in 1944 for use as an infirmary serving University students. When Wheeler House went on the real estate market in 1943, UVM did not have the funds to purchase the house that had been so closely tied with the University since its construction. Instead, L. J. Schildhause, an individual interested in real estate development, purchased the house with the likely intention to redevelop the lot. Worried about potentially losing the historic house, a group of faculty, friends and alumni of the University created a group to prevent the loss of the building, “preserving from exploitation one of Burlington’s finest old homesteads.” The group was given a short-term option to buy it and sufficient funds had to be raised by April 1, 1944 in order to purchase the building and donate it to UVM for use as an infirmary to “fill a serious gap in the University’s service.” The funds for the purchase were raised in time, and Wheeler House was renovated for its new purpose as an infirmary named the “Wheeler House - Wasson Memorial Infirmary.” The infirmary was named for Pearl Randall.

164 A Proposal To Acquire a Site for the Wasson Memorial Infirmary at the University of Vermont,” Wheeler House/Wasson Infirmary building file, UVM Special Collections.
166 “A Proposal To Acquire a Site for the Wasson Memorial Infirmary at the University of Vermont.”
167 Ibid.
Wasson, the first Dean of Women at UVM. The 1944 blueprints for this renovation show a treatment room, doctor’s office, nurse’s quarters and waiting room on the first floor, as well as the kitchen, dining room and toilets. The second floor had four men’s bedrooms, six women’s bedrooms, nurse’s quarters, a serving room and multiple closets and bathrooms.

After the War, enrollment at UVM spiked, in part due to returning veterans taking advantage of the G.I. Bill which offered financial incentives to attend high school, college or vocational school. By 1946-47, enrollment had reached 2,006 students, the highest in the University’s history at that point. To accommodate this growing student population, four new dormitories designed by McKim, Mead & White were built: Coolidge Hall, a women’s dormitory on Redstone Campus, and Buckham, Chittenden and Wills Halls to the east of University Row and outside of the historic district. While the campus expanded to the east and south, the central campus around University Green did not change during this era.

It was not until 1956, under the leadership of president Carl W. Borgmann, that UVM began to purchase additional private residences near University Green. The Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42) became the UVM Medical Building Annex. Beginning in 1920, it was occupied by medical organizations, offices, and labs. The first such tenants were the Vermont State Board of Health, the Vermont Anti-Tuberculosis Association and the Vermont State Lab of Hygiene. In 1925, the Vermont Department of Public Health moved into the building as well and, by 1949, the building was listed in City Directories as the State Health Building. The Englesby House (#24) remained in the Englesby family from 1914 until Maude Englesby passed away and willed the house to UVM in 1956. It was immediately used as a women’s dormitory until 1958, when it was converted into the house of the University president. The first president to occupy the house was John Fey, the seventeenth president of UVM from 1958 to 1964.

Fey presided over a period of growth when the baby boomer population began to enter UVM. During Fey’s presidency, an ambitious building program ensued leading to the construction of some of UVM’s largest buildings including the Howe Memorial Library, Patrick Gymnasium and Gutterson Fieldhouse, six residence halls, and several other academic buildings. Three former residences within the historic district were purchased by UVM during Fey’s presidency. The Peirce-Spaulding House (#26) was purchased by UVM in 1958, the last piece of private property fronting the University Green to be acquired. It was initially used to house alumni activities and the offices of Public Relations and Development. UVM bought 146 South Williams Street (#22) in 1959 which has housed a variety of University departments and uses. Bittersweet House (#17) was purchased by UVM in 1940 by Margaret L.H. Smith, who had lived there since 1928, although she retained a lifetime residency clause so that she remained in the house until her death in 1961 when the property transferred to UVM. The Booth House (#30)...
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is the last private home within the historic district’s period of significance to be acquired by UVM which occurred in 1970. Following the sale, extensive renovations were done to the house to convert it into the University of Vermont Alumni House and, later, the Development Office.

Four additional former residences within the historic district were acquired by UVM after the end of the historic district’s period of significance in 1970. These include the Henry Lord House (#43) in 1981, 34 South Williams Street (#32) in 1988, the Lattie F. Coor House (#38) in 1997, and 439 College Street (#25) in 2019. The purchase of these buildings by UVM reflects the continued growth of the University throughout the, latter part of the twentieth century.

Three buildings in the historic district underwent renovations in the 1960s to accommodate new uses, although these adaptive reuse projects did not have a significant effect on the visual appearance of these properties. By the 1950s, Billings Library (#6) was recognized as too small to house the University’s book collection, and plans were underway in 1957 to construct a four-story addition to the rear of the building. Rather than build this addition, however, a new library was constructed on campus to the southeast of Billings Library in 1961 (outside of the historic district). Beginning in 1962, Billings Library was renovated by Burlington architecture firm Barr, Linde and Hubbard to serve as the new student center known as the Billings Center. The project involved removing the two-story book stacks from the main north book room, adding a glass enclosed mezzanine to the rear, and converting the basement areas into a coffee shop and offices.174 In 1984, the Billings Center was greatly expanded with new wings as part of the Billings-Ira Allen Student Center.

In 1969, John Dewey Hall (#41) was converted from the Medical College building to the headquarters of the Psychology Department. In 1941, after the Waterman Building (#27) was erected, the offices of the University president and administrators that had been housed in the Medical College building moved into Waterman.175 The move of the administration out of the Medical College gave much needed space to the school for their pathology, bacteriology, physiology, and pharmacology departments. However, by the 1960s it was apparent that the solution to the space problem was going to be a new medical college building. The University decided to construct a Medical Science Center and turn over the Medical College building to the Psychology Department, which by then had also grown quite large.

The laboratories, dissecting rooms, lecture rooms, library, lounge room, museum, and the corridors previously utilized by the Medical College were all renovated. In the basement, the student lounge was converted into the Behavioral Therapy Center. The lecture hall on the second and third floors is all that remains of Wilcox’s original interior design. The fourth floor, like the others, was renovated and is currently a restricted research area. Upon completion of the renovations on November 10, 1969, the building was rededicated to UVM alumnus John Dewey, a prominent philosopher, educator and psychologist.

---

175 *Vermont Alumni Magazine*, May 6, 1940, p. 173.
While the west portion of Royall Tyler Theatre and Central Utility Plant (#12) was not renovated for use as a new theater until 1973, the eastern portion of the building, the 1911 addition, was converted into the Central Heating Plant in 1969. The open, utilitarian space of this portion of the building was well adapted into a space for mechanical equipment. In 1970, the first of two gas-fired steam boilers were installed, and a new network of underground distribution pipes delivered steam heat to central campus buildings and over the past 50 years, continuous expansions and upgrades to the heating system have occurred.

Despite renovations, and the change of uses and ownership of many buildings, the University Green Historic District retains a collection of buildings, objects, and sites that convey the history of UVM from its founding in 1790 to 1970. Architecturally, the district is invaluable and unusual for the visual coherence it achieves despite the disparity of building size and styles. The area around the green has served as the primary focus for higher education in Vermont for more than two centuries, and the buildings function as visual and physical documentation of the history of UVM and the city of Burlington.
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• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_040: Sigma Phi House (#29). Looking northeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_041: Booth House (#30). Looking northeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_042: 70 S. Williams Street (#31). Looking northeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_043: 34 S. Williams Street (#32) at right and 28 S. Williams Street (#33) at left. Looking southeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_044: Taft School (#34). Looking northeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_045: 415 Pearl Street (#35). Looking southeast.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_046: Moore-Woodbury House (#36). Looking northwest.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_047: Lambda Iota House (#37). Looking west.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_048: Bishop DeGoetsbriand Hospital (#38) Old Hall. Looking west.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_049: Bishop DeGoetsbriand Hospital (#38) Old Hall (right), St. Joseph’s Pavilion (center) and Arnold Pavilion (left). Looking north.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_050: Bishop DeGoetsbriand Hospital (#38) Rehabilitation Center. Looking southwest.
• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_051: Benedict House (#39) at left and Nicholson House (#40) at right. Looking northwest.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_052: Dewey Hall (#41). Looking northwest.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_053: Col. Stephen Pearl House (#42). Looking northwest.

• VT_Chittenden County_University Green Historic District_054: Henry Lord House (#43). Looking northeast.

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for nominations to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 460 et seq.). We may not conduct or sponsor and you are not required to respond to a collection of information unless it displays a currently valid OMB control number.

Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for each response using this form is estimated to be between the Tier 1 and Tier 4 levels with the estimate of the time for each tier as follows:

- Tier 1 – 60-100 hours
- Tier 2 – 120 hours
- Tier 3 – 230 hours
- Tier 4 – 280 hours

The above estimates include time for reviewing instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and preparing and transmitting nominations. Send comments regarding these estimates or any other aspect of the requirement(s) to the Service Information Collection Clearance Officer, National Park Service, 1201 Oakridge Drive Fort Collins, CO 80525.